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terpiece of the School's pursuit of legal
scholarship.
The Burns Institute supports scholarly sym
posia, conferences, and lectures; sponsors
faculty research and writing; and provides
scholarships for gifted Cardozo students.
Cardozo Studies in Lawand Literature, spon
sored by Cardozo and the Burns Institute,
is the first professionally edited journal
addressing the blossoming interest among
literary scholars, lawyers, and judges in the
relationship between law and literature.
Published semiannually, the new journal
explores such topics as legal themes in
fiction; public and private law restrictions
on creative expression (defamation, privacy,
and public censorship); and hermeneutics.
Prof. Richard H. Weisberg, professor of law
at Cardozo, is general editor.
The Institute's future academic endeavors
include The International Faculty Se
minar in Evidence and Litigation,
which will take the lead in conducting
national and international scholarly ex
change on the implications for the law of
evidence of a number of philosophical the
ories as well as the advent of new computer
technology.
The fruits of the Burns Institute are evident
in the classroom as well as in the legal
community. Cardozo's faculty is extraordi
narily diverse; many hold advanced degrees
in areas such as philosophy, literature,
government, and history, in addition to law.
Research and interaction among scholars of
varied backgrounds enrich the educational
process. The Jacob Bums Institute for Ad
vanced Legal Studies thus yields not only
important scholarship for the benefit of
society as a whole, but also better teaching
and learning at Cardozo.

A b ou t Cardozo School
o f Law
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law offers
pioneering options and programs anchored
in an immutable base of traditional academ
ic excellence.
Fully approved by the American Bar Asso
ciation and a member of the Association
of American Law Schools, Cardozo is young
and innovative and at the same time has
earned its standing in the legal community
through its ability to attract an outstanding
faculty, produce quality publications by
both students and faculty, and place its
graduates in the country's most prestigious
private and public law offices and judicial
clerkships.

A Forum
for Intellectual Challenge
Cardozo is an immersion in intellectual
stimulation with a focus on close facultystudent contact, especially during that allimportant first year of intellectual challenge
and growth.
Upperclass electives include a substantial
number of small seminars and clinical op
tions in which students can continue to
experience greater opportunities for discus
sion, criticism, and personal attention.
Cardozo offers the opportunity to focus on
areas of timely legal expertise—such as
entertainment law, real estate and urban
law, international law, and alternative dis
pute resolution.
Cardozo's location provides intellectual op
portunities found nowhere else but in the
heart of New York City: many of the nation's
outstanding law firms and legal experts, the
proximity of New York's city, state, and
federal courts, easy access to the center of
our nation's commerce and culture—Wall
Street, Broadway, the U.N.
Cardozo School of Law is a very special
environment in which to become a very
special breed of attorney.

Programs of Study
Cardozo offers students options for struc
turing their route to the degree of Doctor
of Law (J.D.).
Students may choose the traditional threeyear sequence or the greater flexibility of
one of Cardozo's Accelerated Entry Plans.
Three-Year Sequence
Cardozo's J.D. program requires 84 credits
of coursework. The mandatory first-year
curriculum consists of four full-year courses

Jacob Burns Institute for
Advanced Legal Studies
The Jacob Burns Institute for Advanced
Legal Studies, established in 1987 by Car
dozo's Chairman of the Board, is the cen
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be integrated into Cardozo's second year the
following fall, or can complete their firstyear studies after a summer break.
AEP-January is for:
• Undergraduates completing college in
December;
• Late law school applicants who do not
want to wait until the following fall to
begin;
• Students who want to finish law
school in two and a half years.

(6 credits each|: Property, Contracts, Torts,
and Civil Procedure. In addition, first-year
students are required to take Elements of
the Law (3 credits) and Legal Analysis,
Writing, and Research (2 credits) in the fall
semester, and Criminal Law (3 credits) and
Moot Court (1 credit) in the spring semester.
During the remaining two years at Cardozo,
students select from upper-level elective
courses, one of which must satisfy the
School's requirement of demonstrated pro
ficiency in professional responsibility, as
well as a course or seminar that requires
a supervised paper or other written work
and an advanced legal research requirement.
Of the 84 credits required of each student,
at least 72 must be in courses scheduled
to meet on a weekly basis throughout a
semester.
Accelerated Entry Plans (AEP)
AEP allows students to finish law school
in two and a half years or tailor a program
around special scheduling needs.
AEP is taught by select faculty in classes
smaller than most traditional first-year
courses. Students in an AEP program are
then integrated into Cardozo's upper
classes.

A E P -M a y

Students begin first-year studies in late
May, and complete one semester by the
end of August. They can then complete
their first-year studies the following
summer, or participate in Cardozo's fall
curriculum immediately.
AEP-May is for:
• Undergraduates completing their ju
nior year who want to begin law school
prior to their senior year;
• College professors, graduate students,
and teachers who have commitments during
the academic year;
• Working professionals seeking a tran
sition to law school which allows addi
tional time for work commitments;
• Students who want to begin law school
early and finish in two and a half calendar
years.

By beginning the first semester of law school
in January, students can complete their
first-year studies through the summer and
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nomics in Budapest—sponsored a series
of courses in business law given by Car
dozo faculty and practicing lawyers in the
Hungarian capital. This was the first time
that courses in the legal regulation of a
market economy have been given by Amer
ican lawyers in Hungary.
The Center also sponsors visits by Cardozo
students to major New York firms to hear
presentations by practicing lawyers on
developing issues and new fields of practice
in corporate and business law. Planned
topics for future conferences at Cardozo
include environmental disclosure by corpo
rations and recent developments in corpo
rate law and international finance.
In crim inal law, in addition to basic
Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure
courses, Cardozo offers three clinical pro
grams: The Criminal Law Clinic enables
students to do fieldwork in the Criminal
Courts representing the criminally ac
cused in misdemeanor cases, from initial
interviews through trial and disposition.
Students also assist one of the clinical
instructors in preparing a felony trial or
other major litigation projects. Students
recently participated in representing
Hedda Nussbaum during the celebrated
"Joel Steinberg" case. The Criminal Ap
peals Clinic enables students to prepare
criminal appellate briefs and engage in
oral argument before the Appellate Div
ision, First Department, New York State
Supreme Court. Students enrolled in the
Prosecutor Practicum work full-time in

Cardozo seeks only highly motivated stu
dents for these selective programs. Appli
cants are asked to follow the admissions
procedure as described on page 25 of this
Bulletin.

Areas of Focus
and C linical Experiences
Among the areas on which students can
focus at Cardozo are corporate and tax law;
criminal law; advocacy; international law;
publication, communications, and arts
law; and real estate and urban law.
In corporate and ta x law, students
have a large selection of courses from
which to choose, including Corporate Fi
nance, Corporate Tax, Securities Regula
tion, Federal Tax Policy, Investment
Institutions, Business Planning, Reorgani
zations and Related Transactions, and Pen
sion Plans and Deferred Compensation.
Students may participate in the Tax Court
Clinic, representing pro se taxpayers in
the U.S. Tax Court, and the Tax Law
Society. The Heyman Program in Corpo
rate Governance provides strong support
for the program.
The Samuel and Ronnie Heyman
Center on Corporate Governance,
founded in 1987, sponsors conferences,
seminars, and research at Cardozo on
issues related to corporate and business
law and the role of corporations and cor
porate managers in society. In previous
years the Center has sponsored confer
ences on topics of current interest to the
legal and business communities such as
leverage and corporate debt, trading claims
in bankruptcy, brokerage firm insolven
cies and the rights of security holders, and
recent developments in transnational bus
iness transactions with the European com
munity. Increasingly the Center is working
on issues relating to the structure of private
enterprise in Central Europe. Heyman
Center presentations have included talks
by T. Boone Pickens, Jr., of Mesa Petro
leum; Carl C. Icahn of TWA; Stanley Gold
of Shamrock Partners; and J. Carter Bacot
of the Bank of New York.
During the Spring 1990 Semester, the Cen
ter—with the University of Budapest Law
School and Karl Marx University of Eco
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the Manhattan District Attorney's Office,
performing many functions of a junior
assistant district attorney, under the su
pervision of a faculty member and a se
lected senior assistant district attorney.
For those students interested in develop
ing advocacy skills, Cardozo offers a
rich selection of clinical experiences that
expose students to various aspects of rep
resentation. The Intensive Trial Advo
cacy Program brings over 100 skilled
lawyers and judges to work with our stu
dents on an individual basis during the
winter intersession. Students participate
in an intensive immersion in the skills
of trial litigation, with emphasis on in
dividualized instruction, taught by Cardo
zo faculty and teams of experienced
criminal and civil litigators from the met
ropolitan area.
Under a grant from the Ford Foundation,
Cardozo offers a Program in Interna
tion al Law and Human Rights. The
broad-based curriculum prepares students
to practice public international and
human rights law.

The Alexander Judicial Fellows
Program provides nearly a full semester's
credit for clerkship work with selected
federal judges.
The Affordable Housing Work
shop affords students hands-on expe
rience in all phases of housing develop
ment.
Structured internships and the Appel
late Externship provide opportunities
for advanced practical experience in a
student's area of interest.
The Moot Court and Advanced
Moot Court C om petitions are two
additional vehicles for students to explore
career paths and develop skills to function
in litigation settings.
/Note: for description of clinical offerings'
timeframes, credits, etc., see Course De
scriptions.)

The Bet Tzedek Legal Services
Clinic, winner of the New York State
Voluntary Action Commission's Eleanor
Roosevelt Award for Community Service,
offers students the opportunity to learn
civil law practice while aiding the elderly.
Students handle individual cases and class
action suits involving entitlement to go
vernment benefits. Partially funded by a
grant from the Federation of Jewish Phi
lanthropies of New York, students in this
clinic receive instruction in the field of
health law and work with clinical instruc
tors providing legal services for the elderly
poor.
Services are provided to clients free of
charge, from Clinic offices located both
at Cardozo and on Manhattan's Lower East
Side. The Clinic is staffed by three attor
neys who are nationally recognized experts
in this field.
The A lternative Dispute R esolu
tion/M ediation C linic affords stu
dents the opportunity to serve as media
tors in cases referred by the criminal
summons court.

E ntertainm ent Law
With the introduction of the Howard M.
Squadron Program in Communi
cations Law, the School has become a
center for study and research in issues
relating to communications, publishing,
and entertainment law. The Arts and En
tertainment Law Journal is a respected
scholarly publication that enables a group
of interested students to concentrate their
written work in this area. The Annual
Entertainment Law Moot Court Competi
tion, co-sponsored by BMI, brings law
school teams to Cardozo from around the
nation to compete. The Summer Institute
seminars in entertainment law provide
specific opportunities for students to work
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Summer In stitu te for Placem ent
and Career Developm ent
The Summer Institute for Placement and
Career Development, established in 1983,
is a unique program designed to expand
the professional opportunities for Cardozo
School of Law students by combining aca
demic study with exposure to legal prac
tice. The Summer Institute offers a series
of intensive seminars, for credit, conduct
ed by practitioners and teachers in a wide
range of substantive areas. Students par
ticipating in these seminars are also placed
full-time in related jobs under the super
vision of leading attorneys. Companion
classes in professional responsibility ex
plore relevant ethical questions.
The Summer Institute affords students an
important opportunity to specialize by
providing a solid understanding of the law
in specific areas which can be built upon
throughout the remainder of law school.

for important law firms and corporations
that form the core of the industry.
The School has also drawn on the New
York legal community to establish a group
of courses that provide a strong underpin
ning in the field. These include courses
in copyright and patent law, law and pub
lishing, regulation of cable television, en
tertainment law, and economics of mass
media law and the first amendment. In
1983 the Finkelstein Lectureship in Copy
right Law was inaugurated.

Center for P rofessional
D evelopm ent
Cardozo School of Law is committed to
assisting its students explore the numer
ous opportunities available in the legal
community and obtain satisfying legal
employment. This commitment is evident
throughout the life of the Law School and
is especially apparent in the activities of
the Center for Professional Development.
In addition to providing a full range of
placement services, the Center works with
the faculty and the Dean's Office to offer
a wide variety of special programs and
events designed to bring the worlds of
academic law and legal practice closer, to
expose students to the breadth of the legal
profession, and to enhance their employ
ment prospects. The Center is a place
where students can receive career coun
seling, explore a broad range of opportun
ities, and gain practical advice in jobhunting. The staff of the Center is made
up of law graduates as well as other pro
fessionals in the field of career counseling
and development and law placement.
The Center presents many panel discus
sions throughout the year on specific types
of legal practice. Panels held at Cardozo
have included lawyers from large, medium,

Real Estate and Urban Law
Cardozo offers a strong academic and in
ternship program in real estate law, fi
nance, and development, including the
Stephen B. Siegel Program in Real
Estate Law. The program draws upon
experts in the field in the private sector
and in government.
The Affordable Housing Development
Clinic affords an opportunity to work
through all phases of a development
project.
The Summer Institute has included a
seminar in Law and Urban Development.
Participants are placed in various real
estate-related offices for intensive expo
sure to aspects of development in the City
of New York. These include the Legal
Department, New York City Public Devel
opment Corporation; New York City Board
of Standards and Appeals; New York State
Attorney General's Office; New York City
Planning Commission; and the Office of
the City Council.
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2. Through the unique Prosecutor
Practicum Program, a group of stu
dents is placed full-time for a semester in
the Manhattan District Attorney's Office
where, under close supervision and in
conjunction with an intensive seminar,
they perform many of the same functions
as a new assistant district attorney.
3. The Summer Institute for
Placement and Career Develop
m ent provides specialized seminars and
professional opportunities for approxi
mately 80 students in an ambitious pro
gram that spans litigation, real estate,
entertainment law, international trade
law, and many other fields. Students' full
time summer field placements have in
cluded prestigious law firms, general coun
sel's offices, and government agencies such
and small-size firms; attorneys and law
as: CBS-Fox Video & CBS, Inc.; GRP Rec
graduates clerking for federal and state
ords; Kensington, James & Ressler; Lajudges; and attorneys practicing interna
Rossa, Mitchell & Ross; Marshall, Morris,
tional law, criminal law, bankruptcy law
Wattenberg
& Platt; New York City Board
and other specialists in private and go
of
Standards
& Appeals; Orion Pictures;
vernment practice. In combination, these
Radio City Music Hall; Shearson, Lehman,
multiple programs encourage students to
Hutton, Inc.; Simon & Schuster; Soller,
meet practicing attorneys and learn more
Singer & Horn; Time Equities, Inc.; United
about the various possibilities for their
States Comptroller of the Currency; United
careers.
States Court of International Trade; U.S.
Students are afforded further opportunities
Department of Justice.
to learn from, and to learn about, legal
4. The Appellate Externship is a
practitioners through intensive special in
program
offering students the opportunity
ternship and clinical programs offered at
to work for a semester in the Appeals Unit
Cardozo. All these programs involve place
of the New York City Department of Law,
ments in actual legal settings and are
Corporation Counsel. Students are ex
designed to link the student experiences
posed
to a variety of civil law questions
more directly to the profession. Concur
and are given the chance to develop their
rent specialized seminars or individual
brief-writing skills under close supervi
ized school supervision provide students
sion and observe experienced attorneys in
with an academic perspective on their
court
during appellate arguments.
fieldwork experiences. Several examples
of innovative programs initiated at Car
5. As part of the School's credited In
dozo are:
ternship Program, the Center, in con
1. The Alexander Judicial Fellows junction with the Educational Policy
Committee, supervises students working
Program, under a gift from the Bertha
during the semesters as unpaid interns in
and Richard G. Alexander Foundation,
public law offices and judges' chambers.
places students in full-time judicial clerk
Students have the opportunity to work in
ships for a semester with such distin
a practice setting and, with prior faculty
guished federal district court judges as
approval, to earn credit for their work
Maryanne Trump Barry, Pierre N. Leval,
experiences.
and Jack B. Weinstein, and such federal
appellate judges as Lawrence W. Pierce
The Center also offers a number of im
of the Court of Appeals for the Second
portant placement services. It schedules
Circuit.
interviews with prospective employers
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who visit the campus each fall and spring,
handles requests by a large number of
additional firms to review resumes of Cardozo students, and manages a growing
number of requests from employers for
students to fill specified positions. In this
connection, the Center is continually pub
licizing the School and its students in an
ongoing effort to develop the interest of
employers in Cardozo as a source to which
they may regularly look to meet their
personnel needs.
In addition, the Center provides students,
individually and in groups, with advice
about job-seeking and employment op
tions. A placement manual is designed to
acquaint students with the Center's ser
vices and the basic techniques of searching
for a job. Counseling and workshops assist
students in designing effective resumes
and cover letters. Mock interviews are
conducted to help them improve their
communication skills; a videotaped mockinterview program is also offered. A special
Mentor Program, coordinated in cooper
ation with the Cardozo Alumni Associa
tion, matches students with alumni who
can advise them about practice and assist
them in their career decisions. The Cen
ter's extensive career library includes an
increasing number of videotapes on the
School's services and career guidance.
The Center maintains strong ties with the
Law School's graduates. In addition to
offering a full range of alumni placement
services, Center staff meet constantly with
alumni, as prospective employers, to keep
them informed about changes in the Law
School and assist them in hiring Cardozo
students and graduates.
In all these matters, the Center works
closely with the faculty. Faculty take an
active role in contacting firms about pos
sible job opportunities and responding to
requests from firms for recommendations
of students for particular positions. The
Clerkship Committee, together with the
Center, works with students who are in
terested in securing judicial clerkships in
forwarding their applications to federal
and state judges.
Cardozo has established a reputation as
an institution to which employers increas

ingly look for well-trained graduates who
are capable of excelling in law practice,
as well as in other areas of business and
professional life.

Student Life
Cardozo's location, facilities, and activities
help create an environment in which stu
dents can grow in the study of law and
life. Cardozo's Greenwich Village setting
on Manhattan's lower Fifth Avenue affords
students an incomparable opportunity for
educational, cultural, and social enrich
ment. The Village boasts many fine ed
ucational institutions, libraries, theaters,
galleries, restaurants, and shops, all within
walking distance of the School. Wall
Street, Madison Square Garden, the Broad
way theater district, as well as some of
the world's outstanding museums and con
cert halls, are minutes away by public
transportation. Law students can benefit
from the proximity to city, state, and
federal courts, and a concentration of the
nation's most prestigious law firms.
Cardozo School of Law is housed in Yeshiva
University's Brookdale Center. The School
provides an attractive, modern envi
ronment for the study of law. Among its
facilities are:
• Theater-style lecture halls accommo
dating 30-175 students, as well as several
seminar rooms.
• Jacob Burns Moot Court, a beautifully
appointed courtroom, used for trial prac
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tice sessions and moot court competi
tions.
• The Fay Rotenberg Student Lounge
and the adjacent food services area, where
students can relax, snack, chat, and study
in an attractive and comfortable environ
ment.
• A newly designed lobby and art gallery
with comfortable seating, conducive to
study, conversation, and art appreciation.
• Offices for Law Review, Moot Court,
Criminal Law Clinic, Bet Tzedek Legal
Services Clinic, Cardozo Law Forum, Stu
dent Bar Association, and other student
journals and organizations.
Housing
Attractive housing is available in the im
mediate vicinity of Cardozo as well as in
other neighborhoods easily accessible by
public transportation. Cardozo offers stu
dents a student housing exchange news
letter, and a housing exchange bulletin
board, where students can discover apart
ment-sharing and other housing oppor
tunities.

research to complement the learning that
takes place in the legal writing, journal,
and moot court programs, and teaches a
class in advanced legal research.
The library has developed a collection that
reflects a wide diversity of legal and lawrelated literature and an understanding of
research needs of vital, creative faculty
and student writing organizations. The
library houses more than 310,000 volumes
of books, periodicals, microforms, and
audio and video cassettes. It has essential
U.S. federal and state primary materials:
annotated codes and statutes; complete
National Reporter System; federal and New
York administrative decisions, opinions,
and regulations; and records and briefs
filed with the United States Supreme
Court, United States Court of Appeals for
the Second Circuit, and New York Court
of Appeals. Because the library is a selec
tive federal depository of the U.S. govern
ment, copies of Congressional publi
cations and executive agency reports and
documents are received automatically.
Extensive collections of supporting mate
rials, such as citators, digests, encyclope
dias, treatises, and periodicals, are also
available.
The library is developing a research-level

Dr. L illian and Dr. Rebecca
C hutick Law Library
The Dr. Lillian and Dr. Rebecca Chutick
Law Library is the focal point for student
and faculty research. An excellent staff
and valuable facilities are devoted to mak
ing certain that the library supports the
curricular and research needs of present
and future students and faculty.
In addition to the traditional services of
reference, circulation, and interlibrary
loan, the library staff supports research
through its own publications, such as a
quarterly newsletter, subject guides, and
bibliographies, and a self-guided tour. The
staff lectures on specialized topics of legal
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ment of classroom and moot court
presentations.
The library is open Monday through
Thursday, 8 a.m.-midnight; Friday, 8 a.m.4 p.m.; and Sunday, 10 a.m.-midnight. Holi
day closings and other changes are posted
throughout the year.

Student Journals and
M oot Court Program
Cardozo Law Review
The membership of the Cardozo Law Re
view is made up of those students who
place approximately in the top 10% of
their class at the end of the first year who
compete successfully in a writing compe
tition run by the Review. The Review pub
lishes articles by distinguished members
of the legal community, as well as student
notes. The Cardozo Law Review also pub
lishes special issues editions, such as its
acclaimed analysis of the nomination of
Judge Robert Bork to the U.S. Supreme
Court. Participation affords members an
opportunity for intensive development of
their editorial, research, and writing skills.
Arts and Entertainm ent
Law Journal
The membership of the Arts and Enter
tainment Law Journal is made up of those
students who place approximately in the
top 20% of their class at the end of the
first year or who compete successfully in
the writing competition run jointly with
the Law Review. The Arts and Entertain
ment Law Journal published its first issue
in 1982. This journal carries articles by
distinguished members of the legal commu
nity, as well as student notes on current
issues in arts and entertainment law. Par
ticipation provides student members an
opportunity to develop their editorial, re
search, and writing skills.

collection of Jewish and Israeli law. The
Louis and Ida Shlansky Family Foundation
Collection of Jewish and Israeli Law con
tains over 3,000 volumes. It includes basic
texts and selected commentaries on the
Halakhah; Turkish, Islamic, and English
Common Law materials that have directly
influenced Israeli law; and Israeli primary
and secondary legal materials.
Computer-assisted research is possible
through the use of LEXIS and WESTLAW.
Basic and advanced training courses are
offered to students and faculty by library
staff. All first-year students receive indi
vidualized hands-on training in computer
ized legal research. The library uses three
other computerized bibliographic and fulltext systems, DIALOG, NEXIS, and OCLC,
to respond to the law-related information
needs of students and faculty. The new
Microcomputer Center provides nine com
puters, printers, and Computer Assisted
Legal Instruction programs for student
use.
The library occupies three floors. There
are over 500 seats at carrels and study
tables. Eight conference rooms are avail
able within the library for group study.
Audiovisual equipment is loaned for in
dividual and group study and for enhance
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selected from eminent local jurists and
lawyers, judges the final round in the
spring. Teams of students chosen from
among those entered in the Paulsen and
advocacy competitions represent Cardozo
in a number of regional and national com
petitions against teams from other law
schools.
The Cardozo/BMI Entertainment and
Communications Law Moot Court Compe
tition is a major activity of the Moot Court
Board. Each year the competition attracts
more than thirty teams from law schools
throughout the country. Drawing upon
the vast resources of New York's legal com
munity involved in issues of copyright,
intellectual property, and First Amend
ment law, the National Entertainment and
Communications Law Moot Court Com
petition has won widespread acclaim.
1989's final round bench included Judge
William A. Norris of the Ninth Circuit,
Judge John M. Walker, Jr. of the Southern
District of New York, and Dorothy M.
Schrader, General Counsel to the Office
of Copyrights.

Women's Annotated Legal
Bibliography
As the first annotated bibliography of
legal commentary on women's issues pub
lished in the United States, the Women's
Annotated Legal Bibliography (WALB) pro
vides synopses of articles from over 150
journals on such topics as battered women,
employment discrimination, rape, women
and the draft, abortion, health, and the
family. The membership of WALB is com
prised of those students (both men and
women) who place approximately in the
top 20% of their class at the end of the
first year or who compete successfully in
the writing competition run jointly with
the Law Review.

Cardozo's Moot Court Trial Team took
First Place in the Regional and New York
State Competitions in 1987 and 1988. Ad
vancing to the National Finals, Cardozo
finished as one of the top ten teams out
of a field of 200 in 1989.

Moot Court Program
Moot Court activities are coordinated by
a faculty adviser and third-year student
editors on the Moot Court Board, a student
honors organization. Second-year students
who excel in writing and/or place approx
imately in the top 20% of their class are
invited onto the board. Members of the
board participate in the preparation of
problems for use in the first-year Moot
Court Program, prepare problems for use
in Cardozo's intrascholastic and interscho
lastic moot court competitions, and/or
prepare bench memoranda for use in var
ious competitions.
Using the excellent facilities of the Jacob
Burns Moot Court, the voluntary Paulsen
Moot Court Competition in appellate ad
vocacy is open to second- and third-year
students who participate in a series of
elimination rounds. A distinguished panel,

The Philip C. Jessup International Moot
Court Competition is conducted annually
by the International Law Student Associ
ation in Washington, D.C. In 1989, Cardozo
placed Second for Best Brief in the Re
gional Competition. In 1983-84, Cardozo
won the Eastern Regional Championship,
advancing to the semifinals of the national
competition. Participation in the Jessup
Competition is a joint effort of the Inter
national Law Student Association and
Moot Court Board.
The Moot Court Program has compiled an
impressive record in recent years. In 1989,
Cardozo won Best Brief and took Second
Place in the Georgetown Bioethics Law
Moot Court Competition, won Best Oralist
and advanced to the quarterfinals of the
Fordham Securities Law Moot Court Com
petition, and advanced to the semifinals
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in the Regional Competitions of the Na
tional Moot Court Competition. In 1987,
Cardozo took Second Place in the Regional
Competition of the National Moot Court
Competition, Second Place in the Univer
sity of Cincinnati Products Liability Moot
Court Competition, and advanced to the
quarterfinals in the Jerome Prince Invita
tional Evidence Competition. In 1986, Car
dozo took First and Third Place in the
Eastern Region National Trial Competi
tion, as well as Runner-Up for Best Ad
vocate. Among the other honors won by
Cardozo teams in recent years are: (1) First
Place in the Benjamin N. Cardozo National
Moot Court Competition in Entertainment
and Communications Law (1983-84); (2)
First Place and Best Oral Argument Award
in Region II of the National Moot Court
Competition (1982-83); (3) Second Place
and Best Brief for Defendant in the Mock
Trial Competition sponsored by the Amer
ican Trial Lawyers Association (1982); (4)
Third Place in the New York County Law
yers Association Antitrust Moot Court
Competition (1983-84); (5) Fifth Place in
the Eighth Annual Robert F. Wagner, Sr.
Memorial National Labor Law Moot Court
Competition (1983-84); (6) Semifinalist in
the F. Lee Bailey National Moot Court
Competition (1983).

Student Organizations
Students at Cardozo have the opportunity
to participate in a wide range of programs
and organizations that broaden the scope
of their legal involvements.
Several groups bring attorneys in a par
ticular field together with students inter
ested in that specialty: Tax Law Society,
Criminal Law Society, Arts and Entertain
ment Law Society, Environmental Law, Phi
Alpha Delta Law Fraternity, and Interna
tional Law.
Cardozo Alumni Association
Representing some 3,600 Cardozo graduates,
the Cardozo Alumni Association facilitates
close contact among alumni and the Law
School, encourages and supports career de
velopment services, and contributes to the
growth of Cardozo. Toward these ends, the
association has established a Coordinating
Committee as well as several subcommit
tees that take responsibility for a regular
newsletter, an alumni directory, reunions
and social gatherings, and placement assist
ance. Successful special projects undertaken
by the Alumni Association include Alumni
Association Scholarships and summer Pub
lic Interest Stipends to help Cardozo stu
dents in need of financial assistance; United
States Supreme Court group admissions;
annual fund campaign; and the Mentoring
Program, which links Cardozo alumni with
first- and second-year students to aid stu
dents in many areas including the planning
of career goals and job placement-related
issues.

Student A ctiv ities
Student Bar A ssociation
The Student Bar Association is the sole
representative organization of the student
body. Its elected Senate focuses on matters
of student concern. In addition, the asso
ciation invites speakers and sponsors fo
rums designed to generate thought and
discussion on important and timely issues,
both in the profession and in society at
large.
Cardozo Law Forum
The Forum is the official student news
paper. Positions on the staff and editorial
board of the Cardozo Law Forum are open
to all interested students. In addition to
covering campus activities, the Forum pro
vides a medium for student commentary
on Cardozo practices and policies and on
events of general interest to the Cardozo
community.
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Monrad G. Paulsen Award for devoted
service to the ideals and purposes of legal
education. The recipient need not be a
student.

A w ards an d H onors
Each year at Commencement, students at
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law and
members of the Law School community
receive awards and honors recognizing scho
lastic achievement, advocacy skills, and
contributions to the growth and vitality of
the School. The awards listed below are
those currently granted.
Samuel Belkin Award to the graduate
who has contributed most to the continued
growth and development of the School.
Louis D. Brandeis Award to the grad
uate with the best academic record over the
three years.
Benjamin N. Cardozo Writing
Awards for scholarly work, published or
unpublished; for the best note or comment
produced for the Cardozo Law Review; for
the best written work submitted as a sem
inar paper or independent study; and for the
best piece of advocacy writing.
Felix Frankfurter Award to the grad
uate who has earned the faculty's high re
spect by combining outstanding academic
work, maturity, responsibility, diligence,
and judgment.
Eleanor Roosevelt Award for exem
plary service to the student body.

Jacob Burns Medals
Editor-in-Chief, Cardozo Law Review.
Scholarship:
(1) For the highest grade point average in
the first year;
(2) For the highest grade point average in
the second year;
(3) For the highest grade point average over
three years.
Moot Court:
(1) Best Oral Advocate, Paulsen Competi
tion (intraschoolj;
(2) Best Brief, Paulsen Competition;
(3) Other distinguished achievement in
Moot Court Competition.

Dr. Samuel Belkin Scholars
Each faculty member may select a research
assistant each year for designation as a
Belkin Scholar.

Order of th e Barristers
This national honorary organization recog
nizes individuals who have excelled in Moot
Court ability. The faculty selects students
from the graduating class for membership.
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Undergraduate-Degree
Colleges Represented
by Class of 1992

of Technology; New York University;
Northwestern University; Oberlin College;
Parsons School of Design; Pennsylvania
State University; Pitzer College; Princeton
University; Providence College; Queens Col
lege; Rochester Institute of Technology;
Rutgers University; Sarah Lawrence College;
Shanghai Foreign Language Institute; Skid
more College; Smith College; Southeastern
Massachusetts University; St. John's Uni
versity; Stanford University; State Univer
sity of New York—Albany, Binghamton,
Buffalo, Oswego, Stony Brook; Swarthmore
College; Syracuse University; Tel Aviv Uni
versity; Temple University; Tufts Univer
sity; Tulane University; Union College;
University of California—Berkeley, Los An
geles; University of Chicago; University of
Connecticut; University of Dallas; Univer
sity of Delaware; University of La Verne;
University of Maryland; University of Mel
bourne; University of Miami; University of
Michigan; University of New Mexico; Uni
versity of Pennsylvania; University of
Rochester; University of the State of New
York—Regents College; University of
Texas—Austin; University of Toronto; Uni
versity of Utah; University of Vermont;
University of Virginia; University of Wis
consin; Vassar College; Washington Univer
sity; Wesleyan University; Wilberforce
University; Williams College; Yale Univer
sity; Yeshiva University.

Adelphi University; American University;
Amherst College; Bar-Ilan University; Bar
nard College; Baruch College; Boston Uni
versity; Bowdoin College; Brandeis
University; Brooklyn College; Brown Uni
versity; Bucknell University; California
State University—Northridge; Carnegie-Mellon University; Charter Oak College; City
College of New York; Clark University;
Colgate University; College of Staten Island;
College of William and Mary; Colorado
College; Columbia University; Connecticut
College; Cooper Union; Cornell University;
Duke University; Duquesne University;
Emory University; Fairfield University;
Franklin and Marshall College; George
Washington University; Georgia State Uni
versity; Guilford College; Hamilton College;
Hampshire College; Hartwick College; He
brew University; Hobart College; Hofstra
University; Hunter College; Indiana Univer
sity; Iona College; John Jay College of Crim
inal Justice; Johns Hopkins University;
Lafayette College; Lehigh University; Leh
man College; Long Island University; Loyola
University; Manhattan College; Mary
Washington College; Marymount College;
Marymount Manhattan College; Michigan
State University; Middlebury College;
Moore College of Art; New York Institute
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In 1982 Prof. Monroe E. Price was appoint
ed the second dean of Cardozo, succeeding
Prof. Lester Brickman, who served as acting
dean from 1980 to 1982. Dean Price's
commitment is to further the vision of
Yeshiva University—to continue to build
a great law school that will make a con
tribution of quality to society, legal ed
ucation, and the profession. Under Dean
Price's leadership, Cardozo continues to
emerge as an important law center in a
city where the legal profession is the most
distinguished and most varied in the na
tion. Close ties are being established be
tween the School and a wide range of
practitioners to enhance the learning ex
perience of students and Cardozo's stand
ing in the legal community.

P u rp o se a n d H isto r y
Benjam in N. Cardozo
School of Law
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law was
born as part of the vision of Dr. Samuel
Belkin, president of Yeshiva University
from 1943 to 1975, and dedicated suppor
ters of Yeshiva University, who saw the
opportunity for a fine law school as part
of a world-renowned university. The vision
was to replicate the experience of the
University's other schools, such as Albert
Einstein College of Medicine, pursue ex
cellence, and make lasting contributions
to the field.
The Law School was chartered in 1974; the
founding dean was Prof. Monrad G.
Paulsen, one of the most eminent and
beloved legal scholars of his time, who had
been dean at the University of Virginia
before coming to Cardozo. His many years
there, at Columbia University, and
throughout the world served as a training
ground for the founding of a new law
school. Dean Paulsen's task was to recruit
an excellent faculty and develop a strong
curriculum. At the time of his death in
1980, he had succeeded in establishing a
firm foundation for the School—shaped by
tradition, yet able to blend the past with
the complex requirements of modern so
ciety. The Cardozo faculty continues to
reflect the original commitment to the
highest goals for scholarship and
education.

The Cardozo course of study—leading to
the Doctor of Law (J.D.) degree—prepares
students for both traditional and emerg
ing forms of professional legal practice, as
well as for positions in business, public
service, and other areas where a legal
education has relevance.
Cardozo offers students a rich selection
of courses so that they may capitalize on
the added motivation that comes with pur
suing a course of study shaped to the indi
vidual's values and goals. And Cardozo is
bringing together faculty members with
outstanding abilities as legal scholars who
possess those intangible but recognizable
qualities that inspire students to their
best efforts. In turn, the School seeks
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students who will inspire the faculty to
its best efforts. Many of the faculty hold
advanced degrees and have expertise in
disciplines other than law. In addition,
many students have advanced academic
training or substantial practical experi
ence in fields both tangential to and re
mote from law. Thus economics, history,
literature, philosophy, the sciences, and
other disciplines are brought to bear on
the analysis of the legal issues of our time.

tive professional development. Cardozo is
actively engaged in the pursuit of the great
goals of legal education articulated in
1935 by Associate Justice Benjamin N.
Cardozo of the United States Supreme
Court: "We are trying to teach law and to
study it scientifically, and yet imagina
tively too—feeling our way to a new sense
of its significance, of the forces that have
brought it into being, of the processes that
are keeping it alive, and of the ends that
it must serve and foster if its high pot
encies are not to fail."
A ccreditation
The curriculum of Cardozo School of Law
was registered with and approved by the
New York State Education Department in
April 1976. It is designed to meet the re
quirements of the Rules for Admission of
Attorneys and Counselors of Law promul
gated by the New York State Court of Ap
peals, as well as to comply with the stan
dards and rules regarding law schools and
law study of the American Bar Association
and the Association of American Law
Schools. The School is fully approved by
the American Bar Association and is a
member of the Association of American
Law Schools.

Cardozo also offers students a variety of
programs that involve practicing lawyers
and legal practice to help students form
satisfying and successful transitions be
tween their law school experiences and
their legal careers. The Center for Profes
sional Development provides an organi
zational framework for these efforts, which
range from symposia on specialized areas
of law and legal practice to internship pro
grams that combine field placements and
academic seminars for course credit.
Although those unique qualities that will
distinguish Cardozo from other fine law
schools continue to develop with time,
Cardozo has proven its commitment to tra
ditional academic excellence and innova
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versity's roster of honorary degree recip
ients includes Nobel Laureates, world
political leaders, philanthropists, and
other individuals committed to the bet
terment of society.
M ission
The University's guiding vision is the con
fidence that the best of the heritage of con
temporary civilization—the liberal arts
and sciences—is compatible with the an
cient traditions of Jewish law and life. On
the undergraduate level, this belief is em
bodied in the dual curriculum under which
students pursue a full program of Jewish
studies while taking college programs in
the liberal arts and sciences and business
and receiving specialized preparation for
advanced work in a discipline or profes
sion. On the graduate level, this special
mission is embodied in emphasis on the
moral dimensions of the search for knowl
edge and the ethical principles that govern
professional practitioners.
Yeshiva University is also committed to
the love of learning for its own sake

Yeshiva U n iversity
Yeshiva University, in its second century,
is an independent institution under Jewish
auspices chartered by the State of New
York. It is accredited by the Commission
on Higher Education of the Middle States
Association of Colleges and Schools and
by specialized professional agencies. It
offers programs leading to associate's,
bachelor's, master's, doctoral, and profes
sional degrees.
In addition to its extensive teaching pro
grams, the University maintains a network
of affiliates, conducts widespread pro
grams of research and community out
reach, and issues publications. It is also
the home of the YU Museum.
The University's thousands of graduates
are found throughout the United States
and overseas, in every profession. Among
its alumni are judges, university professors
and presidents, religious leaders, business
executives, government officials, artists,
writers, doctors, and scientists. The Uni
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(known in Jewish tradition as Torah Lishmah) and to teaching and research that
stress a striving for excellence.
A third goal of the University is to serve
the general and Jewish communities of the
city, the nation, and the world by preparing
well-trained professionals in several fields
and providing pioneering resources for
community service.

ident in 1943 inaugurated a new era of ex
pansion. University status was granted two
years later by the New York State Board of
Regents. The institution initiated programs
of general and professional studies, research,
and special prpjects to benefit many constit
uencies. These included a college of liberal
arts and sciences for women and, in more
recent years, graduate schools of medicine,
law, social work, and psychology. Dr. Belkin
died in 1976, leaving a record of unpar
alleled achievement.
Dr. Norman Lamm was elected President
in 1976. He undertook a complete review
of the University's structure and operations,
which resulted in the development of new
fields of study to expand undergraduate
opportunities including a school of business;
enrichment of graduate and professional
school resources; and establishment of a
carefully monitored fiscal system and de
velopment program to further the Univer
sity's goals.
Facilities
The University's undergraduate, graduate,
and professional schools are located in
Manhattan (Joel Jablonski Campus, 500
West 185th Street; Midtown Center, 245
Lexington Avenue; Brookdale Center, 55
Fifth Avenue) and the Bronx (Jack and
Pearl Resnick Campus, Eastchester Road

History
Yeshiva University traces its origins to
Yeshiva Eitz Chaim, founded in 1886 on
New York's Lower East Side. Ten years
later Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological
Seminary (RIETS) was founded there, and
in 1915 the two schools merged under the
name of RIETS.
Under the dynamic leadership of Dr. Ber
nard Revel, who served as President from
1915 until his death in 1940, the insti
tution embarked on a plan of educational
development and growth. In 1929 the in
stitution moved to its main center—the
present Joel Jablonski Campus—in Man
hattan's Washington Heights. Liberal arts
programs began with the establishment of
Yeshiva College in 1928, and the first
graduate curriculum (in Jewish Studies]
was introduced in 1935.
The election of Dr. Samuel Belkin as Pres
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from over 100 colleges and universities;
and the awarding of an honorary degree
to President Ronald Reagan at the White
House.
The Century Campaign—culminated in
December 1986—raised over $ 100,000,000
to meet the demands of the highest quality
education and scholarship in the years
ahead.
Yeshiva University has announced a
$400,000,000 Second Century Campaign—
largest capital campaign ever undertaken
for education in the history of the Amer
ican Jewish community. Building on the
success of the Century Campaign, it will
make possible new faculty chairs, enriched
academic programs, additional facilities,
and expanded service programs.
The University looks with promise to its
Second Century for the continued fulfill
ment of its goals of education, research, and
service to the nation and the Jewish
community.

and Morris Park Avenue). The Jablonski
Campus, Midtown Center, and Resnick
Campus have dormitory and dining facil
ities. Each school is so conducted as to
assure friendly, informal, and education
ally sound relationships between students
and faculty. All units thus retain the
character and virtues of small institutions.
Libraries
The University library system houses
some 886,000 volumes and 713,000 micro
forms, and subscribes to more than 7,500
journals in the arts and sciences and Judaica. It is a selective depository for U.S.
Government publications.
The Mendel Gottesman Library—a sixstory, block-long central library building
on the Jablonski Campus—houses the Pol
lack Library, Landowne-Bloom Library, and
Mendel Gottesman Library of HebraicaJudaica. The Hedi Steinberg Library, serv
ing undergraduates, David J. Azrieli Grad
uate Institute of Jewish Education and
Administration, and Wurzweiler School of
Social Work, is at the Midtown Center.
The Dr. Lillian and Dr. Rebecca Chutick
Law Library of Benjamin N. Cardozo School
of Law is at the Brookdale Center, and the
D. Samuel Gottesman Library of Albert
Einstein College of Medicine and Ferkauf
Graduate School of Psychology on the
Resnick Campus. Special collections of
Rare Books and Manuscripts, the Univer
sity Archives, and the Sephardic Reference
Room are housed in the Mendel Gottes
man Library building. Yeshiva University
students may take advantage of all these
collections in person or through interli
brary loan arrangement by making a re
quest at the library serving their particular
school.
C entennial
In 1986-87 the University marked its Cen
tennial, 100 years of achievement paral
leling the growth and contributions of the
wider Jewish immigrant experience. High
lights of the celebration included the is
suance of a stamp by the U.S. Postal Service
in honor of Dr. Bernard Revel, and another
by the State of Israel commemorating YU's
founding; an academic convocation honor
ing U.S. Secretary of Education Dr. William
J. Bennett and attended by representatives
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A d m is s i o n s

submit the results of their performance
on the Law School Admissions Test, and
subscribe to the Law School Data Assem
bly Service. Each applicant's LSAT score,
undergraduate and graduate records, let
ters of recommendation, and other rele
vant materials in the application are given
careful scrutiny. Admission requirements
conform to the rules of the New York State

As part of its commitment to excellence,
leadership in the legal profession, and di
versity of ideas, Cardozo School of Law en
courages applications from individuals of
all ages, races, religions, and socioeconom
ic backgrounds, and welcomes indications
of how a prospective student's life expe
rience can enrich the Law School.

Inquiries

Court of Appeals and the American Bar
Association.
A broad liberal arts education is generally
the best preparation for law school, en
suring exposure to a wide variety of ideas
and to an understanding of the various
social, political, economic, and cultural
forces which have shaped our laws and the
societies they govern. No specific under
graduate course of studies is required. The
School subscribes to the statement by the
Association of American Law Schools and
the Law School Admission Council in the
Prelaw Handbook, recommending a prelaw
program which involves education for
"comprehension and expression in words,"
a "critical understanding of the human
institutions and values with which the
law deals,” and "creative power in
thinking."

Requests for applications and all com
munications and supporting documents
pertaining to admissions should be sent
to the Office of Admissions, Cardozo
School of Law, Yeshiva University, 55 Fifth
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10003-4391.

A dm ission Criteria

Admission is based on the applicant's char
acter, academic achievement, aptitude for
the study of law, and other pertinent in
dications of professional promise. Eco
nomic, social, physical, and educational
obstacles that have been successfully over
come by an applicant are favorably con
sidered by the Admissions Committee.
Applicants for admission are expected to
have earned a bachelor's degree from an
accredited college or university prior to
enrollment. In addition, applicants must
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dean or other officer should send the
form directly to Cardozo School of Law.
6. Two Recommendations: Two recom
mendations are required, at least one
of which must be from a professor.
7. Personal interviews are not part of the
regular admission procedure, but the
School reserves the right to call an
applicant for an interview.

A d m is s i o n P r o c e d u r e
A student seeking admission to the degree
program must complete the following
procedure:
1. Application and Fee: Submit the appli
cation for admission together with the
required fee to the Office of
Admissions.
2. LawSchool Data Assembly Service: Reg
ister with the Law School Data Assem
bly Service (LSDAS) at least eight weeks
before the Cardozo School of Law Ap
plication deadline. A transcript from
each college or university attended
should then be sent directly to LSDAS,
not to the Law School. LSDAS will
analyze and duplicate the transcript
and send a copy to Cardozo. If accepted,
the applicant will be asked to submit
directly to Cardozo School of Law a final
transcript showing the receipt of a
bachelor's degree. Registration forms
can be obtained from Law School Ad
mission Services, Box 2000, Newtown,
Pa. 18940.
3. LawSchool Application Matching Form:
No application will be processed unless
it is accompanied by a Law School Ap
plication Matching Form, found in each
LSAT/LSDAS registration packet. Since
an LSAT and/or LSDAS report cannot
be produced by the Law School Admis
sion Services without this Matching
Form, it will be necessary to return to
the applicant any application received
without it.
4. Law School Admissions Test: All appli
cants are required to take the Law
School Admissions Test (LSAT). Appli
cation blanks and a bulletin of infor
mation with regulations concerning the
administration of the test and represen
tative types of test questions can be
obtained from LSAS, Box 2000, New
town, Pa. 18940.
5. Dean's Certification Form: The appli
cant should submit a copy of the Dean's
Certification Form to the dean or other
appropriate administrative officer of
each undergraduate and graduate insti
tution attended, excluding summer
school. After completing the form, the

D e a d lin e s
Applications for admission as a first-year
student are available after July 15 of the
year preceding anticipated entry and
should be completed and returned as soon
as possible thereafter. Applications must
be submitted by December 1 for AEP/
January and by April 1 for AEP/May and
September admissions.
Applications are considered by the Admis
sions Committee as soon as all supporting
documents have been received. At that
time, the application is considered com
plete, and many students receive notifi
cation of committee action within a few
weeks.
Applications for admission as a transfer
student or a visiting student should be
made at least two months prior to the
semester in which the applicant plans to
enter Cardozo.

Jacob Burns
Scholars Program
The Jacob Burns Scholars Program, aug
mented by a challenge grant from the Horace
Goldsmith Foundation, provides merit schol
arships to students selected on the basis
of their demonstrated capacity for academic
excellence and community leadership.
Each year, selected students entering Car
dozo are designated Jacob Burns Scholars
and are awarded scholarships without regard
to financial need. These scholarships are
renewable for the two additional years of
law school so long as the scholars maintain
satisfactory academic performances and par
ticipate fully in the supplemental profes
sional opportunities provided to them.
Financial aid above the tuition award may
be granted on a demonstration of need.
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based on academic credentials, recommen
dations by the Pre-Law Adviser at Yeshiva
University, and interviews at the Law
School. For further information, contact the
Office of Admissions.

Jacob Burns Scholars are selected by a dis
tinguished selection committee composed
of judges who have achieved substantial rec
ognition, attorneys who are leaders of pro
fessional associations, and members of the
Cardozo School of Law faculty and admin
istration. Students interested in becoming
Jacob Burns Scholars must complete a spe
cial application available from the Admis
sions Office. Applications for the Jacob
Burns Scholars Program must be submitted
by December 1 for January applicants and

Jacob Burns and David Berg Scholars par
ticipate in special enrichment programs and
academic seminars that augment the Car
dozo curriculum.

Transfer Students
A limited number of transfer students may
be admitted each year depending on space
availability. The application procedure is
the same as for a first-year student except
that, in addition, the transfer applicant must
submit law school grades. No decision will
be made until the School has received grades
for the first full year of law school.

V isiting Students
As an accommodation, Cardozo each year
accepts a few students from other law
schools, where compelling circumstances
prevent students from attending their de
gree-granting law school. Inquiries concern
ing admission as a visiting student should
be directed to the Office of Admissions.

Degree Requirem ents
Credit Requirement
84 credits are required for the J.D. degree.
One credit represents one period of lecture
and recitation per week for one semester,
unless otherwise stated in the course listing.
(A semester consists of 15 weeks; a period,
of 50 minutes.) Of the 84 credits required
of each student, at least 72 must be in
courses scheduled to meet on a weekly basis
throughout a semester.
Residency Requirement
Unless admitted as a transfer student with
advanced standing, all students must be in
residence at Cardozo School of Law for six
semesters on a full-time basis (at least 12
credits a semester must be taken to be
considered a full-time student).
Students are not permitted to carry less than
10 credits per semester.
Grade Requirement
An average of 2.000 or better in all studies.

March 1 for May and September applicants.
Based on these written applications, a small
group of students is chosen to have person
al interviews with a panel of members of
the selection committee, which includes a
representative of the faculty. The entire
committee considers the panel's recommen
dations and makes the final selection of the
students who are awarded Jacob Burns Schol
arships.

David Berg and Family
Scholarship
The David Berg and Family Scholarship,
established by David Berg, provides merit
scholarships to pre-law students from the
undergraduate divisions of Yeshiva Univer
sity who will enter Cardozo. Selection is
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the Office of Admissions, must be made
directly to the Office of Student Finances;
no other offices are authorized by the
University to accept any other payments.

Administrative Requirements
a. Approbation of the faculty.
b. Completion of all requirements within
five years of the date of admission to
Cardozo School of Law, excluding time
lost because of serious illness or service
with the Armed Forces.
c. Filing of an Application for Degree during
the registration period of the semester in
which the student completes all require
ments.

F inancial Aid
A variety of programs are available to
assist students in meeting the financial
obligations of law school. The Office of
Student Finances assists students in de
veloping their financial aid packages.

S tu dent F in an ces
Tuition and Fees
Application for Admission
(not refundable) .................... $
45
Tuition (one-half due each
semester) ..............................
13,010
per credit ...............................
595
Student Activity Fee, per annum ..
50
Student Materials Fee,
per annum ..............................
70
University Registration Fee,
per semester............................
50
Late Registration Fee..................
10
Change of Program Fee
(covers all changes
made at one time) ...................
10
Graduation Fee ..........................
50
Maintenance of Registration
per semester............................
20
per annum ..............................
35
Transcripts of Record, each1
regular service ........................
4
rush service ............................
8

Stafford Loan Program
(formerly GSL)
All states have guaranteed loan programs
for legal residents that make it easier and
often less expensive for them to borrow
for education. These programs provide for
long-term loans to be made directly to
students. The loans are usually adminis
tered by commercial banking institutions.
A student may borrow up to $7,500 per
academic year, up to an aggregate total of
$54,750 which includes prior Stafford
Loans or Guaranteed Student Loans used
for undergraduate/graduate study. To be
eligible for a guaranteed loan, a student
must be a U.S. citizen or permanent res
ident. All students are subjected to a

University regulations require the full pay
ment of tuition and all fees in order to com
plete registration. Students taking 6 credits
or less may elect to pay on a per-credit basis.
Students taking 7 or more credits are respon
sible for full payment for the semester. Tui
tion rates for each academic year become
effective May 1 and apply to the summer,
fall, and spring semesters. Checks or money
orders are payable to Yeshiva University. All
payments, excluding application fees and
entering student tuition deposits sent to
1When more than one transcript is ordered at the
same time, the charge for each succeeding one is
$3 under regular service and $6 under rush service.
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"needs analysis" in which eligibility for
part or all of the loan is based upon family
size, number of college students in the
family, family income, and overall finan
cial circumstances.
To apply for a Stafford Loan, students must
complete the application obtainable from
the Office of Student Finances or from
their bank. All applicants must also file
the United Student Aid Funds, Inc., Whizapp Form. The Whizapp, used in the
"needs analysis," is mailed to all students
requesting financial aid information. The
completed loan application is sent to the
Office of Student Finances at Cardozo. To
insure receipt of funds before registration,
applications must be completed no later
than July 1. A new application must be
filed every academic year.
A student may borrow at an interest rate
of 8% (new borrowers) for the first four
years of repayment and 10% thereafter. No
repayment or interest is charged while the
student is enrolled at least half-time, and
for six months after cessation of at least
half-time status. Payment of principal may
further be deferred according to conditions
set forth in the loan application and prom
issory note.
Supplem ental Loans for Students
Students can borrow $4,000 per academic
year, at a variable interest rate tied to the
91-Day Treasury Bill Rate plus 3.75%.
There is an interest rate cap of 12%. Stu
dents must be registered for at least 12
credits to qualify for the loan and defer
ment of principal. Interest on the SLS loan
accrues while the student is in school. The

applicant must first apply for the Stafford
Loan, but may use the SLS regardless of
Stafford Loan eligibility.
New York State Tuition A ssistance
Program (TAP)
The Tuition Assistance Program is an
entitlement program. There is neither a
qualifying examination nor a limited
number of awards. The applicant must: (1)
be a New York State resident and a U.S.
citizen or permanent resident; (2) be en
rolled full-time (12 credits); and (3) have,
if dependent, a family net taxable income
below $20,000, or, if independent and sin
gle with no tax dependents, a net taxable
income below $5,667. Graduate students
may receive awards for four years. No
student may receive awards for more than
a total of eight years of undergraduate or
graduate study. The amount of the TAP
award is scaled according to New York
State net taxable income and family size.
The maximum award is $1,200 for an
academic year.
To receive a TAP award, the student must
be in good academic standing and making
satisfactory academic progress. Minimum
standards of good academic standing and
satisfactory academic progress as estab
lished in accordance with the Regulations
of the Commissioner of Education, State
of New York, are in Foriri P25, available
in the Office of the Registrar.
New York State residents must apply an
nually to the New York State Higher Ed
ucation Services Corporation, Tower
Building, Empire State Plaza, Albany, N.Y.
12255.
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The Higher Education Services Corpora
tion determines the applicant's eligibility
and mails an award certificate directly to
the student indicating the amount of the
grant. To receive credit, the student must
present the copy of the certificate of award
to the Office of Student Finances.

whichever is greater. The LAWLOANS
program includes such features as: a| a
variable interest rate while in school (91day T-bill rate plus 3.25%); b) choice of
variable or fixed rate when repayment
begins; c) capitalization of accrued interest
only once, when repayment begins. The
actual cost of this loan is determined in
part by whether one applies with a cosigner
or not. Students are urged to review the
program's application carefully before ap
plying. LAWLOANS has a toll-free number
for further information: 1-800-366-5626.

Cardozo Financial A ssistance
Program
Cardozo School of Law makes institutional
funds available to assist its students. Schol
arship awards are provided based on aca
demic standing, financial need, and excep
tional circumstances. A minority Student
Scholarship Program is open to applicants
with financial need.

Law Access
The Law Access Loan program was deve
loped by the Law School Admission Ser
vices (LSAS) to broaden financing
opportunities for law students. Students
may borrow the lesser of $12,500 or
$20,000 less all other educational loans
for the academic year.
The related fees and insurance premiums
associated with this loan vary according
to how one applies. Students are urged to
review the program's application package
carefully before submitting their forms.
The Law Access toll-free number is 1-800282-1550
The interest rate for the Law Access Loan
is tied to the 91-day Treasury Bill Rate
plus 3.5%. Interest accrues while the stu
dent is in school and is capitalized when
repayment begins.
Canada Student Loans Plan
The purpose of the Canada Student Loans
Plan is to make bank loans available to
Canadian students who need financial as
sistance to enable them to engage in full
time study toward a degree.
Information and application forms can be
obtained from the Guaranteed Loans Ad
ministration, Department of Finance, Ot
tawa, Ontario, K1A 0G5, Canada.

Cardozo also makes available institutional
loans on the basis of financial need, aca
demic standing, and availability of funds.
The terms of these loans are as follows:
During the borrower's attendance at Car
dozo, no interest is charged or accrues.
During the first year after leaving Cardozo,
only interest is charged; thereafter the
loan principal and interest are to be paid
in equal installments over seven years.
The interest rate for CSL loans is currently
7%. Cardozo loans are applied to students'
tuition accounts in two equal installments
on a per semester basis.
Applications for financial assistance must
be made for each academic year. Appli
cants must file the Application for Finan
cial Assistance (AFA) with the Office of
Student Finances by the application dead
lines: entering September—April 15; en
tering January—November 15; entering
May—March 15. In addition, applicants
must also file the United Student Aid
Funds, Inc., Whizapp Form by the same
deadline. These forms are sent to all stu
dents who indicate an interest in financial
aid information on their application to law
school. Students should note that Cardozo
Student Loans are awarded only to those
students who avail themselves of the Staf
ford Loan Program.
Law Student Loans (LAWLOANS)
Law Student Loans are nonfederally spon
sored and provide up to $12,500 per aca
demic year, or the annual tuition cost,

W ithdrawal
Students who withdraw before the first
day of class are entitled to a full refund,
except for nonrefundable deposits required
of entering students. Students who with
draw during the first two weeks of the
semester are eligible for a refund of 75%
of tuition; students who withdraw during
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ation, is incorporated by reference into the
Cardozo ethical standard. Students should
be particularly aware of Ethical Consid
erations 1-2 through 1-6, and Disciplin
ary Rules 1-101 (B), 1-102(A), (4), and 1103(A).

the second two weeks of the semester are
eligible for a refund of 50% of the tuition;
fees are, however, not refundable. Students
who withdraw after the first four weeks
are not eligible for a refund and are re
sponsible for paying the full tuition for
the entire semester. The official date of
withdrawal is the day the Office of the
Registrar processes the request after ap
proval by the Office of the Dean.

The admission of a student, continuance
at the School, receipt of academic credits,
and graduation are subject to the disci
plinary powers of the School, exercised
through the Dean of the School or his
designee, and to the student's maintain
ing high standards of ethical and scholarly
conduct. The Student Handbook, which
contains Law School rules and regulations,
is available at registration or on request
from the Dean's Office. Students are ex-

For further information on any program
listed above, contact the agency indicated
or: Office of Student Finances, Yeshiva U niversity, 55 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10003-4391, (212) 7900392.

Ethical and P rofessional
Standards

pected to familiarize themselves and to
comply with the rules and regulations,
academic and otherwise, of the University
and the School of Law.
False or misleading statements on person
al resumes or on admission, registration,
or scholarship applications or on other
School forms or records dealing with em
ployment, attendance at other institu
tions, financial status, degree require
ments, or any other information request
ed by the School may result in disciplin
ary dismissal.

The study of law requires excellence of
character as much as excellence of intel
lect. A law student must adhere to the
highest ethical and moral standards. It is
a violation of these standards for a student
to engage in illegal conduct; conduct in
volving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or mis
representation; or other morally repre
hensible conduct.
The Code of Professional Responsibility,
as adopted by the American Bar Associ-
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citizens, discrimination against the disabled,
and tenant protection. He was also an As
sistant Attorney General in the Labor Bu
reau of the New York State Attorney
General's office.

F a cu lty

John Stephen Beckerman
Professor of Law. B.A. 1966, Union College;
M.A., 1968, University of Iowa; Ph.D., 1972
University of London; J.D., 1983, Yale
University.
Professor Beckerman, a litigation associate
at O'Sullivan Graev &Karabell and formerly
a litigation associate at Cravath Swaine &
Moore, has an academic background in both
the teaching of law, English and history. His
most recent publication is "Adding Insult
to Injuria: Affronts to Honor and the Origins
of Trespass."

J. David Bleich
Herbert and Florence Tenzer Professor of
Jewish Law and Ethics. B.A., 1960, Brooklyn
College; M.A., 1968, Columbia University;
Ph.D., 1974, New York University.
Dr. Bleich has taught at Hunter College,
Rutgers University, and Bar-Ilan University,
and is professor of Talmud at Rabbi Isaac
Elchanan Theological Seminary, an affiliate
of Yeshiva University. Dr. Bleich is also
head of RIETS' Kollel 1-Horaah (Yadin Yadin),
postgraduate institute for the study of Tal
mudic jurisprudence and family law. He has
written extensively on Jewish law and
ethics; among his published works are: Jew
ish Bioethics; With Perfect Faith: Founda
tions of Jewish Belief; Contemporary
Halakhic Problems (three volumes!; and
Judaism and Healing. He is editor of the
Halakhah department of Tradition. He was
a Woodrow Wilson Fellow and a postdoc
toral fellow at the Hastings Center, and is

Jonathan Ben-Asher
Supervising Attorney, Bet Tzedek Legal Ser
vices Clinic. B.A., 1974, Columbia Univer
sity; J.D., 1980, New York University.
Professor Ben-Asher was an attorney at the
Legal Aid Society, Civil Division, in among
others its Office for the Aging, Civil Appeals
and Law Reform Unit. He specialized in
litigation concerning the rights of senior
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a fellow of the Academy of Jewish Philo
sophy and a member of the Governor's
Commission on Life and the Law.

He teaches in the areas of legal history,
criminal law and procedure, war crimes, and
human rights and international law.

Lester Brickman
Professor of Law. B.S., 1961, Carnegie-Mellon
University; J.D., 1964, University of Florida;
LL.M., 1965, Yale University.
Professor Brickman has taught courses in
contracts, professional responsibility, land
use, federal jurisdiction, and family law
since entering into teaching in 1965. He is
a specialist in lawyers' ethics and legal
services delivery systems, and has written
and lectured on the standard of care of the
legal professional, lawyers' fees, lawyers'
advertising, specialization, use of paraprofessionals, group and prepaid legal services,
unauthorized practice, and systems ap
proaches to law practice. He is also a leading
expert in the field of clinical legal education.
He has been a member of the New York
State Bar Association Committee on Pro
fessional Ethics and of the New York City
Mayor's Committee on the Judiciary. He has
consulted for the U.S. Office of Education,
Ford Foundation, National Science Founda
tion, Council on Legal Education for Pro
fessional Responsibility, American Bar
Association, Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration, and Legal Services Corpo
ration. He served as Cardozo's acting dean
from 1980 to 1982.

David G. Carlson
Professor of Law. B.A., 1974, University of
California at Santa Barbara; J.D., 1977,
Hastings College of Law, University of
California.
Professor Carlson was editor-in-chief of the
Hastings Law Journal. Prior to joining the
Cardozo faculty, Professor Carlson was an
associate with the firm of Cravath, Swaine
& Moore. He teaches in the areas of bank
ruptcy, commercial law, law and economics,
and property.
Edwin S. Cohen
Visiting Professor of Law. B.A., 1933, Uni
versity of Richmond; J.D., 1936, University
of Virginia.
Professor Cohen practiced law in New York
City for many years as a partner in the firm
of Root, Barrett, Cohen, Knapp & Smith,
now known as Lord Day & Lord, Barrett
Smith. In 1965 he returned to teach at the
University of Virginia Law School, where
he became Joseph M. Hartfield Professor of
Law. From 1969 to 1973 he served as As
sistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax
Policy and later as Under Secretary of the
Treasury. He then returned to teach at the
University of Virginia and also became a
partner in the law firm of Covington &
Burling in Washington, D.C. He is now
senior counsel to that firm and professor
of law emeritus at the University of
Virginia.

Jonathan A. Bush
Associate Professor of Law, B.A., 1975, Prin
ceton University; B.Litt., 1977, Oxford Uni
versity; J.D., 1980, Yale University
Professor Bush is a graduate of Princeton
University summa cum laude. At Oxford,
which he attended as a Fulbright Scholar,
he studied early modern social and legal
history. After graduation, he was law clerk
to Judge William H. Timbers, United States
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit,
1980-81. Prior to joining the faculty, he was
a trial attorney, honors programs, with the
U.S. Department of Justice, Criminal Div
ision, Office of Special Investigations, and
general counsel to the U.S. Holocaust
Memorial Council. He also taught English
legal history and international law as an
adjunct professor at Brooklyn Law School.

Drucilla Cornell
Professor of Law. B.A., 1978, Antioch Col
lege; J.D., 1981, University of California at
Los Angeles.
One of the nation's leading authorities on
Hegel and legal theory, Professor Cornell
was instrumental in organizing the ground
breaking three-day conference on Hegel held
at Cardozo in the spring of 1988. She has
served on the faculty of the joint Institute
on Law and the Critical Tradition held by
Cardozo and the Graduate Faculty of the
New School for Social Research.
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Edward de Grazia
Professor of Law. B.A., 1948, J.D., 1951, Uni
versity of Chicago.
Professor de Grazia has taught at the law
schools of Catholic University of America,
University of Connecticut, Georgetown Uni
versity, and American University. From
1956 to 1959, he served with the Office of
Director General of the United Nations
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organ
ization, Paris; subsequently, as a consult
ant with the U.S. Department of State, U.S.
Agency for International Development, and
Arizona Criminal Code Commission. Pro
fessor de Grazia engaged in the private
practice of law for over 10 years in Washing
ton, D.C., specializing in communications
law and First Amendment litigation. During
1968-72 he was director of Georgetown Uni
versity's Program for Pretrial Diversion of
Accused Offenders to Community Mental
Health Treatment Programs. Professor de
Grazia was managing editor of the Univer
sity of Chicago LawReview. His most recent
published work is Banned Films: Movies,
Censors, and the First Amendment (with R.
Newman). Currently he is a member of PEN
American Center and its Freedom to Write
Committee.

Margaret Farrell
Associate Professor of Law. B.A., 1961, Cor
nell University; J.D., 1964, University of
Chicago; Postdoctoral Fellow, Johns Hop
kins University School of Hygiene and Pub
lic Health.
A specialist in health law and regulation,
Professor Farrell was an associate with Co
vington Burling and a public interest lawyer
in Washington, D.C., at the Neighborhood
Legal Services Corporation and the Mental
Health Law Project, before becoming a
partner at Ennis, Friedman Bersoff Ewing.
She also served as legislative assistant to
Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff of Connecticut
and has taught courses in health policy at
Yale Law School, University of Virginia Law
School, and George Washington National
Law Center.
Toby Golick
Director, Bet Tzedek Legal Services Clinic.
B.A., 1966, Barnard College; J.D., 1969, Co
lumbia University.
Professor Golick has worked in legal ser
vices for the poor since her graduation from
Columbia Law School in 1969. For over 10
years she was a senior attorney at Legal
Services for the Elderly in New York City,
where she litigated numerous important
cases involving the rights of the elderly and
disabled. She has been a frequent lecturer
on public benefit and health law issues, and
has taught previously at Rutgers and Har
vard Law Schools. She is a member of the
Committee on Public Interest Law of the
New York State Bar Association.
M inasse Haile
Professor of Law. B.A., 1950, University of
Wisconsin; LL.B., 1954, M.A., 1957, Ph.D.,
1961, Columbia University.
Professor Haile comes to Cardozo School of
Law after an illustrious career in his native
country, Ethiopia. As Civil Service Commis
sioner, Central Personnel Agency of Ethiopia
(1961-62), he helped draft the first civil
service regulations of Ethiopia and helped
establish the first Personnel Administrative
Agency. He was Minister of Information,
Culture, and Tourism, while simultaneously
serving as chairman of the Emperor's Private
Cabinet comprising the departments of For
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eign Affairs, Judicial Affairs, Economic Af
fairs, Social Affairs, Chief of Staff Section,
External Security, and Religious Affairs. In
1968 Professor Haile became Ambassador
of Ethiopia to the United States. He served
as Ambassador until 1971, when he became
Minister of Foreign Affairs, heading Ethi
opia's delegations to the United Nations
General Assembly, Organization of African
Unity, Non-Aligned Nations Conferences,
Conferences of East and Central African
States, and other international and regional
conferences as well as to bilateral meetings.
He was elected chairman of the Council of
Ministers of the Organization of African
Unity. Since making his home in the United
States, he has been visiting lecturer at Haverford College and visiting associate pro
fessor of law at Villanova University School
of Law.

honorary organizations, including the Amer
ican Law Institute, American Society of
International Law, International Law Asso
ciation, Columbia Seminar on Human
Rights, and Phi Beta Kappa.
While a student at Columbia, Professor
Halberstam was articles and reviews editor
of the Columbia Law Review, Kent Scholar,
Stone Scholar, and recipient of the Jane
Marks Murphy Prize.
Marci A. Hamilton
Assistant Professor of Law. B.A., 1979, Van
derbilt University; MA, 1982, Pennsylvania
State University; J.D., 1988, University of
Pennsylvania.
Professor Hamilton was judicial clerk to
United States Associate Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor and Judge Edward R. Becker of
the United States Court of Appeals for the
Third Circuit. She is a member of the In
ternational Women's Writing Guild. Her
areas of interest include intellectual prop
erty, labor law, and jurisprudence.

Malvina Halberstam
(Guggenheim)
Professor of Law. B.A., 1957, Brooklyn Col
lege; J.D., 1961, M.I.A., 1964, Columbia
University.
Professor Halberstam came to Cardozo in
1976 together with Monrad G. Paulsen, the
founding Dean, from the University of Vir
ginia. She has also taught at Loyola Uni
versity (Los Angeles), University of Southern
California Law Center, University of Texas,
and Hebrew University. She served as an
assistant district attorney under Frank
Hogan, as a reporter for the American Law
Institute (Model Penal Code Project), and
most recently, as a consultant and as coun
selor on international law for the U.S. De
partment of State, Office of the Legal
Advisor. As counselor, she headed the U.S.
delegation in the negotiations on the Con
vention for the Suppression of Unlawful
Acts Against the Safety of Maritime Nav
igation, which was adopted in Rome in
March 1988.
She has lectured and published articles on
international law, U.S. foreign relations law,
human rights, women's rights and criminal
law and procedure, and a book (with Eli
zabeth Defeis), Women's Legal Rights: In
ternational Agreements an Alternative to
the E.R.AJ
She is a member of various professional and

Eva H. Hanks
Dr. Samuel Belkin Professor of Law and
Society. Referendar, 1951, Freie Universitat
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Berlin, Faculty of Law; LL.B., 1960, Univer
sity of California at Los Angeles; LL.M.,
1962; J.S.D., 1969, Columbia University.

M ichael Eric Herz
Assistant Professor of Law. B.A., 1979,
Swarthmore College; J.D., 1982, University
of Chicago.
Professor Herz comes to Cardozo from the
Environmental Defense Fund of New York.
He clerked for Associate Justice Byron R.
White of the United States Supreme Court
and for Judge Levin H. Campbell of the First
Circuit. Professor Herz was comment editor
of the University of Chicago Law Review.

Professor Hanks began her teaching career
as an associate in law at Columbia Univer
sity during 1960-62. From 1962 to 1976, she
taught at Rutgers University School of Law
and twice served as associate dean; in 1975
she was named Distinguished Professor. She
has been a visiting professor at the Woodrow
Wilson School, Princeton University (1972),
Indiana University School of Law (1973-74),
and New York University School of Law
(1974-75). While a student at the Univer
sity of California at Los Angeles School of
Law, Professor Hanks was notes and com
ments editor of the UCLA Law Review. She
served as an elected member of the Exec
utive Committee of the Association of Amer
ican LawSchools for terms in 1975and 1976.
She is the author of numerous articles on
water law and co-author (with Tarlock and
f. Hanks) of Environmental Law and Policy.
She served as associate dean of academic
affairs at Cardozo from 1977 to 1981.

Arthur J. Jacobson
Professor of Law; Max Freund Chair in Ad
vocacy and Litigation. B.A., 1969, J.D., 1974,
Ph.D., 1978, Harvard University.
Professor Jacobson was an associate with
the firm of Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen & Ham
ilton, New York City, from 1975 to 1977.
He holds a Ph.D. in government, on the
political philosophy of Hegel. His scholarly
work has focused on the idea of dynamic
jurisprudence. Professor Jacobson's areas of
teaching are litigation, contracts, and cor
porate law. He served as associate dean of
academic affairs during 1982-83.

John L. Hanks
Professor of Law. B.S., 1966, J.D., 1968, Rut
gers University; M.A., LL.M., 1972, Columbia
University.
Professor Hanks began his teaching career
as an associate in law at Columbia Law
School (1968-72). Subsequently he was di
rector of admissions (1971-73) and assistant
professor of law (1972-74) at Rutgers Uni
versity School of Law; and visiting assistant
professor at Indiana University School of
Law (1973-74). He was an associate professor
of law at Cleveland State University during
1975-76. While a student at Rutgers Law
School, Professor Hanks was research editor
of the Rutgers Law Review. He was appoint
ed special master by United States District
Court Judge Robert L. Carter in 1980 to im
plement a court decree ordering the City
of New York to construct certain sewage
treatment plants and served in that posi
tion until 1988. He was associate dean
of academic affairs at Cardozo during
1981-82. From 1988 to 1990, Professor Hanks
was on leave so that he could serve as direc
tor of franchises for the City of New York.
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County District Attorney's Office as the
administrative assistant district attorney,
and as chief of the Appeals Bureau (1974).
He has also been an associate with a New
York City law firm (1973-74), and individual
practitioner specializing in appellate litiga
tion (1975-76). Professor Lushing was notes
and comments editor of the Columbia Law
Review, Kent Scholar in his first year, and
twice a Harlan Fiske Stone Scholar. He was
law clerk to Judge Wilfred Feinberg of the
United States District Court for the South
ern District of New York (1965) and the
United States Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit (1966-67). Currently he is
reporter, Eastern District, New York, Crim
inal Procedure Committee, and executive
director of the New York Council of Defense
Lawyers.
Stephen P. Marks
Visiting Professor of Law and Director, In
ternational Law and Human Rights Program.
B.A., 1964, Stanford University; M.A., 1972,
University of Paris; LL.D. 1979, University
of Nice.
Professor Marks has pursued an academic
and professional career in international af
fairs concentrating on human rights, peace,
and development issues. After interning at
the U.S. Senate, he continued his postgrad
uate studies in France and then joined the
staff of the International Institute of Human
Rights in Strasbourg, where he was also
assistant editor of the Human Rights Jour
nal. In 1973 he became an official of the
United Nations Educational, Scientific, and
Cultural Organization in the Division of
Human Rights and Peace. In 1983 he joined
the Ford Foundation in New York, where,
responsible for the international human
rights program, he expanded grantmaking
in support of human rights monitoring,
application of international human rights
law, and freedom of expression. Professor
Marks has taught at institutions in Europe
and the United States, including Rutgers
School of Law and Columbia University's
School of International and Public Affairs,
and School of Law. His publications deal
with international law, peace, human rights,
development, and international organiza
tions.

James B. Lewis
Professor of Law. LL.B., 1940, Catholic Uni
versity of America.
Professor Lewis was, from 1955 to 1982, a
partner of (and is now counsel to) Paul,
Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison, New
York City. His specialty is taxation. He has
taught on the adjunct faculties of New York
University and Rutgers law schools. He has
served on the legal staffs of the Treasury
Department and the Internal Revenue Ser
vice. Professor Lewis has been a consultant
to the American Law Institute's federal
estate and gift tax and federal income tax
projects. He was chairman of the Section
of Taxation, American Bar Association,
1984-85. He was a member of the Advisory
Group to the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue in 1976 and 1987. He is the author
of The Estate Tax, now in its fourth edition,
and of The Marital Deduction. He has been
on the Cardozo faculty since 1983.
Peter Lushing
Professor of Law and Associate Dean for
Academic Affairs. B.A., 1962, LL.B., 1965,
Columbia University.
Professor Lushing has served in the Legal
Aid Society as a trial attorney in the criminal
division (1968-72), and in the New York
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Melanie Meyers
Assistant Professor of Law. B.S., 1982, Mas
sachusetts Institute of Technology; J.D.,
1987, Columbia University.
As associate with the firm of Patterson,
Belknap, Webb & Tyler focusing on land
use and development law, Professor Meyers'
principal areas of interest are property, land
use, and state and local government law.
Gary Minda
Visiting Professor of Law. B.A., 1968, Mich
igan State University; J.D., 1975, M.A., 1977,
Wayne State University.
Professor Minda has taught labor law, legal
process, antitrust, and law and economics.
He is a candidate for the J.S.D. and a Charles
E. Merrill Fellow at the Center for Law and
Economic Stud)
'"'''lumbia University
School of Law.
Steven S. Nemerson
Professor of Law. B.A., 1968, Brooklyn Col
lege; Ph.D., 1973, City University of New
York; J.D., 1976, Columbia University.
Professor Nemerson was a Harlan Fiske
Stone Scholar at Columbia and notes and
comments editor of the Columbia Law Re
view. While in law school he was a lecturer
in the Departments of Philosophy at Brook
lyn College and Lehman College. Upon gra
duation he clerked for Judge Jack B.
Weinstein, United States District Court,
Eastern District of New York. Before joining
the Cardozo faculty in 1981, he served for
four years on the University of Minnesota
Law School faculty. He has published and
lectured in the areas of criminal law and
philosophy of law.

litigation case against the Boston Housing
Authority. She came to Cardozo in 1985 and
has served as Summer Institute Adminis
trator and now directs Special Projects, as
well as the Legal Writing and Moot Court
programs. In addition to her administrative
responsibilities, Ms. Newman teaches legal
writing, appellate advocacy, and advanced
legal writing.
Frances Pantaleo
Supervising Attorney, Bet Tzedek Legal Ser
vices Clinic. J.D., 1979, New York
University.
Ms. Pantaleo has worked with Advocates
for Children of New York and the civil
division of the Legal Aid Society, in its Park
Place trial office and the Brooklyn Office
for the Aging. She has also taught a course
in law to social workers at New York
University.

Leslie S. Newman
Director of Legal Writing. B.A., M.A., 1975,
Brown University; J.D., 1978, Boston
University.
Ms. Newman was managing attorney at
Greater Boston Legal Services, where she
supervised senior staff work until 1985, in
addition to holding the position of senior
attorney for housing, responsible for hous
ing law reform litigation. From 1980 to 1985,
Ms. Newman was lead counsel for the plain
tiff class of over 50,000 public housing
tenants in Boston in a major institutional

Monroe E. Price
Joseph and Sadie Danciger Professor of Law
and Dean. B.A., 1960, LL.B., 1964, Yale Uni
versity.
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David Rudenstine
Professor of Law. B.A., 1963, M.A.T., 1965,
Yale University; J.D., 1969, New York Uni
versity.
Professor Rudenstine, who teaches consti
tutional law and federal courts, is currently
writing a book on the Pentagon Papers case
and is co-general editor for a series of books
on legal theory. Before joining the Cardozo
faculty, Professor Rudenstine was a staff
attorney in the New York City Legal Services
Program from 1969 to 1972, director of the
Citizens' Inquiry on Parole and Criminal
Justice, Inc., a nonprofit research corpora
tion, from 1972 to 1974, counsel to the
National News Council, and a project di
rector, associate director, and acting exec
utive director of the New York Civil
Liberties Union. He has written articles on
judicial reform of social institutions, parole,
sentencing, and the First Amendment, and
is the primary author of Prison Without
Walls: Report on New York Parole and sole
author of Rights of Ex-Offenders. He was
a fellow in the New York University Arthur
Garfield Hays Civil Liberties Program, hav
ing spent two years before entering law
school as a Peace Corps volunteer in Uganda.
He has also been a Guggenheim Visiting
Fellow at Yale Law School and a participant
in a National Endowment for the Human
ities Seminar.

Dean Price graduated magna cum laude
from Yale, where he was executive editor
of the Yale Law Journal. He clerked for
United States Supreme Court Associate Jus
tice Potter Stewart and was an assistant to
Secretary of Labor W. Willard Wirtz. In 1968
he was appointed professor of law at the
School of Law of the University of California
at Los Angeles. Dean Price has served as
deputy director of California Indian Legal
Services, was one of the founders of the
Native American Rights Fund, and is the
author of Law and the American Indian. In
the field of communications law, Dean Price
was president of California's Foundation for
Community Service Cable Television, dep
uty director of the Sloan Commission on
Cable Communications, and is co-author of
a treatise on cable television and Cable
Television: A Guide to Citizen Action. He
was court-appointed referee to monitor the
Los Angeles school district's desegregation
plan and is on the Board of Directors of
the Fund for Modern Courts. He has been
a member of the Mayor's Tax Study Com
mission and the Joint Commission on In
tegrity in the Public Schools, and has served
as an advisor to the Speaker of the New
York City Council. Author of numerous
scholarly law articles on communications
policy, Native American land and water
rights, copyright and the arts, and other
fields, he was appointed dean of Cardozo
in 1982.
Michel Rosenfeld
Professor of Law. B.A., 1969, M.A., 1971,
M.Phil., 1978, Columbia University; J.D.,
1974, Northwestern University.
Professor Rosenfeld was an associate with
the firm of Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher
& Flom, 1977-80, and an associate with
Rosenman, Colin, Freund, Lewis & Cohen,
1980-82. He joined the faculty of New York
Law School in 1982. His primary teaching
and scholarly interests are in the areas of
constitutional law, jurisprudence, and pro
fessional responsibility. Widely published,
Professor Rosenfeld is currently working on
a book entitled Affirmative Action, Justice
and Equal Protection: A Philosophical and
Constitutional Reappraisal, to be published
by the Yale University Press in 1990.
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Barry C. Scheck
Associate Professor of Law and Director of
Clinical Legal Education. B.S., 1971, Yale
University; J.D., M.C.P., 1974, University of
California at Berkeley.
After graduating Phi Beta Kappa from Yale
and with honors from University of Cali
fornia Law School at Berkeley, Professor
Scheck was a staff attorney for four years
with the Legal Aid Society of New York.
He has served on the faculty of the National
Institute of Trial Advocacy and Defense
Council, and is co-author of Raising and
Litigating Claims ofElectronic Surveillance.
Professor Scheck is a member of the Com
mittee on the Criminal Courts, Association
of the Bar of the City of New York.
Jeanne L. Schroeder
Associate Professor of Law. B.A., 1975, Wil
liams College; J.D., 1978, Stanford Univer
sity.
Formerly of counsel to Milgrim, Thomajan
& Lee, Professor Schroeder was visiting
assistant professor of law at the University
of Michigan Law School and visiting asso
ciate professor of law at Cardozo last year.
Her areas of interest include feminist ju
risprudence, corporate finance, and mergers
and acquisitions. Her publications include
"Feminist Jurisprudence" and "History's Chal
lenge to Feminism."

Chicago Law Review and a teaching assist
ant to Prof. Soia Mentschikoff in a course
in jurisprudence.
Jonathan L.F. Silver
Professor of Law. B.A., 1969, Yale Univer
sity; J.D., 1973, University of Pennsylvania.
Professor Silver received his law degree cum
laude, was a member of the Order of the
Coif, and received the Jefferson B. Fordham
Award. He was chairman of the Prison
Research Council, a student group aiding
indigent prisoners. Following graduation,
Professor Silver was law clerk to Judge
William H. Hastie of the United States
Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit
(1973-74). He was an associate in law at
Columbia University (1974-75), served with
the Office of the General Counsel, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (1975), and
has done consulting work for the National
Academy of Sciences. Professor Silver joined
Cardozo's original faculty in 1976.

Paul M. Shupack
Professor of Law. B.A., 1961, Columbia Uni
versity; J.D., 1970, University of Chicago.
Professor Shupack teaches Contracts and
Commercial Law. He has recently published
"Solving the Puzzle of Secured Transactions"
and "Confusion in Policy and Language in
the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act." He
is a member of the American Law Institute,
and has served as a member of the Com
mittee on Bankruptcy and Corporate Reor
ganization of the Association of the Bar of
the City of New York, and as a member of
that Association's Committee on Uniform
State Laws. He has served as a visiting
professor at the University of Chicago Law
School. Before entering law school, he did
graduate work and was a teaching fellow
in government at Harvard University. While
in law school, he was a member of the

Marty Slaughter
Assistant Professor of Law. B.A., 1962, M.A.,
1963, Ph.D., 1967, University of Wisconsin;
J.D., 1987, University of California at
Berkeley.
Professor Slaughter was a Fulbright Professor
of English at Jordan University in Amman,
in 1982-83. She has also taught at the
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Suzanne Last Stone
Assistant Professor of Law. B.A., 1974, Prince
ton University; J.D., 1978, Columbia Uni
versity.
Professor Stone graduated from Princeton
summa cum laude. Before entering law
school, she did graduate work and was a
Danforth Fellow in Jewish history and clas
sical religions at Yale University. While in
law school, Professor Stone was writing and
research editor of the Columbia Law Review
and a Stone Scholar. She was law clerk to
Judge John Minor Wisdom of the United
States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit
in 1978-79 and was associated with the firm
of Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Gar
rison, New York City, from 1979 to 1983.
She is a member of the New York City Bar
Association Committee on Legal Education.
Her primary scholarly interests are in the
areas of procedure, federal courts, and law
and religion.

University of Hawaii; University of the
United Arab Emirates, Abu Dhabi; American
University in Cairo, Monash University
Melbourne, California State; and University
of California. She was research editor of the
California Law Review. Her publications
include a book on 17th century theories of
language and science published by Cam
bridge University Press. Currently she has
a work in progress entitled The Develop
ment of Common Law Libel Privilege: From
Community to Society.
Haym Soloveitchik
University Professor of Jewish History and
Literature. B.A. Harvard University; M.A.,
Ph.D., Hebrew University.
Stewart E. Sterk
Professor of Law; H. Bert and Ruth Mack
Chair in Real Estate Law. B.A., 1973, J.D.,
1976, Columbia University.
Professor Sterk joined the faculty in 1979
after serving for two years as law clerk to
Chief Judge Charles D. Breitel of the New
York Court of Appeals. While in law school,
Professor Sterk was managing editor of the
Columbia Law Review. He has served as a
visiting professor at Columbia Law School.
His primary areas of interest are conflict
of laws, land use, and trusts and estates.

Katherine Van Wezel Stone
Professor of Law. B.A., 1970, J.D., 1979,
Harvard University.
A magna cum laude graduate of Radcliffe,
and cum laude graduate of Harvard Law,
Professor Stone has published, practiced,
and lectured extensively in the field of labor
law. She was associated with the firms of
Cohen, Weiss & Simon (1979-81) and Rabinowitz, Boudin, Standard, Krinsky & Lieberman (1981-84), both in New York City.
She was a legislative assistant for the Oil,
Chemical, and Atomic Workers Interna
tional Union, Washington, D.C. (1970-72),
a labor analyst for Urban Planning Aid,
Cambridge, Mass. (1973-74), and directed an
unemployment compensation clinic, Somer
ville, Mass. (1974-76). She has also written
several major articles in the field of labor
history and labor relations. Her most recent
publications include "Changing Conception
of the Role of Labor in the Corporate Struc
ture," 55 University of Chicago Law Review
(winter 1988) and "Re-envisioning Labor
Law," 45 Maryland Law Review 978 (1986).
Telford Taylor
Dr. Herman George and Kate Kaiser Pro
fessor of Constitutional Law. B.A., 1928,
M.A., 1932, LL.D., 1949, Williams College;
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LL.D. Brandeis University, 1988; L.H.D. Yeshiva, L.C.D. Union, 1987; LL.B., 1932, Har
vard University.

B.A., 1970, Brooklyn College; J.D., 1973,
Brooklyn Law School.
Professor Vogelman was a member of the
Brooklyn Law Review and editor of the
Moot Court Honor Society. He worked for
four years (1973-77) as a staff attorney with
the Legal Aid Society Criminal Defense
Division and from 1977 to 1979 as associate
appellate counsel with the society's Appeals
Bureau. He is a member of the faculty of
the National Institute for Trial Advocacy;
Tom C. Clark Institute of Trial Advocacy,
Hofstra University; and Trial Advocacy Pro
gram, Delaware Law School, Widener Uni
versity. He is a faculty team leader at the
Emory University Trial Advocacy Program,
and has been a frequent writer and lecturer
on various aspects of the criminal justice
system, particularly plea bargaining, sen
tence reform, eyewitness identification, and
effective assistance of counsel. He is respon
sible for the yearly updates to Sobel's book
on eyewitness identification (Clark
Boardman).

Professor Taylor's career in public service
has been a long and distinguished one,
beginning in 1933 when he served as as
sistant solicitor, U.S. Department of the
Interior (1933-34); senior attorney, U.S. De
partment of Agriculture (4934-35); associ
ate counsel, Senate Interstate Commerce
Commission (1935-39); special assistant to
the Attorney General, U.S. Department of
Justice (1939-40); general counsel, Federal
Communications Commission (1940-42);
and administrator, Small Defense Plants Ad
ministration (1951-52). He achieved inter
national renown as chief U.S. prosecutor at
the Nuremberg War Crimes Trials (194649). As general counsel for the Joint Com
mittee on Educational TV (1952-62), he was
instrumental in promoting the interests of
educational television. Professor Taylor has
argued 16 cases before the United States
Supreme Court. After many years in private
practice in New York, he joined the faculty
of Columbia Law School, where he is cur
rently Nash Professor Emeritus. Among Pro
fessor Taylor's extensive writings on legal,
political, and military subjects are his books
Grand Inquest: The Story of Congressional
Investigations (1955), Courts of Terror
(1976), and the acclaimed Munich: The Price
of Peace (1979). A major legal figure of our
era, he is a member of the American Acade
my of Arts and Sciences.

Richard H. Weisberg
Professor of Law. B.A., 1965, Brandeis Uni
versity; J.D., 1974, Columbia University;
Ph.D., 1970, Cornell University.

Peter Tillers
Professor of Law. B.A., 1966, Yale University;
J.D., 1969, LL.M., 1972, Harvard University.
Professor Tillers is the director of the Inter
national Seminar on Evidence in Litigation.
He is a reviser of Wigmore on Evidence.
He has published extensively on theories
of evidence, including Mapping Inferential
Domains, Probability and Inference in the
Law of Evidence' The Uses and Limits of
Bayesianism (ed. with E. Green), Charting
New Territory in Judicial Proof: Beyond
Wigmore, and Webs of Things in the Mind:
A New Science of Evidence.
Lawrence A. Vogelman
Assistant Director, Clinical Legal Education.
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Professor Weisberg, formerly on the grad
uate faculty of the University of Chicago
in French and comparative literature (197175), has continued his work in literary
theory since joining the Cardozo faculty in
1977. He is the author of The Failure of
the Word (Yale, 1984, paperback, 1989) and
When Lawyers Write (Little, Brown, 1987),
and of articles in the field of law and
literature. An editor of the Columbia Law
Review, he has been associated with Cleary,
Gottlieb, Steen & Hamilton, New York City.
Professor Weisberg was a fellow of the
National Endowment for the Humanities
(1972-73), and of the Society for the Human
ities of Cornell University (1975-76). From
1979 to 1986, Professor Weisberg was pres
ident of the Law and Humanities Institute
and since 1987 is its chair. In 1983 he
became chair of the Law and Humanities
Section of the American Association of Law
Schools. For 1989-90 he is the recipient of
an American Council of Learned Societies
fellowship to pursue research on the practice
of law in Vichy France. He has consulted
on legal writing skills with private law
firms, judges, and government agencies.

bia University. He served as a law clerk
to Chief Judge Irving R. Kaufman, United
States Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit. Professor Yablon was an associate
at Cravath, Swaine & Moore in New York
City and then at Skadden Arps Slate
Meagher & Flom, also in New York City.
He is teaching at Cardozo in the areas of
civil procedure, jurisprudence, and corpo
rate law.
Edward A. Zelinsky
Professor of Law. B.A., 1972, M.A., J.D.,
1975, M.Phil., 1978, Yale University.
Professor Zelinsky was an editor of the
Yale Law Journal. He also served as a
teaching fellow in the Yale University De
partment of Economics. Professor Zelin
sky served as law clerk to Judge J. Joseph
Smith of the United States Court of Ap
peals for the Second Circuit in 1975-76.
He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa and
served seven terms as an alderman of New
Haven.

A d ju n c t F a c u lty

Elliott J. Weiss
Professor of Law. B.A., 1961, Dartmouth
College; LL.B., 1964, Yale University.
Professor Weiss was note and comment
editor of the Yale LawJournal and a member
of the Order of the Coif. He was law clerk
to Judge Walter Pope of the United States
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, an
associate with Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Whar
ton & Garrison, New York City, and an
attorney with the U.S. Agency for Inter
national Development. From 1972 to 1976,
he served as the first executive director
of the Investor Responsibility Research
Center. He was also a member of the SEC's
Advisory Committee on Corporate Disclo
sure. Professor Weiss has taught as a vis
iting professor of law at the NYU, Cornell,
and UCLA Schools of Law.

Cardozo offers a variety of courses taught
by adjunct faculty. The following have
taught in the recent past.
John D. Appel
Adjunct Professor of Law. B.B.A., 1953, J.D.,
1956, University of Michigan.
After graduation from law school, Profes
sor Appel became an instructor at Colum
bia University Law School (1956-58), and
then entered private practice in New York
City (1958-61). In 1961 he joined the CBS
Law Department and was deputy general
counsel of CBS, Inc., 1968-80. From 1980
to 1983, he was vice president and general
counsel of Western Union Corporation.
He teaches contracts, trusts and estates,
restitution, antitrust law, and intellectual
property.

Charles M. Yablon
Professor of Law. B.A., 1972, Columbia
University; J.D., 1975, Yale University.
Professor Yablon received his Bachelor of
Arts degree magna cum laudehom Colum

Thomas J. Aquilino, Jr.
Adjunct Professor of Law. B.A., 1962, Drew
University; J.D., 1969, Rutgers University.
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Professor Aquilino also studied at Cornell
University, University of Munich, and
Freie Universitat Berlin. From 1969 to
1971, he was a law clerk to fudge John
M. Cannella of the United States District
Court, Southern District of New York.
Thereafter he was in private practice with
the firm of Davis Polk & Wardwell until
1985, when he became one of the nine
judges of the United States Court of In
ternational Trade.

at Columbia Law School. Upon graduation,
she clerked for Judge Carl McGowan of
the United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit. She is cur
rently an assistant professor of social med
icine at Columbia College of Physicians
and Surgeons. Her primary research inter
est is occupational health.
Eric Bregman
Adjunct Professor of Law. B.A., 1965, Har
vard University; LL.B., 1968, University of
Pennsylvania.
Upon graduation from law school, Profes
sor Bregman clerked for Judge Marvin E.
Frankel, United States District Court for
the Southern District of New York. Pres
ently with Sive, Pagel, Reisel, Professor
Bregman serves on the New York County
Lawyers Association Special Committee
on Criminal Justice Legislation.

Peter L. Berger
Adjunct Professor of Law. B.E.E., 1961, City
College of New York; J.D., 1966, George
Washington University.
Professor Berger majored in electrical en
gineering at City College, completed two
years of graduate work in engineering, and
went on to earn his f.D. with honors at
George Washington University, where he
served as patent editor of The Law Review.
Fie has held positions as patent examiner
with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office,
patent attorney with Bell Laboratories,
and was a member of the adjunct faculty
at Seton Hall Law School (1977 to 1983).
A member of the firm of Levisohn, Lerner,
Berger, he specializes in patent, trademark,
and copyright law.

Charles Carberry
Adjunct Professor of Law. B.A., 1973, St.
John's University; J.D., 1976, Fordham
University.
Professor Carberry is a member of Jones,
Day, Reavis & Pogue. He was a law clerk
to United States Circuit Judge William H.
Mulligan. He was an assistant United
States attorney 1979-87, and chief of the
New York Office's Securities and Com
modities Fraud Unit 1986-87. He served
as deputy chief of the Criminal Division
1985-86. At Jones, Day, Professor Carberry
has represented corporations and individ
uals in civil securities lawsuits and in
governmental investigations involving al
legations of money laundering and secur
ities, banking, and customs fraud.

Terence L. Blackburn
Adjunct Professor of Law. B.A., 1970, Duquesne University; J.D., 1973, Columbia
University.
Former vice president and general counsel
for First National Properties, Inc., Professor
Blackburn teaches in the areas of business
associations, corporate finance, securities
regulation, drafting for the close corpora
tion, and international business transac
tions.

Norma P. D'Apolito
Adjunct Associate Professor of Law. B.A.,
1971, Vassar College; J.D., 1974, New York
University.
After graduating from law school, Profes
sor D'Apolito joined the Pennsylvania De
partment of Justice as a deputy attorney
general in the Litigation Division. She has
worked in several positions specializing
in civil rights litigation, including staff
counsel for the Prisoners' Rights Project
in New York, managing attorney for Great

Sherry Brandt-Rauf
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.A.,
1975, Barnard College; M.A., 1977, M.Phil.,
1978, J.D., 1981, Columbia University.
Professor Brandt-Rauf was a Harlan Fiske
Stone Scholar at Columbia and notes and
comments editor of the Columbia Law
Review. While in law school, she was a
lecturer in the School of Public Health at
Columbia University and a teaching fellow
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er Boston Legal services, and senior attor
ney for the Juvenile Rights Project in
Boston. She came to Cardozo in 1983,
serving first as assistant dean for place
ment and director of the Center of Pro
fessional Development, and then as
associate dean for admissions, placement,
and student life.

Adjunct Professor of Law. B.S., 1929, New
York University; J.D., 1932, Harvard
University.
Professor Freund is the honoree of the Max
Freund Chair in Advocacy and Litigation
at Cardozo. He is of counsel to Rosenman
& Colin, and was the senior partner of its
predecessor firm, Rosenman Colin Freund
Lewis & Cohen. Professor Freund is a
member of the Disciplinary Committee of
the Appellate Division of the First Judicial
Department. He teaches pretrial practice.

Arthur Eisenberg
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.A.,
1964, Johns Hopkins University; J.D., 1968,
Cornell University.
Professor Eisenberg is a staff counsel for
the New York Civil Liberties Union and
has served in that capacity since 1972. He
has extensive litigation experience with
respect to voting rights, race discrimina
tion, and First Amendment cases. Among
the leading cases in which he has been
involved are Island Trees School District
v. Pico, 457 U.S. 853 (1982); Belle Terre
v. Borass, 416 U.S. 1 (1974); and Anderson
v. Celebrezze, 460 U.S. 780 (1983). He is
co-author of The Rights of Candidates and
Voters (Avon Books, 2d edition, 1980).

Max Friedman
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.A.,
1974, Columbia University; J.D., 1977, Yale
University.
Professor Friedman is a partner at Patter
son, Belknap, Webb & Tyler in their Real
Estate Department. He was previously as
sociated with Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Whar
ton & Garrison, and served for one year
as law clerk to Judge Irving R. Kaufman.
Seymour Hertz
Adjunct Professor of Law. B.A., 1954, LL.B.,
1956, Columbia University.
Professor Hertz was a Harlan Fiske Stone
and James Kent Scholar at Columbia Law
School. He has been a partner at Paul,
Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison since
1967, specializing in corporate securities
matters and business combinations. He is
a past member of the Securities Regulation
Committee, Association of the Bar of the
City of New York, and of the New York
County Lawyers Association; has partic
ipated in a number of PLI seminars dealing
with securities regulation and business
combinations; and is the author of a chap
ter, "Corporate Action," in Business Com
binations, published by PLI.

Leonard G. Florescue
Adjunct Associate Professor of Law. B.A.,
1967, University of Rochester; J.D., 1972,
New York University.
Professor Florescue is a member of Ruskin,
Schlissel, Moscou, Evans & Faltischek.
From 1972 to 1983, he was an associate
at Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson.
He is a monthly columnist on domestic
relations law for the New York LawJournal
and a fellow of the American Academy of
Matrimonial Lawyers.
James H. Fogel
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.A.,
1971, Harvard University; J.D., 1975, Yale
University.
The Honorable James H. Fogel, former
Criminal Court Judge in New York City,
served with the New York County District
Attorney's Office as assistant district at
torney in 1977 after two years with Nick
erson, Kramer, Lowenstein, Nessen, Kamin
& Soil. He was senior trial counsel, direc
tor of Trial Advocacy Program, and dep
uty chief, Major Offense/Career Criminal
Bureau.
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sistant district attorney in New York
County, and law secretary to a State Su
preme Court Justice. He was graduated
from Columbia Law School cum laude, and
was a Harlan Fiske Stone Scholar. He is
a member of the Committee on the Su
preme Court of the New York County
Lawyers’ Association, and of the Civil
Practice Law and Rules Committee of the
NYS Bar Association.

Alan D. Jacobson
Adjunct Associate Professor of Law. B.A.
1961, Cornell University; LL.B., 1964, Yale
University; M.S.Mgt., 1984, Stanford
University.
Professor Jacobson is a partner in Holmby
Associates, which specializes in real estate
and corporate development. He is a former
member of the faculty of the ALI-ABA
Postgraduate Course in Federal Securities
Law.

Lela Porter Love
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.A.,
1973, Harvard University; M.Ed., 1975,
Virginia Commonwealth University; J.D.,
1979, Georgetown University.
Professor Love earned her master's degree
while serving in the Teacher Corps. As a
member of George Washington Univer
sity's clinical law faculty, she organized
and directed a Small Business Clinic. She
has practiced as an arbitrator in New York
City's Civil Court and as a mediator for
the Brooklyn Mediation Center, in addi
tion to her private practice as a mediator
and consultant.

M artin P. Levin
Adjunct Professor of Law. B.S., 1946, Tem
ple University; J.D., 1983, New York Law
School.
Counsel to Cowan, Leibowitz &. Latman,
Professor Levin served as president of the
Book Group, Times Mirror Company
(1966-83), and is currently a consultant to
the company. His prior publishing expe
rience was with Grosset & Dunlap (195066), where he reached the position of
senior vice president and served on the
Board of Directors. He is a former chairman
of the American Association of Publishers
and currently serves on a number of boards
and the core faculty of the Stanford Uni
versity Publishing Institute.

Jeffrey A. Lowin
Adjunct Professor of Law. B.A., 1964, LL.B.,
1967, Harvard University.
Professor Lowin graduated from college
magna cum laude and was editor-in-chief
of the Harvard Journal on Legislation. He
is a member of the firm of Shereff, Fried
man, Hoffman & Goodman, New York
City. His practice encompasses estate tax
ation, planning, and administration, and
he is the author of articles on the special
problems of estate planning for art
collectors.

Rosalind Lichter
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.A.,
1966, Syracuse University; J.D., 1982, Ben
jamin N. Cardozo School of Law, Yeshiva
University.
A partner in the New York law firm of
Chasen & Lichter, specializing in enter
tainment law, Professor Lichter represents
writers, directors, producers, actors, man
agers, agencies and development execu
tives in television and features, with a
subspecialty of representing famous peo
ple whose rights are being bought by the
studios and networks, and producers seek
ing the rights of famous people.

Gertrud M ainzer
Adjunct Professor of Law. Abitur, 1933,
University of Frankfurt am Main; M.L.S.,
1956, Pratt Institute; J.D., 1965, New York
University.
After graduating from New York Univer
sity School of Law cum laude, Professor
Mainzer, while associated with the Law
School's Project on Social Welfare Law,
brought In re Gault before the United
States Supreme Court, establishing due

Burton N. Lipshie
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.S.,
1964, LL.B., 1967, Columbia University.
Professor Lipshie has been the managing
attorney of Stroock & Stroock & Lavan
since 1977. Prior to that, he was an as
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J. Ezra M erkin
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.A.,
1976, Columbia University; J.D., 1979, Har
vard University.
Professor Merkin was graduated from
Columbia magna cum laude, and is a
member of Phi Beta Kappa. He was grad
uated from Harvard cum laude. He was
associated with the firm of Milbank Tweed
Hadley & McCloy. He is presently man
aging partner of Ariel Capital, an invest
ment management firm in New York City.

process rights for juvenile delinquents.
Thereafter she was in private practice with
Herzfeld & Rubin, specializing in family
law, social welfare law, and the rights of
the elderly. She was a cooperating attorney
for the American and New York Civil
Liberties Union. From 1979 until her re
tirement in 1984, she was a judge on the
Family Court of the State of New York.
She has returned to private practice and
is presently a member of the Committee
on Juvenile Justice of the Association of
the Bar of the City of New York, and of
the Matrimonial Law Committee of the
County Bar Association..

M ichael I. M eyerson
Adjunct Professor of Law. B.A., 1976, Hamp
shire College; J.D., 1979, University of
Pennsylvania.
Professor Meyerson, a former attorney
with the New York State Consumer Pro
tection Board, has taught constitutional
law, communications law, consumer cred
it, and contracts. He is a co-author, with
Cardozo Dean Monroe Price and others,
of "Cable Television and Other Nonbroad
cast Media.” His other publications in
clude "Competition and the Cable
Television Industry," "Cable Television's

Edwin Earl McAmis
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.A.,
1956, LL.B., 1959, Harvard University.
Professor McAmis has been a partner at
Skadden Arps Slate Meagher & Flom since
1977. He is currently a member of the
board of directors of the Aston Magna
Foundation for Music, Inc., and has been
an active committee member of several
bar associations in the areas of ethics and
litigation.
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at Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Gar
rison. From there he moved to Time, Inc.,
where he was initially Home Box Office's
chief counsel for studio and network op
erations and later counsel to the Time Inc.
Video Group. He was a member of the New
York City Bar Association Committee on
Entertainment and Sports Law, is presently
a member of its Art Law Committee, and
has participated in PLI and other legal
education seminars. He has published ar
ticles in the New York Law Journal and
elsewhere on such diverse topics as elec
tronic publishing, teletext, and human
rights in the Soviet Union.

New Legal Universe: Early Judicial Re
sponse to the Cable Act," and "The First
Amendment and the Cable Television Op
erator: An Unprotective Shield Against
Public Access Requirements."
M itchell J. Nelson
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.A.,
1970, Brandeis University; J.D., 1973, Uni
versity of Chicago.
Professor Nelson graduated magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, in philosophy from
Brandeis. On graduation from law school,
he joined the firm of Wien, Malkin &
Bettex, New York City, becoming a member
in 1979. He is currently a director of the
Citizens Housing and Planning Council,
92nd Street Y; a member of the Real Estate
Board of New York Legal Committee; and
Advisory Board, Security Title and Gua
ranty Co.

D aniel R iesel
Adjunct Professor of Law. B.A., 1958,
Union College; LL.B., 1961, Columbia
University.
Professor Riesel is a member of Sive, Paget
& Riesel, engaging in general litigation
and environmental law. While an Assist
ant U.S. Attorney, he was chief of the En
vironmental Protection Unit for the South
ern District of New York. He represents
such regional environmental public inter
est groups as the Hudson River Sloop
Clearwater, Inc., as well as representing
numerous industries and developers. He
has published numerous articles and book
chapters on environmental and litigation
subjects.

M ichael P. Peskoe
Adjunct Associate Professor of Law. B.A.,
1965, Rutgers University; J.D., 1968, Boalt
Hall School of Law, University of Cali
fornia.
Former associate chief counsel for drugs,
U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Pro
fessor Peskoe is now senior corporate
counsel for a major pharmaceutical, med
ical device, and food corporation, where
he advises on corporate-wide compliance
with FDA regulations.

David Robbins
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.S.,
1980, University of Pennsylvania; C.P.A.,
1981; J.D., 1984, New York University.
An associate with Cahill Gordon & Reindel, Professor Robbins specializes in cor
porate acquisitions and divestitures,
representation of investment and com
mercial banks in restructurings and lev
eraged buyouts, and diverse major real
estate projects, including conveyancing,
financing, and securities transactions.

Dennis Rapps
Adjunct Professor of Law. B.A., 1964, M.A.,
1967, Brooklyn College; J.D., 1971, New
York University.
Professor Rapps is currently executive di
rector and general counsel, National Jewish
Commission on Law and Public Affairs
(COLPA), a voluntary association of attor
neys seeking to facilitate the reasonable
accommodation of religious needs when
those needs conflict with standard societal
practices.

M ichael S. Ross
Adjunct Professor of Law. B.A., 1971, Rut
gers University; J.D., 1974, New York Uni
versity.
Professor Ross graduated Phi Beta Kappa
from Rutgers University, where he won
over 65 intercollegiate debate awards, and

Eric Rayman
Adjunct Professor of Law.
Professor Rayman is vice president and as
sistant general counsel of Simon & Schus
ter. He began his legal career as an as
sociate in the entertainment department
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Penzoil case and the Bhopal, India, disaster.
He is the recipient of his court's highest
honor, the Second Circuit Merit Award,
for his "mastery of the art of negotiation
and ability to solve difficult legal prob
lems." He lectures widely on negotiation,
mediation, and conflict resolution and has
trained judges across the country in these
arts.

was note and comment editor of the New
York University Review of Law and Social
Change and a member of the Internation
al Moot Court Team of New York Uni
versity Law School. Currently a partner in
the firm of LaRossa, Mitchell & Ross, from
1974 to 1978 Professor Ross was an as
sistant district attorney in Kings County,
and from 1978 through 1982 he was an
Assistant U. S. Attorney in the Southern
District of New York, Criminal Division.
He is a member of the faculty of the
National Institute of Trial Advocacy; Uni
ted States Attorney General's Advocacy
Institute; and other state-wide trial advo
cacy training programs. Professor Ross is
a frequent lecturer on trial practice and
criminal law at various legal continuing
education programs and has published a
number of articles and testified before
Congress on these subjects. He currently
serves as a chairperson of the American
Bar Association's Grand Jury Committee;
is a member of the A.B.A.'s Special Com
mittee on Criminal Justice in a Free So
ciety; and is chairperson of the Association
of the Bar of the City of New York's
Committee on Criminal Advocacy.

M artin David Schechter
Adjunct Associate Professor of Law. B.A.,
1955, Brooklyn College; LL.B., 1957, New
York University.
Professor Schechter is an active practition
er specializing in all aspects of real estate
law in the metropolitan New York area
and throughout the country. He has had
substantial experience in the field, and has
written and lectured on his practical ap
proach to solving problems relating to real
estate transactions. He has been a member
of the firm of Linett, Schechter, Reicher
& Altman since 1972.
Steven L. Schwarcz
Adjunct Professor of Law. B.S., 1971, New
York University; J.D., 1974, Columbia Uni
versity.
After receiving his bachelor's degree summa
cum laude in aeronautical engineering (gra
duating first in his class|, Professor Schwarcz
entered law school, where he was a teaching
fellow in property law and served on the
Legislative Drafting Research Fund, working
on projects concerned with regulating the
automobile's effect on the environment and
financial protection for catastrophic nuclear
liability. He worked at Shearman & Sterling
after graduating from law school, and was
elected a partner in 1982. He concentrated
there on corporate finance with an emphasis
on structured finance, secured lending, and
corporate reorganization of troubled com
panies. In 1989 he left that firm and joined
Kaye, Scholer, Fierman, Hays & Handler to
head a structured finance practice group.
Professor Schwarcz also has maintained his
interest in science, serving as chairman of
the City Bar Association's Committee on
Science and Law. He has been active for
some years as counsel for the historic pre
servation of the national landmark Eldridge
Street Synagogue.

Richard J. Sabella
Adjunct Professor of Law. B.A., 1977, State
University of New York at Stony Brook;
J.D., 1980, Hofstra University.
Professor Sabella is a partner of Cahill
Gordon & Reindel, where he specializes
in real estate matters, including acquisi
tions and sales of major properties, leasing
and mortgaging transactions, condomini
um arrangements and assemblage, and
development transactions. Prior to joining
Cahill, he was associated with Milgrim
Thomajan Jacobs & Lee, and Cravath,
Swaine & Moore.
Frank J. Scardilli
Adjunct Professor of Law. B.A., 1942, Mont
clair State College; LL.B., 1949, Yale Uni
versity; LL.M. 1968, New York University.
Professor Scardilli is senior staff counsel
for the United States Court of Appeals for
the Second Circuit, where he has been a
professional negotiator/mediator since
1977. His experience includes the Texaco-
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Saul L. Sherman
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.S.
1947, J.D., 1949, Harvard University.
Professor Sherman has a private practice,
specializing in the laws and international
agreements regulating international trade.
He has chaired the Committee on Interna
tional Trade of the Association of the Bar
of the City of New York and the Committee
on the U.S./Canada Free Trade Agreement
of the American Association of Exporters
and Importers. He has also been a member
of a private sector advisory body to the
Department of Commerce and the U.S. Trade
Representative, and is co-author of a Com
mentary on the GATT Customs Valuation
Code.

served with the Asia Foundation as program
officer for programs in legal development
in Asia. He was staff and managing attor
ney for Mobilization for Youth Legal Ser
vices (1969-73). Until 1979 he worked for
the New York State Banking Department,
serving as deputy superintendent and gen
eral counsel to the department for the last
three of those years. He was special coun
sel to Hughes, Hubbard and Reed before
becoming executive vice president, senior
counsel, and secretary to the Dime Savings
Bank of New York, FSB, in 1980.
Baruch Weiss
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.A.
1978, Columbia University; J.D., 1981, Har
vard University; M.A., 1982, Jewish Theo
logical Seminary of America.
Professor Weiss is an Assistant U.S. Attor
ney, Southern District of New York, Crim
inal Division. A former law clerk for Judge
Barrington D. Parker of the United States
District Court, District of Columbia, he
interned at the U.S. Department of Justice's
Office of Special Investigation.

David Simon
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.A.,
1944, Cornell University; LL.B., 1950, Har
vard University.
Professor Simon has been a practicing at
torney for more than 36 years, concentrating
on international business, U.S. taxation of
international transactions, and commercial
litigation. His firm, Barrett Smith Simon &
Armstrong, recently merged with another,
becoming Lord Day & Lord, Barrett Smith.
He is a former law clerk to Judge Augustus
Noble Hand.

Leon Wildes
Adjunct Professor of Law. B.A., 1954, Yeshiva
University; J.D., 1957, LL.M., 1959, New
York University.
Professor Wildes inaugurated Cardozo's
course on Immigration Law. Senior partner
of Wildes & Weinberg, a leading New York
City immigration law firm, he is widely
known for his representation of John Len
non and Yoko Ono in their celebrated
immigration case. He is the author of nu
merous articles on visa denials, amnesty
and refugee law, and other aspects of im
migration and nationality law and practice,
and a contributing author on immigration
practice to the treatise in the field. He is
former national president of the American
Immigration Lawyers Association, and a
member of its Board of Governors. He lec
tures on behalf of the American Immigra
tion Lawyers Association, Practicing Law
Institute, New York State Bar Association,
New York County Lawyers Association, and
World Trade Association on immigration
practice and has testified before Congres
sional Committees on immigration legis
lation

M ichael D. Stallman
Adjunct Associate Professor of Law. B.A.,
1971, City College of New York; J.D., 1974,
New York University.
Professor Stallman is a judge of the Civil
Court of the City of New York. Previously
an adjunct associate professor of law at the
City University Law School at Queens Col
lege, and an adjunct professor of law at
Touro College, he was principal law clerk
to Justice Martin Evans, New York State
Supreme Court. Professor Stallman was an
assistant district attorney in New York
County from 1974 to 1978.
W illiam A. Volckhausen
Adjunct Professor of Law. B.A., 1959, Prince
ton University; M.A., 1963, University of
California at Berkeley; f.D., 1966, Harvard
University.
From 1966 to 1968, Professor Volckhausen
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100-199

D e sc rip tio n o f C ourses

Criminal Law and Procedure, (e.g., criminal
law clinic, criminal procedure)

As the following detailed description of the
entire curriculum demonstrates, the pro
gram of study at Cardozo School of Law is
designed to provide each student with the
strong foundation of a broad, traditional
legal education and with a wide variety of
innovative opportunities to pursue partic
ular areas of interest and to explore spe
cialized career options.

200-299

Perspectives, (e.g., American legal history,
comparative law, Jewish law, human rights,
jurisprudence, law and literature)
300-399

Judicial System and Procedures, (e.g., con
flicts of law, appellate advocacy, evidence,
federal courts, trial advocacy)

Course-Numbering System
First-year courses, listed in numerical order,
are designated by an initial digit of 6; secondand third-year courses, listed in alphabet
ical order, are designated by an initial 7 or
8. The next three digits specify the subjectmatter classification, as given below. (An
index of these courses by course number
is printed on page 80 of this Bulletin; an
index in the alphabetical order of the key
words, giving their numbers, appears on
page 82.]
000-099

Commercial and Corporate Law. Commer
cial Law (e.g., commercial paper, sales, deb
tors' and creditors' rights, international
business transactions). Corporate Law (e.g.,
corporations, corporate finance, securities
regulations)

400-499

Property, (e.g., copyright law, future inter
ests, real estate transactions, trusts and
estates)
500-599

Public Law. (e.g., administrative law, labor
law, antitrust, banking law, environmental
law, constitutional law, land-use regulation)
600-699

Taxation, (e.g., business planning, corporate
tax, estate planning, estate and gift taxation,
personal income taxation, pension plans
and deferred compensation)
700-899

Nonclassified. (e.g., admiralty law, enter
tainment law, family law, professional
responsibility)
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900-999
General Miscellaneous, (e.g., advanced moot
court, independent research, law review|
Courses which extend through two succes
sive semesters are differentiated as follows:

LAW 6101—Criminal Law
3 credits. Spring. Analysis of the basic prin
ciples of substantive criminal law, scope of
punishment, and fundamentals of selected
offenses.

a. Courses in which the first is a prerequisite
for the second and both must be taken
in order to receive credit for either are
hyphenated (e.g., LAW 6001-6002).

LAW 6201—Elements of the Law
3 credits. Fall. Designed to help students
learn how lawyers read, analyze, and use
appellate decisions; analysis of appellate
judging, approached first through the indi
vidual appellate decision and then the posi
tion of that case in the sequence of cases
that follow.

b. Courses in which the first is a prerequisite
for the second but credit is given for the
first course alone are connected by a
comma (e.g., LAW 7501,7502).
c. Courses which may be taken separately
and in any order, and for which credit
is given for each, are separated by a
semicolon (e.g., LAW 7261; 7262).

LAW 6301-6302—Civil Procedure
6 credits for the year. Fall, Spring. Introduc
tion to the basic elements of civil litigation;
analysis of the impact of procedure upon
substantive law.

1. Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law re
serves the right to withdraw or modify the
courses offered and to change instructors
as may be deemed necessary. Notices con
cerning additions, deletions, or changes in
courses will be announced as early as
possible.

LAW 6401-6402—Property
6 credits for the year. Fall, Spring. Basic
principles and rules governing the AngloAmerican system of land ownership and
use; economic analysis of legal rules and
principles for a broader policy perspective.

2. Generally, every course will be offered
at least once during the academic year, un
less otherwise specified in the course
listing.

LAW 6701-6702—Torts
6 credits for the year. Fall, Spring. Basic
principles and theories of civil liability for
acts that cause personal injury or property
damage; analysis of standards governing
conduct affecting persons and property;
remedies when injuries result from conduct
that deviates from those standards; scope
of liability; impact of legislation on tort law.

3. The credit value of each course is given
in terms of semester hours.
4. Infrequently—because of changes, typo
graphical error, or otherwise—course num
bers, titles, credits, or prerequisites in this
Bulletin may not be in agreement with those
published elsewhere, such as in the Sched
ule of Courses. Questions about such dis
crepancies should be addressed in writing
to the Office of the Dean.

LAW 6792-6793—Legal Research,
Writing, and Appellate Advocacy
3 credits for two semesters. Offered every
term. How to approach a legal problem; case
analysis; location of source material in the
library including instruction in manual and
computer-assisted research methods; appli
cation of analysis and research to legal
questions; basic writing skills; writing ex
perience with critique of forms of legal
drafting including letters, documents, and
memoranda; appellate court briefwriting and
oral argument (Moot Court).

First-Year Courses
All first-year courses are required.
LAW 6001-6002—Contracts
6 credits for the year. Fall, Spring. Formation,
enforcement, and performance of contrac
tual relationships, assignments, and thirdparty beneficiaries.
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Second- and Third-Year
Courses

and mortgage documents in the residential
and commercial context; selected business
problems, identification and creation of so
lutions, and drafting of appropriate docu
ments; drafting of clauses and agreements
for common real estate-related situations.
Prerequisite: LAW 7421.

Second- and third-year courses are listed in
alphabetical order within the groups de
scribed on page 56.
COMMERCIAL AND CORPORATE
LAW
Commercial Law
LAW 7053—Advanced Bankruptcy
2 credits. Seminar on selected advanced
bankruptcy topics, including administra
tion, reorganization, and powers of the trus
tee. Substantial research paper required.
Prerequisite: LAW 7051.

LAW 7003—Contract Drafting in
Entertainment Law
2 credits. Moot court-like negotiations in
all areas of entertainment law. Students
draft documents that reflect negotiations
and legal issues triggered by those
negotiations.

LAW 7032—Commercial Law
4 credits. Focuses on the basic aspects of
commercial transactions—how personal
property is purchased, sold, and leased, and
how such transactions are financed; em
phasis on the following articles of the Uni
form Commercial Code: Article 2 (sales), 2A
(leases—new article), 6 (bulk transfers), and
9 (secured transactions); other relevant stat
utory material; some attention to Articles
3 (commercial paper) and 7 (documentary
transactions).

LAW 7004—Negotiation and Draft
ing for the Close Corporation
2 Credits. Role-playing seminar offering ex
perience in corporate law practice. Students
represent "clients" in the negotiation of
business and legal issues related to creation
of a close corporation and in drafting ne
cessary corporate documents, including cer
tificate of incorporation, by-laws, and share
holders' agreement.
Prerequisite: Business Associations.

LAW 7001—Contract Drafting
2 credits. Seminar on how to speak (nego
tiate) and write (draft) as lawyers; taught
through problems arising in common bus
iness situations that require students,
through research and negotiation, to find
solutions and draft appropriate legal doc
uments, by grasping each problem's business
reality and objectives, identifying pertinent
legal doctrines, deciding upon steps neces
sary to consummate the plan, and drafting
appropriate papers; groups of students often
assigned to represent opposing interests and
negotiate agreements after exchanging in
itial drafts.

LAW 7006—Contract Drafting for
Mergers and Acquisitions
2 credits. Practical aspects of negotiating
and drafting contracts, including a corporate
acquisition agreement; interplay between
substantive law and contract provisions;
interests parties try to advance or protect
through agreements; negotiating strategy;
precision and clarity in drafting and reading
contract language.

LAW—7008 M usic Industry
Contract Negotiations
and Drafting
2 credits. Basic music industry agreements
from the perspective of both the private
attorney representing artists and the inhouse counsel representing record compan
ies and publishing companies.

LAW 7002—Contract Drafting for
Real Estate
2 credits. Seminar with emphasis on nego
tiation and drafting for residential and busi
ness-related real estate transactions; review
and negotiation of basic contracts, leases,
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LAW 7040—Federal Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Law
2 credits. Activities of the Food and Drug
Administration in regulating the manufac
ture and sale of foods, human and animal
drugs, radiological products, and medical
devices, including issues confronting go
vernment decision makers; emphasis on the
regulation of human drugs, food safety,
enforcement, administrative procedure, free
dom of information, and federal preemption.

LAW 7080—Insurance Law
2 credits. Legal principles and arrangements
that define, transfer, and distribute risks of
loss; different kinds of insurance, the mar
keting of insurance, and the resolution of
insurance claims; nature and structure of
the insurance industry, and various ways
it is regulated by the state and federal
governments.
LAW 7275—International
Business Transactions
3 credits. International business transac
tions from the point of view of a practicing
lawyer. Students deal with a broad range
of clinical-type problems involving interna
tional trading of goods, business investment,
and dispute-resolution issues as they arise
in real life in transactions involving the U.S.
and developed, developing, and nonmarket
economies. Some attention to U.S. tax
issues.
Law 7032,7060, and 7261 recommended but
not required.

LAW 7064—Selected Problems in
Corporate and Securities Law
2 credits. Seminar in intensive analysis of
issues in corporate and securities law; close
analysis of relevant cases and pertinent
scholarly articles.
Prerequisite: LAW 7060.
LAW 7051—Debtors' and Creditors'
Rights
3 credits. Federal bankruptcy law, including
consumer and business bankruptcies, liqui
dations, reorganizations, and rehabilitation;
state law provisions involving debt collec
tion, attachment, wage assignments, and
garnishments; role played by various secur
ity devices (such as Article 9 security in
terests and mortgages) in bankruptcy.

LAW 7020—Payments
3 credits. Complements Law 7032. Empha
sizes Articles 3, 4, and 5 of the Uniform
Commercial Code; starts with the law of
Negotiable Instruments, but stresses com
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monly used payment mechanisms—checks,
letters of credit, credit cards—and touches
on electronic fund transfers.

LAW 7069—Mergers and
Acquisitions
2 credits. Conventional negotiated acquisi
tions (i.e., stock purchases, asset purchases,
and mergers) and hostile takeovers effected
through contested tender offers; leveraged
buyout technique; legal issues involved in
the principal defensive strategies, including
"poison pills," lock-up options, and selftenders by the target company; financial
aspects of acquisition transactions.
Prerequisite: LAW 7060.

Corporate Law
LAW 7760—Accounting for Lawyers
2 credits. The use of accounting techniques,
in the context in which a lawyer is likely
to confront accounting issues. Designed to
provide a general understanding of account
ing. Not open to students who have taken
more than one year of accounting.

LAW 7615—Pensions and ProfitSharing Plans—See "Taxation."

LAW 7552—Banking Law—See
“Public Law."

LAW 7055—Securities Regulation:
Securities Act of 1933
2 credits. Federal statutes and regulations
governing the offering and sale of securities,
including registration of public offering of
securities, and the most common exemp
tions; emphasis on the lawyer's role and
responsibilities in the process of registration
and compliance.

LAW 7676—Topics in Closely Held
Businesses—See "Taxation."
LAW 7065—Corporate Finance
3 credits. The financing of corporations,
with emphasis on legal and economic issues
relating to the valuation of the concern, the
rights of bondholders and preferred stock
holders, capital structure and dividend
policy.
Prerequisite: LAW 7060.

LAW 7057—Securities Regulation
Act of 1934
3 credits. Survey of issues raised under the
Securities and Exchange Act of 1934; em
phasis on regulation of takeovers, disclosure
obligations of publicly traded corporations,
regulation of inside trading, and the rela
tionship between federal securities laws and
state corporation laws; regulation of secur
ities markets and broker-dealers.
Prerequisite—Corporations.

LAW 7060—Corporations
5 credits. The nature, formation, promotion,
governance, and financing of corporations;
issues that must be addressed when people
decide to engage in business using the
corporate form of organization; relations
between management and shareholders in
publicly held firms; social concerns and
their relationship to principles of corporate
governance; fiduciary responsibilities of di
rectors; impact of federal securities laws on
the governance and operation of corpora
tions. Designed so that people with no
background in business can acquire an un
derstanding of the basic vocabulary and
concepts.
Corequisite: LAW 7762.

LAW 7058—Securities Litigation
2 credits. Seminar exploring problems ar
ising in securities litigation primarily by
focusing on an actual litigated case. Stu
dents develop the case at the various stages
of pleadings, motions, discovery, and trial
through written and oral participation.
Prerequisite or corequisite: LAW 7060. LAW
7330 recommended but not required.

LAW 7762—Corporations/
Accounting
1 credit. Introductory survey of the funda
mentals of accounting and valuation offered
as an integral part of LAW 7060. A credit/
no credit exam on these materials is given
early in the semester.
Corequisite: LAW 7060.

LAW 7059—Securities Regulation
3 credits. Application of the Securities Act
of 1933 to distributions of securities, and
its interplay with fraud provisions of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934; role of
federal regulation in the securities market;
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emphasis on investment companies and
investment advisers, broker-dealers, secur
ity exchanges, and takeover bids.
Prerequisite or corequisite: LAW 7060.

with particular attention to ways in which
their powers may be controlled by the rule
of law.
Required for students enrolled in LAW
7366.

LAW 7033—Structured Finance
2 credits. Structured finance is a new and
rapidly expanding area of the law, in which
companies raise money by selling assets to
vehicle companies that issue securities.
This raises many interesting legal topics,
including bankruptcy, securities law, cor
poration law, secured transactions and the
Uniform Commercial Code, taxes, and pen
sions. It also introduces important commer
cial financing techniques and documents,
e.g. guaranties, loan agreements, letters of
credit, and asset sale agreements. Students
work closely with the instructor to develop
techniques of structured finance as if first
inventing them. The class identifies prob
lems and finds real-life, creative solutions.
Key legal documents are drafted.

LAW 7941-7942—Criminal
Law
Clinic
11 credits for the year. Program includes:
(1| substantive lectures in advanced crim
inal law, criminal procedure, and evidence.
At least one lecture is given per week both
semesters, in preparation for going to court;
(2) simulation exercises videotaped and con
ducted in Jacob Burns Moot Courtroom, on
the average of once a week over the two
semesters; (3] fieldwork in Bronx Criminal
Court, where students represent defendants
charged with misdemeanors from the first
interview to the final disposition of the case,
which includes a trial if there is one; (4)
assisting one of the clinical instructors in
preparing a felony trial and/or another major
litigation project; (5) participation in a theat
er skills seminar to improve style of cour
troom presentation.
Prerequisite: LAW 7330 and third-year
status.
Prerequisite or corequisite: LAW 7110.
Students are required to enroll in the Inten
sive Trial Advocacy Program /ITAP').
Enrollment limited to 18 students selected
by the instructor; based on interviews.

CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE
LAW 7367—Criminal Justice and
Society Colloquium
2 credits. This seminar offers the student
an opportunity to consider some fundamen
tal structures and principles of criminal law
and certain quasi-criminal processes in
cluding the preventive detention and treat
ment of "mentally ill" and "dangerous"
persons. Designed as the academic compo
nent for the CSL Prosecutor Practicum In
terns program at the Manhattan D.A.'s
office, the Colloquium is open to eight 2L
and 3L students not registered for Law 7366,
who are interested in the working of crim
inal justice. The materials for this course
range from the highly theoretical to the
completely practical, from philosophical
treatises (Kelsen, Hart, et al) and literary
works (Camus, Brecht, et al) to actual prac
tice in New York criminal courts. The "rule
of law" and the "principle of legality" are
critically examined as protections for the
individual against "unjust" exercises of po
lice power in a variety of settings—political,
religious, racial, sexual. The roles of judges,
prosecutors, police, defense attorneys, and
victims are viewed in practice and theory,

LAW 7110—Criminal Procedure
4 credits. Legal issues raised by the processes
by which suspected criminals are detected,
apprehended, and adjudicated, with empha
sis on the freedom, if any, which the states
still enjoy regarding rule-making in the light
of strong constitutional imperatives.
LAW 7118; 7119—Criminal
Procedure I; II
6 credits (3 credits each semester). Twosemester course intended for students in
terested in an in-depth analysis of the con
stitutional issues involved in the admin
istration of criminal justice. However,
students may take Part I or II only.
Part I focuses on the constitutional bases
for federal review of state convictions, in
cluding differing interpretations of the 14th
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Amendment due process clause and the
effect thereof; right to counsel; Fourth
Amendment prohibition of unreasonable
searches and seizures, including probable
cause, the warrant requirement, "stop and
frisk," and electronic surveillance; Fifth
Amendment privilege against self-incrimination; and, if time permits, such ancillary
questions as standing, retroactivity, harm
less error, and use of illegally obtained
evidence for impeachment purposes.

racketeering in the context of a wide array
of criminal activity such as organized crime,
white-collar crime, political corruption, and
narcotics violations.
LAW 7366—Prosecutor Practicum
10 credits. Intensive semester-long practi
cum in which students work in the New
York County (Manhattan) District Attor
ney's Office, performing many functions of
junior assistant district attorney, under the
supervision of an instructor and a senior
assistant D.A., and in which students also
participate in ongoing classroom meetings
at which the D.A.'s Office work is reviewed
and evaluated. Program includes: (1) orien
tation-lectures, workshops, and demon
strations; (2) work in the Early Case
Assessment Bureau (ECAB)—interviewing
police and civilian witnesses, drafting ac
cusatory instruments; (3) "second-seating" a
senior assistant D.A. in preparation for and
trial of a felony case; (4) writing an appellate
brief under the supervision of a senior
assistant D.A.; and (5) doing library or field
research that contributes to the develop
ment by the instructors of materials to be
used in the Advanced Criminal Justice and
Society Colloquium.
Enrollment limited to 6 third-year students
selected by the instructors, based on inter
views. Students who take LAW 7366 must
also take LAW 7367.

Part II considers the constitutional frame
work and implications of bail, preventive
detention, prosecutorial discretion, prelim
inary hearing, grand jury indictment, dis
covery, trial by jury, plea bargaining, double
jeopardy, and appellate and collateral
review.
LAW 7105—Corporate Crime
2 credits. Standards of corporate crime li
ability; problems in parallel criminal and
civil proceedings; criminalization of tort;
regulation of corporate governance through
criminal law; internalization of criminal
activities and the government's response;
criminalization of regulatory offenses and
the sanctioning of corporations for criminal
behavior; emphasis on regulatory indus
tries.
LAW 7113—Advanced Criminal Law:
Conspiracy and Racketeering
2 credits. The law of conspiracy and RICO/
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ronmental, and other common policies;
basic rights and the interaction of commu
nity and national law; free movement of
workers, goods, and capital; European anti
trust, industrial property rights, and distrib
utorships; harmonization of company laws;
GATT and external trade; accession, foreign
relations, treaty-making power.

PERSPECTIVES
LAW 7221—American Legal History
3 credits. Selected topics in American legal
history in the national period, with empha
sis on changes in the meaning of common
law adjudication; the changing nature of
legal practice and legal education.
Not offered during '90-'91 academic year.

LAW 7234—Feminist Jurisprudence
2 credits. Seminar on the growth of a 19th
century liberal feminist rights theory and
critique of the liberal feminist tradition.
Drawing on letters, speeches, and other
documentary materials, the seminar exam
ines the roots of feminist theory in liberal
religious thought and in the anti-slavery
movement; how early feminists' political
campaigns helped reciprocally to shape and
spread a liberal ethos in the broader society.
How liberal feminism is faring with liber
alism itself currently out of fashion; what
kind of blows the Critical Legal Studies
movement has dealt to liberal feminist
rights theory; and how feminist groups
themselves are splitting over questions like
affirmative action, comparable worth, child
care, surrogate motherhood, and reproduc
tive rights.
Not offered during '90-91 academic year.

LAW 7 1 9 9 —Civil Law and
Religious Accommodation
2 credits. Case law, legislation, and admin
istrative regulations that have developed in
recent years recognizing the right of minor
ity religionists to the reasonable accommo
dation of their religious practices when
these practices conflict with standard so
cietal practices; focus on employment law,
family law, public health law, penal law,
zoning law, consumer protection law, ed
ucation law, election law, and tax law.
LAW 7251—Comparative Law
3 credits. Survey of the history and char
acteristics of the world's major legal sys
tems: Roman Law, Common Law, and
Socialist Law; emphasis on historical and
contemporary social factors that have
shaped the development of institutions and
fundamental concepts, and on comparison
of legal cultures.

LAW 7264—Foreign Relations Law
of the United States
3 credits. Constitutional principles that gov
ern the conduct of the foreign affairs of the
United States; power of the President, Con
gress, and the courts; treaty power; war
powers; state-federal relations; conflicts be-

LAW 7223—English Legal History
3 credits. The evolution of major branches
of the Common Law as well as its procedure,
methods of trying fact, and ideology; prop
erty, contract, tort, and crime; trusts and
charities, slavery and villenage, legal train
ing and the bar, parliament, and the origin
of the notion of rights. Readings are drawn
from the great modem historians and from
cases, statutes, and commentators, includ
ing Fortescue, Coke, Hale, and St. German.
Background in English or American history
is not required.
LAW 7286—European Economic
Community
2 credits. Purposes of functional supranationalism and the tension between integra
tion and independence recur as basic issues
in an examination of institutions, rulemaking, and juridical review in the Com
mon Market. Agricultural, monetary, envi
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tween United States law and international
law; effect of the Constitution on United
States conduct abroad and individual rights;
federal legislation, such as War Powers Act,
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, For
eign Sovereign Immunities Act, and Act of
State Doctrine.

grade Conferences; the philosophical and
legal matrix from which human rights
emerged.
LAW 7277—Human Rights and
International Relations
3 credits. Legal, theoretical, political, and
ideological dimensions of human rights in
contemporary international relations; fo
cus on the place of human rights in various
political and ideological systems, role of
international institutions, and approaches
to human rights in foreign policy; policies
and practices affecting human rights in the
context of East-West relations, particularly
through the Helsinki process; aspirations
and expectations regarding human rights in
developing societies, and North-South di
mensions of human rights in international
relations.
Not offered during '90-91 academic year.

LAW 7243—Hegel: Science of Logic
3 credits. Hegel's Science of Logic is read.
The first few class sessions are devoted to
the terminology and the overall schema of
the logic. Logic itself is addressed next. Most
classes are devoted to the section of Hegel's
logic titled "Essence." The last two classes
analyze the relevance of Hegel's metaphys
ical system to modern philosophical de
bates.
LAW 7268—Human Rights
Colloquium
2 credits. Seminar on selected problems, in
cluding self-determination, racial discrimi
nation, protection of minorities, refugees,
and stateless persons; emphasis on the Uni
versal Declaration of Human Rights, United
Nations conventions and resolutions, Eu
ropean Convention on Human Rights, ju
risprudence of the European Court on
Human Rights, and the Helsinki and Bel

LAW 7273—Human Rights and
Economic Development
2 credits. The relationship between the
observance of human rights and the eco
nomic development of the developing coun
tries and the efforts to achieve economic
progress through external and internal
means; hindrances to the greater observance
of human rights and to economic develop
ment such as political structure, population
growth, and ethnic tension; economic as-
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LAW 7262—International
Organizations
3 credits. Constitutional problems of some
major contemporary international organiza
tions, especially the United Nations; ap
proaches to peace through international or
ganizations; problems of membership, rulemaking, and constitutional interpretations;
measures for peace and security, including
peaceful settlement of disputes, peace
keeping forces, sanctions, and regulation of
the use of force; regional organizations.
LAW 7253—Principles of the Israeli
Legal System
2 credits. Seminar on legal sources of Israeli
law, and basic constitutional principles of
the Israeli legal system, with emphasis on
the problem of Israel as a Jewish state.
Students write a research paper on one
aspect of Israeli law.

sistance, trade, investment, the role of
MNCs, the debt crisis, urbanization, and
laws to facilitate internal capital formation;
emphasis on the development experience
of African states.
LAW 7215—Philosophy of
Human Rights
3 credits. Systematic inquiry into the ju
risprudence of human rights through phi
losophical texts and case law materials;
nature of rights; relationship between
rights and duties; theories on the source
and justification of human rights (natural
law, positivism, Marxism, utilitarianism);
the critique of rights by members of the
critical legal studies movement.

LAW 7282, 7283, 7284,7285
Advanced Jewish Law
2 credits. Seminar on selected problems in
law studied from the original sources of Jew
ish law: Scripture; Talmud; medieval and
modern rabbinic commentaries, codes, and
responsa; methodological training in legal,
historical, and comparative research. For
students with extensive training in Talmudic literature.
Prerequisite: permission of the instructor.

LAW 7258—Human Rights
Workshop
3 credits. An opportunity to gain practical
experience in international human rights
research, litigation, and advocacy. Students
attend a two-hour class once a week and
are assigned to work for human rights
organizations.

LAW 7280—Introduction to
Jewish Law
3 credits. Origin, description, and develop
ment of Jewish law from Biblical times to
the present; emphasis on principles and
values reflected in the Jewish legal system;
principal areas of that system.

LAW 7279—International
Humanitarian Law
3 credits. Origins and foundations of inter
national norms and processes relating to
the means and methods of warfare and the
protection of victims of armed conflict;
emphasis on the Geneva Convention of
1949 and Protocols of 1977; wars of national
liberation, civil wars, foreign intervention
and military occupation; repression and pun
ishment for grave breaches; case studies,
including recent and current conflicts.

LAW 7281—Main Institutions of
Jewish Law
3 credits. Survey of the laws of property,
contract, torts, inheritance, civil and crim
inal procedure—principles, major concepts,
and problematic areas—in the rabbinic legal
system (based upon Scripture, formulated
in the Talmud, and developed by the me
dieval rabbis in their commentaries, codes,
and responsa). For students with no knowl
edge of Hebrew or the Talmud.
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LAW 7261—International Law
3 credits. Introduction to public interna
tional law; sources and application of in
ternational law, state sovereignty, recogni
tion, jurisdiction, sovereign immunity, the
Act of State Doctrine; formation and effect
of international agreements; use of force;
relation of international law to national
law; nationality, individual rights, war
crimes, and the law of the sea.

of procedures, lawyers as major protago
nists, or the overall process of crime recog
nition, punishment, and retribution; themes
include legal ethics, and Western culture's
notion of justice and the individual; includes
works by Aeschylus, Shakespeare, Dickens,
Dostoevski, Melville, and Camus.
Not offered during '90-91 academic year.
LAW 7242—Law and Literature II
2 credits. Seminar on the way lawyers use
and understand language; theories of inter
pretation (in literature and law), modes of
judicial communication, and perennial and
recent problems in legal writing generally.
LAW 7241 is recommended, but neither
course is a prerequisite for the other.

LAW 7211—Jurisprudence
3 credits. Introduction to the major juris
prudential traditions.
LAW 7240—Law and
Literature Survey
The relationship of law and literature has
increasingly influenced law teaching and
scholarship. Readings include literary
works about law, approaches to constitu
tional interpretation and hermeneutics
generally, historical surveys of systems of
legal rhetoric under stress, and analyses of
legal ethics under the literary microscope.

LAW 7276—Law and Politics in the
United Nations: National Interests
and Global Objectives
2 credits. Structure and processes of the
United Nations and the ways the UN system
attempts to reconcile ideological and na
tional interests with its global objectives;
focus on the constitutional law of the UN,
and the interplay of politics and diplomacy
in the decision-making process of the pol
itical organs and the functioning of the
Secretariat; structural features of the insti
tutions of the UN system; major areas of
UN action as examples of the tension be
tween national interests and global objec
tives—the progressive development of
international law, peaceful settlement of
international disputes, regulation of inter
national trade and development, protection
of the environment, promotion of human
rights, and limiting and reversing the arms
race.
Not offered during 90-91 academic year.

LAW 7241—Law and Literature I
2 credits. Seminar on the relationship of the
literary protagonist to the laws of his so
ciety, as portrayed in novels and plays, using
texts fundamentally concerned with the
law—emphasizing extensive and structural
ly significant trials and investigations, laws

LAW 7292—American Indian Law
Designed to convey a conceptual under
standing of American Indian law and the
division and contentions among tribal, state,
federal, and international authorities by
moving from the early colonial era to the
most recent meetings of the United Nations
Working Group on Indigenous Populations.
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tions and regulation of free speech; the
effect on the communication revolution
and the creation of postmodern "global vil
lages.” Current East European sociolegal
changes.

LAW 7295—Law and Religion
in America
2 credits. Focus on the Establishment and
Free Exercise clauses of the First Amend
ment; Supreme Court decisions that develop
these clauses; aid to church-related colleges
and schools; tax exemptions of religious
institutions; Sunday closing laws; polygamy
cases; public school prayer; differing inter
pretations of the nature of the constitution
ally mandated separation of church and
state examined in the context of legislative
and judicial attempts to assure the coop
eration of a recalcitrant spouse in the exe
cution of a religious divorce.
Not offered during '90-'91 academic year.

LAW 7259—Constitutional Law in a
Unifying Germany
How will the constitutional transition from
two German states into one take place?
What will Germany's constitution look like
after unification? Historical background
and political perspectives of German con
stitution-making, with European Commun
ity law as a framework.
LAW 7254—The Soviet Legal System
2 credits. A consideration, in comparison
with American legal institutions, of the
effect upon law of the emergence of Marxistoriented societies, as exemplified in the
theory and practice of Soviet jurists and
courts; examples selected from the law of
property, torts, contracts, public corpora
tions, criminal law and procedure, consti
tutional law, labor law, and domestic
relations.

LAW 7230—Law and Social
Transformation
Functions of law in the process of social
transformation—the juridification of social
relations, with emphasis on constitutional
and business issues. Historical and social
examples including the American, French,
and Russian revolution; use of law by the
Nazis and "denazification"; war compensa
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LAW 7271—Terrorism and the Law
2 credits. Seminar on international and U.S.
laws against terrorism. Such questions as
which terrorist acts are offenses under in
ternational law; what gaps need to be filled;
who has jurisdiction to try persons accused
of terrorist acts; may statutes giving U.S.
courts jurisdiction to try terrorists for acts
committed against U.S. nationals abroad be
applied to murders committed prior to their
enactment. Extradition and the political
offense exception; use of force against ter
rorist bases; the possibility of civil remedies
against terrorists and states that support
terrorists; role of the U.N.
Not offered during ’90-91 academic year.

serve as mediators for three hours a week
at the Brooklyn Mediation Center. There
is an intensive (24-hour) training program
required for all participants prior to their
serving as mediators. Students are required
to register for both semesters. Full credit
is given after the spring semester.
Enrollment limited to 15 students selected
by the instructor and the Director of the
Brooklyn Mediation Center.
LAW 7948-7949—Appeals Clinic
4 credits for the year. Available only to
second-semester, second-year students. The
seminar component of this course consists
of intensive training in appellate advocacy
with emphasis on writing and the evaluation
and digesting of records on appeal. The
seminar also covers specific problems of
New York State criminal procedure, in par
ticular: prosecutorial misconduct, judge's
charges, search and seizure, confessions,
identification testimony, and preservation
of appellate issues. The clinical component
involves students in representing an indi
gent appellant in his appeal to the New York
State Appellate Division. Under the gui
dance of an experienced appellate attorney,
each student researches and prepares an
appellate brief. Each student corresponds
with the client and family and, in most
cases, visits the appellant in the State
Prison.
Prerequisite or corequisite: LAW 7110.

LAW 7274—War Crimes,
Reparations, and Human Rights
2 credits. Since the end of World War II,
there have been major changes in public
international law, particularly in the rights
and duties of individuals. This course sur
veys some of those changes, starting with
their common origin in the Nuremberg
trials of Nazi leaders. The first unit, on war
crimes, surveys the laws and norms of con
ventional, nuclear, and guerilla war, political
obedience and resistance, and terrorism.
The second unit, on reparations, begins
with the postwar German restitution pro
grams and examines current litigation by
native- and Nisei-Americans and by succes
sor governments against ousted rulers, such
as Marcos and Duvalier. Cultural property
and civil liability for torture are also ex
amined. The third unit, on human rights,
includes refugee status, asylum, extradition
and deportation.

LAW 7370—Appellate Advocacy
3 credits. Workshop based on the "learningby-doing" principle. Students are given an
opportunity through lecture, discussion, and
mock student arguments to develop a pol
ished brief-writing and oral argument style.
Each student conducts a mock argument at
least every third class session.

JUDICIAL SYSTEM AND
PROCEDURES
LAW 7313-7314—Alternative
Dispute Resolution Seminar/
M ediation Clinic
6 credits for the year. This seminar offers
an overview of theories of social and in
terpersonal conflict and its effective man
agement, focusing on the techniques and
practice of legal counseling, negotiation,
arbitration, and litigation, as well as me
diation. The seminar is the academic com
ponent supplementing the mediation practicum. In the Mediation Clinic students

LAW 7312—Arbitration Law
and Practice
2 credits. Seminar on the growth and de
velopment of arbitration as an alternative
to court litigation in the resolution of dis
putes; choices of forum as between courts
and arbitration tribunals; significant U.S.
Supreme Court decisions expanding the
scope of arbitration; practical and legal as
pects of drafting arbitration clauses, select
ing arbitrators, and presenting cases to
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LAW 7518-7519—Social Welfare
Litigation Seminar
4 credits for the year. The seminar explores
legal problems in connection with the ad
ministration of government welfare pro
grams, particularly programs providing cash
benefits (such as Social Security) and med
ical benefits (such as Medicare and Medi
caid). Role of litigation and other means of
advocacy; techniques of effective advocacy;
professional responsibility of the public
interest lawyer. Students participate in ex
ercises, drawn from cases being handled by
the Bet Tzedek Legal Services Clinic, in the
techniques of civil litigation including in
terviewing and counseling, drafting of plead
ings, handling pretrial discovery such as
depositions and interrogatories, pretrial mo
tion practice, handling trials and hearings,
and negotiating appropriate relief.
Corequisite: LAW 7959-7960.

arbitrators, with emphasis on disputes ar
ising out of domestic and international
business transactions.
Not offered during 90-91 academic year.
LAW 7959-7960—Bet Tzedek Legal Ser
vices Clinic
6 credits for the year. Students, supervised
by clinic faculty, represent indigent elderly
and disabled individuals in cases involving
entitlement to government benefits, such
as Medicaid, Medicare, and Social Security.
Students interview clients and witnesses,
undertake factual and legal research, par
ticipate in the development of litigation
strategies, draft legal pleadings and memo
randa, and (pursuant to a student practice
order) handle cases before state and federal
courts and administrative tribunals.
Corequisite: Law 7518.
Open to limited number of second- and
third-year students selected by the instruc
tor, based on interview.

LAW 7342—Conflicts of Law
4 credits. Judicial jurisdiction and limita
tions on its exercise; effect of sister state
and foreign judgments; constitutional lim
itations on choice of law; traditional choiceof-law doctrine and the development of
more modern approaches, with application
to various fields of substantive law; choiceof-law problems in the federal courts.

LAW 7325—Pretrial Practice
3 credits. Focus on preparation of civil
litigation for trial; tactical and legal analysis
of multiparty litigation; the discovery pro
cess; issues in the judicial control of lit
igation; emphasis on problem orientation
and student participation. Students consi
der ethical issues arising from the litiga
tion process.
Prerequisite: Law 7330.

LAW 7335—Courtwatching: The
Current Supreme Court Docket
2 credits. Seminar examining the current
year's Supreme Court docket. Each student
selects one case on the current docket,
researches it thoroughly, gives a reading
assignment to the class, orally argues both
sides of the case to the class sitting as the
justices, and writes a paper about the case.
As a justice, each student helps write three
co-authored opinions following arguments.
Not offered during '90-91 academic year.

LAW 7311—Dispute Resolution
Processes and Skills
2 credits. A seminar analyzing conflict and
the various methods of conflict resolution,
including counseling, negotiation, media
tion, arbitration, litigation, and creative
variants on these processes. Through ob
servations, readings, simulations and roleplays, students develop the skills of legal
interviewing and counseling, negotiating,
and mediating. The seminar seeks to foster
a dynamic, creative approach to the man
agement and successful resolution of
disputes.
Not offered during '90-91 academic year.

LAW 7330—Evidence
4 credits. Rules of proof of facts in litigation;
considerations embodied in the rules which
bar truth from trials.
LAW 7333—Theories of Evidence
2 credits. This seminar focuses on the pro
cess of proof in litigation rather than on
the exclusionary rules. Properties of proof
processes. Various models of evidence, in
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LAW 7305-7306—New York
Civil Practice
3 credits for the year. Introduction to the
procedural laws and rules of practice in the
State Courts of New York; emphasis on such
areas as jurisdiction, pleadings, statutes of
limitation, motion practice, multi-party prac
tice, discovery, enforcement of judgments

ference, and decision making, including mod
els and theories found in literature on
probability theory, philosophy of science,
and psychology. Attacks on the use of formal
models to portray proof.
Prerequisite: LAW 7330.
Not offered during '90-91 academic year.

LAW 7204—Supreme Court: Justice
Brennan's Jurisprudence
2 credits. The seminar's purpose is to gain
insight into how the Supreme Court works
and how what a Justice has said and done
in the past limits and predicts what he or
she will do and say in the future. Includes
analysis of several influential opinions by
Justice William J. Brennan, Jr. Two students
argue the cases before a "court" of eight
student surrogate Justices and the instruc
tor. Each Justice confers, votes, decides, and
writes opinions based in part on what "his"
Justice has said and done in the past.
Enrollment by permission of instructor. Li
mited to 10.

LAW 7302—Federal Courts
3 credits. Role of the federal courts within
our federal system, with emphasis on the
nature of the federal judicial function, con
gressional control of federal and state ju
dicial power, Supreme Court review of state
court decisions, and the scope of district
court jurisdiction. At least one semester of
constitutional law is recommended.

LAW 7320—Injunctions
2 credits. Jurisprudential and procedural
issues created by the increased scope and
availability of injunctive relief in such areas
as civil rights, prisoner's rights, and corpo
rate takeover litigation; equitable roots of
injunctive relief; unique problems raised by
preliminary and institutional injunctions.
Not offered during '90-91 academic year.

LAW 7363—Trial Advocacy
3 credits. Intensive program of individual
ized instruction in trial advocacy taught
between fall and spring semesters by facul
ty of experienced civil and criminal trial
attorneys from the metropolitan area. Fun
damental skills involved in direct and crossexamination, the introduction of documents
and tangible objects into evidence, opening
and closing statements, and making a record
(objections, offers of proof, motions in li
mine). Daily class participation, individual
reviews of student performance on video
tape, as well as demonstrations and lectures
by outstanding practitioners, culminating
with each student conducting a one-day
trial before a jury. Taught in small groups
of 10 in a supportive atmosphere in which
even those students who doubt their ability
to do trial work feel comfortable. National
Institute of Trial Advocacy (NITA) court
materials used. Materials Fee.
Prerequisite or corequisite: LAW 7330.

LAW 7950 or 7951—Judicial
Clerkship—Alexander
Judicial Fellows Program
12 credits fall semester (open to third-year
students only), 9 credits spring semester
(open to second-year students only). Stu
dents perform tasks of law clerks in
chambers of selected federal and state
judges, reviewing litigation papers, observ
ing judicial proceedings, researching legal
issues, and drafting judicial opinions; in
cludes a professional responsibility compo
nent, mandatory for both second- and thirdyear students, offered during the spring
semester.
Prerequisite for LAW 7950 (third-year
students): LAW 7501 and 7502. Prerequisite
for LAW 7951 (second-year students): LAW
7501. Corequisite for LAW 7951 (secondyear students): LAW 7502.
Enrollment limited to students selected by
the Faculty Clerkship Committee.

PROPERTY
LAW 7572—Intellectual Property
3 credits. Introduction to intellectual prop
erty, including copyright law; kinds of
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subject matter that can be protected; sub
stantive requirements for protection; proce
dures for obtaining protection; rights con
ferred; remedies for infringement.

LAW 7522—Administrative Law
3 credits. Origin and operation of federal
administrative agencies; growth of regula
tory government; role and potential of ad
ministrative agencies in the federal system,
including legal, political, and economic con
sequences of the investigative, rulemaking,
and adjudicatory functions; legislative over
sight; prospects for agencies as a dispute
settlement mechanism.

LAW 7471—Environmental L aw See "Public Law."
LAW 7463—Land-Use Regulation—
See "Public Law."

LAW 7557—Antitrust and Trade
Regulation
3 credits. The Sherman Act, Clayton Act,
Robinson-Patman Act, Federal Trade Com
mission Act, Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust
Improvements Act, and related legislation
pertaining to the regulation of trade and
protection of competition; emphasis on eco
nomic analysis of American antitrust law
as applied in various lines of industry.

LAW 7574—Patent Law
2 credits. State and federal laws intended
to stimulate and protect innovations in
technological and commercial areas: federal
patent laws, practice and litigation, trade
and unfair competition doctrines.
LAW 7421—Real Estate
Transactions
2 credits. Certain basic types of real estate
transactions, including conveyances,
ground leasing, financings (both conven
tional and unconventional), and their legal,
tax, and other implications.

LAW 7552—Banking Law
2 credits. Definition of a bank; traditional
banking regulation questions such as lend
ing limits, guarantees, limitations on dep
osits and interest payments, and reserve
requirements; Bank Holding Company Act
issues, and questions concerning interstate
banking, branch banking, thrift institutions,
foreign banking, and the antitrust laws.

LAW 7441—Trusts and Estates
3 credits. Case-law and legislative ap
proaches to intestacy, testamentary formal
ities, limitations on freedom of testation;
interpretation of wills and trusts; resulting
charitable and constructive trusts; powers
of appointment; gifts; future interests (in
some years); emphasis on a comparison of
the New York Estates, Powers, and Trusts
Law to the Uniform Probate Code to give
a working knowledge of two modern (and
frequently conflicting) statutory approaches
to this subject.

LAW 7513—Civil Rights Law
2 credits. The development of antidiscrim
ination law under the U.S. Constitution and
federal statutes; the relationship between
equality principles and liberty principles.

LAW 7550—Unfair Competition
3 credits. Rights of competitors and con
sumers against unfair trade practices; pro
tection under federal and state law of
trademarks, ideas, trade secrets and infor
mation, literary and musical titles, reputa
tion, and goodwill against injury by
misrepresentation, misappropriation, false
advertising, disparagement, and interference
with existing and potential business
relationships.
Not offered during '90-'91 academic year.

LAW 7553—Communications Law
The meaning of the First Amendment, as
well as its application; regulation of print
and broadcast journalism; media coverage
of the courts; access to newspapers; network
and cable television; economic regulations
of the communications industry; libel (with
reference to issues of privacy, reporting of
opinion, and common law); regulation of
obscenity and indecency in the entertain
ment industry.
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LAW 7505—Constitutional
Decision-Making: Censorship of Li
terature, Artwork, and Movies
2 credits. Seminar designed to give students
insight into the problems a Justice confronts
in reaching decisions and writing opinions
in a group setting, interpreting an ambig
uous constitutional provision, creating con
trolling doctrine, and living with the
doctrines and precedents he or she is re
sponsible for. Students divide into "courts"
consisting of five "Justices”each. The courts
are given hypothetical cases raising issues
under the free speech and press clause of
the First Amendment. The cases must be
decided with written opinions (concurring
and dissenting opinions are encouraged).
Decisions may be based on the legislative
history of the clause, on legal developments
to the middle of the 20th century, including
the creation of the "clear and present danger"
doctrine, and on subsequently created doc
trines and precedents created by the "Jus
tices" themselves. Limited to 20 students
(four "courts") who are asked not to enroll
unless they are willing to commit them
selves to remain with their court.

"loyalty" oath. Analysis of religious freedom
includes problems arising out of both the
free exercise and establishment clauses of
the First Amendment.
LAW 7510—Constitutional Law and
Practice: Advanced Problems
2 credits. With flexibility for current events
and student preferences, topics include: cer
tiorari petitions; jurisdictional statements;
briefs for argument; congressional power
over court jurisdiction; congressional inves
tigations; commercial speech; freedom of
press and electronic media; habeas corpus.
Prerequisite: Law 7501; 7502.
LAW 7508—Constitutional
Litigation
2 credits. Seminar on the development and
handling of constitutional controversies,
with emphasis on procedures and problems
of trial and appellate tactics. Each member
presents an oral, and subsequently a written,
analysis of the handling of a particular and
complex constitutional controversy.
Prerequisite: LAW 7501.
Not offered during '90-'91 academic year.

LAW 7501—Constitutional Law I
3 credits. Introduction to problems arising
under the U.S. Constitution, including the
nature of and approaches to judicial review
and the maintenance of the federal system;
the evolution of constitutional law.

LAW 7526—Education Law
2 credits. Seminar on legal issues in primary
and secondary education, including a study
of the constitutional and statutory law go
verning special education, racial desegrega
tion, gender discrimination, education
finance, aid to private schools, teacher te
nure, discipline and unionization, students'
rights and responsibilities, compulsory ed
ucation, and religion in public schools.

LAW 7502—Constitutional Law II
3 credits. Sources, content, and scope of
protection afforded individual rights, en
compassing primarily the First and 14th
Amendments.

LAW 7543—Employment
Discrim ination
3 credits. Focus on three main aspects of
the law against employment discrimination:
current doctrine, both for what it tells us
about the current state of the law and for
what it indicates historically about political
and legal developments in this area of law
over the last 20 years; competing jurispru
dential perspectives on the nature of equal
ity as they are used to justify results in case
law; the literature in economics both de
fending and attacking legal regulation of
labor markets.

LAW 7500—Constitutional Law III:
The First Amendment
2 credits. A survey of the problems of
freedom of speech, press, association, and
religion that have constitutional dimen
sions, including seditious and other "dan
gerous" doctrine; overbreadth, vagueness,
prior restraint doctrines; libel and group
defamation; commercial speech; obscenity,
pornography; "public forum" speech and pro
test; the "right not to speak;" and "mind
control" by congressional investigation and
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LAW 7516—Free Speech and
National Security
2 credits. A research seminar examining the
interfacing of national security and free
speech values from an historical and con
temporary perspective.

LAW 7471—Environmental Law
3 credits. After a brief survey of the basic
principles of environmentalism and admi
nistrative law, emphasis is on the principal
features of the major federal anti-pollution
statutes—Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act,
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act,
and Superfund. The National Environmental
Policy Act and state initiatives on toxic
wastes.

LAW 7262—International
Organizations—See "Perspectives."
LAW 7541—Labor Law
3 credits. The basic, predominantly federal,
legal framework which affects the organi
zation of employees into a collective unit
for purposes of influencing their workplaces,
and the relations between employers on the
one hand and employees and their unions
on the other in the course of employee
efforts to exert such influence.

LAW 7473—Comparative
Environmental Regulation:
The Global Perspective
Comparative analysis of environmental reg
ulation and environmental issues arising
from air, water, hazardous and toxic waste
as well as less visible dangers (heat, radi
ation); emphasis on global nature of envir
onmental problems; legislative, adminis
trative, and litigation processes; the nature
of postmodern law; problems of accumulated
risk; outlook for future generations.

LAW 7542—Advanced Labor Law
2 credits. Seminar on labor's role in the
corporate structure; focus on the limitations
of traditional labor law doctrine in dealing
with labor issues involved in corporate
transformations; newly emerging forms
of labor participation in the corporate
structure that have developed outside the
traditional labor law framework: union
participation on boards of directors, em
ployee stock ownership plans, labor partic

LAW 7555—Federal Regulation of
the Electronic Media
2 credits. Regulatory aspects of broadcast
ing, primarily based on the Communications
Act of 1934—its administration by the Fed
eral Communications Commission and its
interpretation by the courts.
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LAW 7512—Substantive Due Process
and Reproductive Rights
2 credits. How the judicial, legislative, and
executive branches have created a body of
law to resolve disputes about a particularly
divisive moral and political issue. Roe v.
Wade, Webster v. Reproductive Services,
and social, economic, and political conse
quences of the decisions.

ipation in bankruptcy reorganization pro
ceedings, employee involvement programs.
Prerequisite: LAW7541 or permission of the
instructor.
Not offered during '90-91 academic year.
LAW 7545—Legal Protection for the
Individual Employee
The development of state and federal law
applicable to individual employees who are
not covered by the law of collective bar
gaining.

TAXATION
LAW 7676—Topics in Closely Held
Businesses
3 credits. Legal problems involved in forming,
operating, and terminating business enter
prises; emphasis on tax considerations which
affect business decisions, particularly deci
sions of closely held businesses.
Prerequisite: LAW 7060.
Not offered during '90-91 academic year.

LAW 7463—Land-Use Regulation
2 credits. Public regulation of land use: legal
bases for land-use controls, zoning, growth
controls, historic preservation, state and
regional planning development, and state
and federal constitutional limitations on
land-use regulation.
LAW 7523—Municipal Finance
2 credits. Basic legal concepts of public
finance, with emphasis on fundamental con
stitutional and statutory constraints on bor
rowing and their practical implementation,
utilizing various current materials, includ
ing reports of the State and City Comp
trollers; 10% limit on debt, full valuation,
equalization rate, moral obligation financ
ing; applications of established legal
limitations.

LAW 7611—Corporate Tax
3 credits. Introduction to federal income
taxation of corporations and their share
holders, including distributions, stock re
demptions, corporation organizations and re
organizations, corporate liquidations, and
penalty taxes.
Prerequisite: LAW 7602.
LAW 7621—Estate and Gift Taxation
3 credits. Analysis of federal estate and gift
taxes, with emphasis on the historical evo
lution of the statutes.
Not offered during '90-91 academic year.

LAW 7527—Regulated Industries
3 credits. Strengths and weaknesses of both
the market system and the direct regulation
of business in accomplishing various public
policy objectives; economic goals, economic
planning, and current deregulation efforts.
Regulated industries are examined func
tionally, looking first at regulation of entry
into markets, then rate setting, cross-sub
sidization through charge setting, the cor
rection of deficiencies in commercial infor
mation, and finally the interplay of regu
lation and antitrust enforcement.

LAW 7622—Estate Planning
2 credits. Seminar on the construction of the
estate plan and the competition between tax
objectives and personal motives; options with
respect to utilizing the marital deduction;
family businesses.
Prerequisite: LAW 7441, 7602, and 7621.
LAW 7662—Federal Tax Policy
2 credits. Seminar on policies underlying
federal income tax; analysis of principles of
progression and comparison of tax and nontax
methods of effecting redistribution; tax ex
penditure budgets and the expenditure tax
as an alternative to the income tax; topics
of current legal or political debate.
Not offered during '90-91 academic year.

LAW 7533—State and Local
Government
3 credits. Legal relationships between local
government entities and state and federal
authorities, and between local government
entities and the individuals who live within
them; land-use regulation, finance, accoun
tability of public officials.
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LAW 7640—Tax Clinic
3 credits. The seminar component of this
course consists of instruction in, (1) federal
tax procedure: assessment and collection of
tax deficiencies, administrative settlements,
statutes of limitations, refunds of overpay
ments, transferee liability, penalties, elec
tions, rulings, estoppel, and court proceed
ings, and (2) federal tax research and problem
analysis. The clinical component involves
representation of taxpayers who cannot af
ford lawyers. Under the supervision of an
attorney experienced in tax litigation, each
student meets with one or more such tax
payers; prepares their cases for settlement,
trial, or other disposition; participates in
conferences with Internal Revenue Service
personnel; and, with respect to cases that
are not settled, participates in the trial.
Prerequisite: LAW 7602 and permission of
the instructor.

LAW 7616—Income Taxation of
Corporate Reorganizations
3 credits. Analysis of corporate organizations,
reorganizations, and related transactions; de
finitional problems; resulting gain and basis
problems at the corporate level; tax conse
quences to shareholders and creditors, in
cluding dividend, gain, and basis problems.
Prerequisite: LAW 7611.
Not offered during '90-'91 academic year.
LAW 7607—Federal Taxation of
Property Transactions
3 credits. Advanced course on a subject in
troduced in personal income tax: the deter
mination and taxation of gains and losses
from property transactions, including study
of the concepts of basis, adjusted basis, and
amount realized, the time for reporting gains
and losses, the characterization of them as
capital gains and losses or ordinary gains and
losses, nonrecognition transactions, and dis
tinguishing leases from purchases or finan
cings.
Prerequisite: LAW 7602.

LAW 7450—Selected Topics in
Will Drafting
2 credits. Selected topics under the estate
and gift tax laws, including the marital de
duction. Emphasis on developing solutions
to concrete problem situations. Drafting ex
ercises are assigned and student drafts re
viewed extensively in class.
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Prerequisite: Law 7441 and 7602.

LAW 7615—Pensions and
Profit-Sharing Plans
3 credits. Introduction to tax and labor sta
tutes that govern pension- and profit-sharing
plans; emphasis on qualification provisions
of the Internal Revenue Code.
Prerequisite: LAW 7602.
Not offered during '90-91 academic year.

LAW 7644—Taxation of
Transnational Transactions
Tax aspects, largely under U.S. law, of in
ternational business transactions; U.S. in
vestment and persons abroad; foreign invest
ment and persons in the U.S.; tax treaties;
financing investment and trade; less-deve
loped country operations.
Prerequisite: Introductory tax course.

LAW 7602—Personal Income Tax
3 credits. Introduction to federal income
taxation of individuals, including concepts
of income, business and nonbusiness deduc
tions, tax credits, capital gains and losses,
accounting problems, and income assign
ments.

NON CLASSIFIED
LAW 7650—State and Local Taxation
3 credits. Survey of the means by which states
and municipalities finance themselves; em
phasis on statutory and constitutional rules
governing nonfederal taxes; federal constitu
tional restraints on tax decisions of states
and localities.
LAW 7602 recommended but not required.

LAW 7731—Admiralty Law
2 credits. Intricacies of admiralty jurisdiction
and procedure; substantive law relating to
traditional maritime industries, including
carriage of goods, charter parties, and marine
insurance; maritime torts involving collision,
seamen, and maritime workers.
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LAW 7721—Bioethics and the Law
2 credits. Introduction to the legal, ethical,
and public policy dimensions of modem
medicine and biomedical research. Topics
may include informed consent, research with
human subjects, death and dying, organ trans
plants and artificial organs, genetic screening,
reproductive choice, and allocation of scarce
medical resources.

LAW 7715—Family Law Agreements
2 credits. Matrimonial agreements, pleadings,
and motions are largely sui generis. Focus
is on advanced concepts of equitable distri
bution and family law practice in New York,
and on the drafting of prenuptial and sep
aration agreements, pleadings, and motion
papers.
LAW 7719—Juvenile Rights: Repre
senting the Child
2 credits. The ability of our institutions to
meet the needs of children in crisis, and the
role of the child advocate in preventing
abuses and improving support services. Us
ing selected test cases such as Halderman
v. Pennhurst State School, students explore
the success or failure of our social services,
and mental health, education, and juvenile
justice systems. Emphasis on legal practice
and representing children before government
agencies, including institutions, and in court;
procedures, strategies, and practical skills
involved in effectively representing children.

LAW 7712—Child, Parent, and State
3 credits. Supplements Law 7711. Emphasis
on the relationship between parents, children,
and the state, including relevant constitu
tional cases; scope of parental authority, the
state's power to intrude upon family auton
omy, and the child's own decision-making
role; issues relating to the birth of children,
including problems posed by new reproduc
tive techniques and healthcare of handicaped
newborn infants; issues relating to the up
bringing of children, their education and
medical treatment, neglect and abuse, foster
care and temination of parental rights; issues
relating to misconduct of children as juvenile
delinquents and status offenders.
Some knowledge of constitutional law is
recommended.

LAW 7726—Health Care Delivery
Systems
3 credits. Public policy in the United States
regarding the cost, quality, and accessibility
of health services, and legal institutions and
mechanisms used to carry it out; the tradi
tional, private, fee-for-service delivery system,
as well as the private health insurance in
dustry that has supported it; alternative de
livery systems, such as HMOs, PPOs, and
IPAs; government programs that fund the
private market, including tax subsidies, Hill
Burton program, Medicaid, and Medicare;
cost-containment regulation, including state
rate-setting, certificate-of-need legislation,
utilization review, and prospective-payment
systems.

LAW 7935—Entertainment Law
2 credits. Role of the entertainment lawyer
in theatrical law and related areas; introduc
tion to basic concepts in entertainment con
tracts and to business considerations that
affect negotiations and deal-making; class
participation in simulated negotiations.

LAW 7711—Family Law
3 credits. Introduction to family law, the legal
relationship between persons who are mar
ried to each other and those who live together
as a family unit without being married; legal
requirements for marriage, legal implications
of being married, and obligations each mar
riage partner owes to the other; grounds for
dissolution of a marriage and economic ob
ligations imposed by separation and divorce;
the legal relationship between parents and
their children, including custody, support,
visitation, neglect, abandonment, child abuse,
adoption, stepparents, and foster parents.

LAW 7781—Immigration Law
2 credits. Current case law and developments
in the immigration, naturalization, and na
tionality laws of the United States, probing
the conflicting purposes of U.S. immigration
policy and testing the limits of legislative
and executive regulation of aliens; racial and
geographic quotas; types of visas; arrest, de
tention, exclusion, and expulsion of aliens;
significant issues as to aliens' rights raised
in the registration of Iranian students; denaturalization of former Nazis; other admi
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LAW 7752—Professional
Responsibility
2 credits. Analysis of the organization and
operation of the legal profession, the Code
of Professional Responsibility, and obliga
tions of the legal profession to society and
of the lawyer to his client.
LAW 7783—Professional Sports
and the Law
2 credits. Legal issues confronting the bus
iness of professional sports, including the
nature and organization of professional sports
leagues; antitrust issues raised by restraints
on players' freedom to negotiate and the
relocation of sports franchises; the labor
exemption to the antitrust laws and the in
creasing reliance on collective bargaining
agreements; resolution of disputes under col
lective bargaining agreements; commu
nications issues ranging from copyright
considerations for live sports events to legal,
legislative, and regulatory issues resulting
from the "new technology;" right-to-privacy
and right-of-publicity issues raised by tele
vising performances by professional athletes.
Guest lectures by practitioners in the field
of professional sports.
Prerequisite: LAW7557 or 7541 orpermission
of the instructor.
LAW 7765—Publishing Law
2 credits. A participatory course in the most
important areas of book publishing law; a
practical contemporary view of the authorpublisher contract and rights of the parties
as determined by the latest case law; privacy
and libel law as it affects authors and pub
lishers. The course builds upon the student's
knowledge of the law of contracts, torts, civil
procedure, New York practice, and constitu
tional law, and applies these areas to prob
lems encountered in book publishing.
Not offered during '90-91 academic year.

nistrative and constitutional issues in the
context of substantive immigration and na
tionality law.
LAW 7780—Immigration Law Clinic
1 credit. To gain practical experience in
immigration law, students receive assign
ments to participating organizations or pro
jects and participate in legal research, brief
writing, and preliminary drafts of policy pa
pers on issues such as refugee law. They
are supervised by an appropriate legal staff
person in the organization.
LAW 7781 -Immigration Law is a pre- or
co-requisite.
LAW 7725—Law and Medicine
3 credits. Legal principles governing the doc
tor-patient relationship analyzed to deter
mine economic, political, and moral policies
that shape them; concepts of a legal right
to health care, informed consent, and con
fidentiality; mechanisms for the regulation
of the quality of health services, including
the malpractice crisis and proposed reforms;
bioethical issues and legal claims to life and
death involving conception, abortion, fetal
rights, imperiled newborns, the terminally ill,
and the elderly.
Not offered during 90-91 academic year.
LAW 7751—Legal Profession
2 credits. Review of the Code of Professional
Responsibility; issues under the general ru
bric of "lawyers' fees": whether it is the
legislature or the courts or both that have
the authority to regulate the practice of law
(and therefore lawyers'fees) in New York, the
"American" rule whereby each party in a
lawsuit pays his own lawyer's fee, fee-shifting
statutes and judicial decisions, contingent
fees, retainer agreements, fee splitting and
forwarding fees. This seminar satisfies both
the upper-level writing requirement and the
Professional Responsibility requirement.
Not offered during '90-91 academic year.

LAW 7784—Science and Justice
2 credits. A general, philosophical, and legal
exploration of the relations between science,
technology, and the justice system, including
how the courts deal with scientific knowl
edge, judicial control of the use of scientific
research, and the effects of science on the
administration of justice. Role of expert wit
nesses; DNA fingerprinting; evolution vs.
creation science; computers and privacy; con
trol of genetic engineering; causation in toxic
torts.

LAW 7701—Libel
2 credits. Seminar on the law of libel under
the Common Law and the Constitution from
the 17th century to the present. Emphasis
on the sociological and historical basis for
doctrinal developments.
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New Europe Law Review are eligible to re
ceive 1 credit each semester. Selected
members of the Editorial Board are eligible
for 1 additional credit for the year. Credit
is granted by the faculty adviser on the
recommendation of the Editor-in-Chief.
LAW 7952—Internship
1 to 4 credits. Students may receive from 1
to 4 credits for unpaid supervised work
experiences with lawyers and judges outside
the Law School under guidelines set by the
Educational Policy Committee. A written
proposal of the work to be completed must
be submitted by the student and cosigned
by the attomey/judge supervisor along with
an approval form.
Enrollment limited to students selected by
the Educational Policy Committee.
LAW 7950 or 7951—Judicial
Clerkship—Alexander Judicial
Fellows Program—See "Judicial
System and Procedures."

GENERAL MISCELLANEOUS
LAW 7928—Affordable Housing
Development Clinic
6 credits Under the supervision of staff from
Housing Services, Inc., a not-for-profit hous
ing development corporation affiliated with
the Vera Institute, students are involved in
all phases of legal representation of lowincome housing projects. They are assigned
to one of four group areas: organizing the
housing development entity, site acquisi
tions, financing the transactions and con
struction contracts, and architect's agree
ments.
LAW 7944—Appellate Externship
4 credits (open to third-year students only).
Intensive program in which students work
20 hours a week in the Appeals Unit of the
New York City Department of Law under the
supervision of a senior Appeals attorney and
a Law School externship supervisor to refine
their writing skills and to further their un
derstanding of the judicial system and legal
practice. Each student writes a number of
appellate briefs on a variety of civil matters
requiring extensive research and observes ex
perienced attorneys during appellate argu
ments before the highest state or federal
courts in New York.
Enrollment limited to 3 students selected by
the externship supervisor.
LAW 7954 or 7955—Arts and
Entertainment Law (ournal
1 or 2 credits respectively. Members of the
Arts and Entertainment LawJournal are elig
ible to receive 1 credit each semester.
Members of the Editorial Board are eligible
for 1 additional credit each semester. Credit
is granted by the faculty adviser on the rec
ommendation of the Editor-in-Chief.

LAW 7939 or 7940—Law Review
1 or 2 credits respectively. Members of the
Cardozo Law Review are eligible to receive
1 credit each semester. Members of the
Editorial Board may receive 1 additional
credit each semester. Credit is granted by the
faculty adviser on the recommendation of
the Editor-in-Chief.
LAW 7947—Advanced Moot Court
1credit. Academic work (such as brief writing
and drafting of bench memoranda) performed
by members of the Moot Court Board or by
participants in a moot court competition.
May be taken more than once for 1 credit.
LAW 7958—Real Estate Reporter
1 credit. Students prepare case summaries
and case comments for publication in the
New York Real Estate Law Reporter. They
receive short research and writing assign
ments every two weeks, and have four to
five days to complete them. Emphasis on the
development of legal writing skills, partic
ularly the ability to write concisely, and on
the importance of facts in legal analysis and
writing.

LAW 7911 or 7912—Independent
Research
1or 2 credits respectively. Students may sign
up for independent research with a faculty
member. They may receive a maximum of
3 credits toward graduation; however, they
may receive no more than 2 credits in any
one semester. Approval must be given by the
supervising faculty member and the Asso
ciate Dean.
LAW 7956 or 7957—New Europe
Law Review
1 or 2 credits respectively. Members of the

LAW 7929 or 7930—Women's
Annotated Legal Bibliography
1 or 2 credits respectively. Members of the
Women's Annotated Legal Bibliography are
eligible to receive 1 credit each semester.
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LAW 8093—International Trade
Law
Rules governing international trans
actions between private parties and the
international agreements and structures
which govern the international trading
system; U.S. customs law and import relief
legislation, including the "escape clause,"
antidumping, and countervailing duty
laws, and various unfair trade practices
provisions; extraterritorial impact of var
ious U.S. laws regulating trade and their
effect on international transactions.

Members of the Editorial Board may receive
1 additional credit each semester. Credit is
granted by the faculty adviser on the recom
mendation of the Editor-in-Chief.
SUMMER INSTITUTE FOR
PLACEMENT AND CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
3 credits each. Intensive small seminars
linked to related full-time field placements;
designed to combine academic background,
exposure to excellent legal practitioners, and
work opportunities. Not all seminars are
offered each summer. See the Center for
Professional Development for more details.

LAW 8373—Judicial Process and
Ethics
Designed for students doing judicial clerk
ships. Issues relating to judicial decision
making; the changing role of the court
in society; court involvement in institu
tional reform litigation; ethical consider
ations in bench and chambers conferences,
negotiation between parties and consent
decrees; monitoring of judgments; and the
relationship of courts to other actors and
aspects of the judicial system.

LAW 8550—Banking Law and
Regulation
The changing legal and regulatory struc
ture in which financial services are
delivered by banking organizations; dis
tinction between bank and nonbank ac
tivity; traditional bank regulatory matters
such as lending limits, usury, and limita
tions upon payment of interest, as well
as issues related to the Bank Holding
Company Act, interstate banking, foreign
banking, and the relationship between
banking and securities law.
LAW 8360—Civil and Criminal
Litigation Practice
Trial practice, with emphasis on develop
ment of oral skills in questioning wit
nesses; making objections and opening
and closing statements to the jury, and
developing an effective trial strategy;
based on the "learning by doing" principle:
students, in every class, perform problems
and are briefly critiqued.

LAW 8460—Law, Real Estate, and
Urban Development
The regulatory planning context in which
urban development occurs; zoning, land
mark preservation, and environmental
law; development, municipal finance, and
tax abatement policies.
LAW 8940—Legal Aspects of
Securities Transactions
Preparation of disclosure documents for
the Securities and Exchange Commission;
regulation of securities markets; potential
liability under the antifraud provisions of
federal security laws; federal proxy rules;
mergers, acquisitions, and other extraor
dinary corporate transactions.

LAW 8930—Entertainment Law
The structuring of transactions exploiting
dramatic properties including theatrical,
television, cable, and motion picture as
pects of the development of property.

LAW 8533—Mass Media and the
First Amendment
Regulation of the content of media
through the law of defamation, invasion
of privacy, copyright, obscenity, and na
tional security; problems of the press in
the newsgathering process including ac
cess to persons and places, confidential
sources, and reporters’ subpoenas; exam
ination of broadcast regulation by the
FCC, equal time, and fairness doctrine.

LAW 8720—Health Law
Major legal issues and their impact on
social policy affecting health, including
background material to acquaint students
with the information about health and
health care delivery systems necessary for
an understanding of legal and policy ques
tions; access to health care, public and
private insurance, health planning, financ
ing health, patients' rights.
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In d ex es o f C ourses
Courses are arranged according to the course-numbering system described on page 56.
7221
7223
7230
7234
7240
7241
7242
7243
7251
7253

American Legal History.............62
Legal History, English................ 63
Law and Social Transformation .. .67
Feminist Jurisprudence . .............63
Law and Literature Survey.......... 66
Law and Literature I .................... 66
Law and Literature I I .................. 66
Hegel: Science of Logic............... 64
Comparative Law.......................63
Principles of the Israeli Legal
System ......................................65
7254 The Soviet Legal System..............67
7258 Human Rights Workshop............65
7259 Constitutional Law in a Unifying
Germany ...................................67
7261 International Law....................... 66
7262 International Organizations.........65
7264 Foreign Relations Law of
the United States....................... 63
7268 Human Rights Colloquium........ 64
7271 Terrorism and the Law...............68
7273 Human Rights and Economic
Development..............................64
7274 War Crimes, Reparations, and
Human Rights............................ 68
7275 International Business
Transactions..............................59
7276 Law and Politics in the United
Nations......................................66
7277 Human Rights and International
Relations...................................64
7279 International Humanitarian Law 65
7280 Jewish Law, Introduction t o .........65
7281 Jewish Law, Main Institutions of 65
7282 Advanced Jewish Law.................65
7283 Advanced Jewish Law.................65
7284 Advanced Jewish Law.................65
7285 Advanced Jewish Law.................65
7286 European Economic Community. .63
7292 American Indian Law.................. 66
7295 Law and Religion in America.......67
7299 Civil Law and Religious
Accommodation......................... 63
7302 Federal Courts............................70
7305-7306 Civil Practice, New York__ 70
7311 Dispute Resolution Processes
and Skills...................................69
7312 Arbitration Law and Practice.......68
7313-7314 Alternative Dispute
Resolution/Mediation
Clinic ................................. 68

Numerical Index
The following index lists courses in numer
ical order, followed by the course title and
page number upon which it appears.
6001-6002 Contracts..........................57
6101 Criminal Law.............................. 57
6201 Elements of the Law.....................57
6301-6302 Civil Procedure..................57
6401-6402 Property........................... 57
6701-6702 Torts................................ 57
6792-6793 Legal Research, Writing, and
Appellate Advocacy............ 57
7001 Contract Drafting........................58
7002 Contract Drafting for Real Estate 58
7003 Contract Drafting in Entertainment
Law...........................................58
7004 Negotiation and Drafting for the
Close Corporation......................58
7006 Contract Drafting for Mergers and
Acquisitions ..............................58
7008 Music Industry Contract
Negotiations and Drafting.......... 58
7020 Payments................................... 59
7032 Commercial Law.........................58
7033 Structured Finance......................61
7040 Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Law............................ 59
7051 Debtors' and Creditors' Rights---- 59
7053 Bankruptcy, Advanced ................58
7055 Securities Regulation: Securities
Act of 1933 ...............................60
7057 Securities Regulation Act
of 1934 ......................................60
7058 Securities Litigation.................... 60
7059 Securities Regulation.................. 60
7060 Corporations..............................60
7064 Selected Problems in Corporate
and Securities Law......................59
7065 Corporate Finance......................60
7069 Mergers and Acquisitions.............60
7080 Insurance Law.............................59
7105 Corporate Crime..........................62
7110 Criminal Procedure.....................61
7113 Advanced Criminal Law:
Conspiracy and Racketeering----62
7118; 7119 Criminal Procedure I; I I ----61
7204 Supreme Court: Justice Brennan's
Jurisprudence ............................ 70
7211 Jurisprudence ........................... 66
7215 Philosophy of Human Rights .'--- 65
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7607 Federal Taxation of Property
Transactions............................ 75
7611 Corporate Tax.......................... 74
7615 Pensions and
Profit-Sharing Plans...................75
7616 Income Taxation of Corporate
Reorganizations....................... 75
7621 Estate and Gift Taxation.......... 74
7622 Estate Planning.........................74
7640 Tax C linic.............................. 75
7644 Taxation of Transnational
Transactions............................ 75
7650 State and Local Taxation..........75
7662 Federal Tax Policy................... 74
7676 Topics in Closely Held
Businesses............................... 74
7701 Libel........................................ 77
7711 Family Law............................... 76
7712 Child, Parent, and State............ 76
7715 Family Law Agreements........... 76
7719 Juvenile Rights: Representing
the Child...................................76
7721 Bioethics and the Law .............76
7725 Law and Medicine.................... 77
7726 Health Care Delivery Systems.. 76
7731 Admiralty Law........................ 75
7751 Legal Profession....................... 77
7752 Professional Responsibility__ 77
7760 Accounting for Lawyers........... 60
7762 Corporations/Accounting........ 60
7765 Publishing Law........................ 77
7780 Immigration Law Clinic............ 77
7781 Immigration Law......................76
7783 Professional Sports and
the Law.................................... 77
7784 Science and Justice.................. 77
7911 Independent Research..............78
7912 Independent Research..............78
7928 Affordable Housing Development
Clinic....................................... 78
7929 Women's Annotated
Legal Bibliography.................... 78
7930 Women's Annotated
Legal Bibliography.................... 78
7935 Entertainment Law..................76
7939 Law Review..............................78
7940 Law Review..............................78
7941-7942 Criminal Law Clinic........ 61
7944 Appellate Externship...............78
7947 Advanced Moot Court............. 78
7948-7949 Appeals Clinic.................68
7950,7951 Judicial Clerkship—
Alexander Fellows..............70
7952 Internship.................................78

7320
7325
7330
7333
7335

Injunctions................................ 70
Pretrial Practice..........................69
Evidence................................... 69
Evidence, Theories of..................69
Courtwatching: Current Supreme
Court Docket ............................ 69
7342 Conflicts of Law........................ 69
7363 Trial Advocacy..........................70
7366 Prosecutor Practicum.................. 62
7367 Criminal Justice and Society....... 61
7370 Appellate Advocacy................... 68
7421 Real Estate Transactions ........... 71
7441 Trusts and Estates.....................71
7450 Selected Topics in Will Drafting.. 75
7463 Land-Use Regulation..................74
7471 Environmental Law................... 73
7473 Comparative Environmental
Regulation................................. 73
7500 Constitutional Law III.................72
7501 Constitutional Law I .................. 72
7502 Constitutional Law II..................72
7505 Constitutional Decision-Making:
Censorship of Literature, Artwork,
and Movies ............................... 72
7508 Constitutional Litigation........... 72
7510 Constitutional Law and Practice:
Advanced Problems.................... 72
7512 Substantive Due Process and
Reproductive Rights...................74
7513 Civil Rights Law......................... 71
7516 Free Speech and National
Security.................................... 73
7518-7519 Social Welfare Litigation
Seminar............................ 69
7522 Administrative Law...................71
7523 Municipal Finance.................... 74
7526 Education Law...........................72
7527 Regulated Industries................. 74
7533 State and Local Government ...74
7541 Labor Law................................. 73
7542 Labor Law, Advanced............... 73
7543 Employment Discrimination .. .72
7545 Legal Protection for the
Individual Employee................. 74
7550 Unfair Competition..................71
7552 Banking Law............................ 71
7553 Communications Law............... 71
7555 Federal Regulation of the
Electronic Media...................... 73
7557 Antitrust and Trade
Regulation................................71
7572 Intellectual Property................ 70
7574 Patent Law............................... 71
7602 Personal Income Tax................ 75
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7954,7955 Arts and Entertainment
Law Journal......................78
7956,7957 New Europe Law Review . .78
7958 Real Estate Reporter.................78
7959-7960 Bet Tzedek Legal Services
Clinic .............................. 69
8093 Summer Institute:
International Trade Law..........79
8360 Summer Institute: Civil and
Criminal Litigation Practice__ 79
8373 Summer Institute: Judicial
Process and Ethics.................... 79
8460 Summer Institute: Law,
Real Estate, and Urban
Development............................ 79
8533 Summer Institute: Mass Media
and the First Amendment........ 79
8550 Summer Institute: Banking Law
and Regulation......................... 79
8720 Summer Institute: Health Law..79
8930 Summer Institute:
Entertainment Law...................79
8940 Summer Institute: Legal Aspects
of Securities Transactions ....... 79

Alphabetical Index
The following index lists courses in the
alphabetical order of the key word(s), and
gives their numbers and page numbers.
Accounting for Lawyers..............7760.. .60
Administrative Law.................... 7522.. .71
Admiralty Law...........................7731.. .75
Affordable Housing Development
Clinic ....................................7928. ..78
Alternative Dispute Resolution/
Mediation Clinic..............7313-7314... 68
American Indian Law................. 7292... 66
Antitrust and Trade
Regulation..............................7557... 71
Appeals Clinic...................7948-7949... 68
Appellate Advocacy...................7370... 68
Appellate Externship................. 7944... 78
Arbitration Law and Practice__ 7312... 68
Arts and Entertainment
Law Journal ................... 7954,7955... 78
Banking Law............................ 7552... 71
Banking Law and Regulation
(Summer Institute)...................8550... 79
Bankruptcy, Advanced............... 7053... 58
Bet Tzedek Legal
Services Clinic................. 7959-7960... 69
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Bioethics and the Law

Education Law......................... 7526... 72
Employment Discrimination__ 7543... 72
Entertainment Law................... 7935... 76
Entertainment Law
(Summer Institute)................. 8930... 79
Environmental Law................. 7471... 73
Environmental Regulation,
Comparative ..........................7473... 73
Estate and Gift Taxation...........7621... 74
Estate Planning........................7622... 74
European Economic Community 7286... 63
Evidence................................. 7330... 69
Evidence, Theories of................7333... 69

7721... 76

Child, Parent, and State.............7712... 76
Civil and Criminal Litigation
Practice (Summer Institute)__ 8360... 79
Civil Law and Religious
Accommodation.....................7299... 63
Civil Practice, New York .. .7305-7306... 70
Civil Procedure................ 6301-6302... 57
Civil Rights Law.......................7513... 71
Closely Held Businesses........... 7676... 74
Commercial Law...................... 7032... 58
Communications Law.............. 7553... 71
Comparative Law.....................7251... 63
Conflicts of Law...................... 7342... 69
Constitutional Decision-Making:
Censorship of Literature, Artwork,
and Movies ............................7505... 72
Constitutional Law I,
II, III.......................7501,7502,7500... 72
Constitutional Law and Practice:
Advanced Problems................7510... 72
Constitutional Law in a
Unifying Germany..................7259... 67
Constitutional Litigation......... 7508... 72
Contract Drafting.....................7001... 58
Contract Drafting in Entertainment
Law.......................................7003. ..58
Contract Drafting for Mergers
and Acquisitions..................... 7006... 58
Contract Negotiations and Drafting,
Music Industry.......................7008... 58
Contract Drafting for
Real Estate............................. 7002... 58
Contracts........................ 6001-6002... 57
Corporate Crime...................... 7105...62
Corporate Finance................... 7065... 60
Corporate and Securities Law__ 7064... 59
Corporate Tax..........................7611...74
Corporations............................7060... 60
Corporations/Accounting..........7762... 60
Courtwatching: Current
Supreme Court Docket........... 7335... 69
Criminal Justice and Society__ 7367... 61
Criminal Law............................6101... 57
Criminal Law, Advanced: Conspiracy
and Racketeering....................7113... 62
Criminal Law Clinic..........7941-7942... 61
Criminal Procedure.................. 7110... 61
Criminal Procedure I; II__ 7118; 7119... 61

Family Law.............................. 7711... 76
Family Law Agreements........... 7715... 76
Federal Courts..........................7302... 70
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Law.......................................7040. ..59
Federal Regulation of the
Electronic Media.....................7555... 73
Federal Tax Policy................... 7662... 74
Federal Taxation of Property
Transactions..........................7607... 75
Feminist Jurisprudence.............7234... 63
Foreign Relations Law of
the United States................... 7264... 63
Free Speech and
National Security................... 7516... 73
Health Care Delivery Systems.. .7726... 76
Health Law (Summer Institute) . .8720... 79
Hegel: Science of Logic.............7243... 64
Human Rights Colloquium...... 7268... 64
Human Rights and Economic
Development..........................7273... 64
Human Rights and
International Relations........... 7277... 64
Human Rights, Philosophy of .. .7215... 65
Human Rights Workshop..........7258... 65
Immigration Law...................... 7781... 76
Immigration Law Clinic........... 7780... 77
Income Tax, Personal................ 7602... 75
Income Taxation of Corporate
Reorganizations ..................... 7616... 75
Independent Research...... 7911,7912... 78
Injunctions...............................7320... 70
Insurance Law..........................7080... 59
Intellectual Property................ 7572... 70
International Business
Transactions..........................7275... 59
International Humanitarian
Law.......................................7279. ..65
International Law..................... 7261... 66

Debtors' and Creditors' Rights .. .7051... 59
Dispute Resolution Processes
and Skills............................... 7311... 69
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New Europe Law Review 7956,7957... 78

International Organizations...... 7262... 65
International Trade Law
(Summer Institute)...............8093... 79
Internship............................. 7952.. . 78
Israeli Legal System,
Principles o f ........................ 7253... 65

Patent Law..............................7574... 71
Payments............................... 7020... 59
Pensions and Profit-Sharing
Plans.................................... 7615... 75
Pretrial Practice......................7325.. . 69
Professional Responsibility ... 7752... 77
Property........................ 6401-6402.. . 57
Prosecutor Practicum............. 7366.. . 62
Publishing Law.......................7765.. . 77

Jewish Law, Advanced........... 7282;
7283; 7284; 7285... 65
Jewish Law, Introduction to ... 7280.. . 65
Jewish Law,
Main Institutions of.............7281.. . 65
Judicial Clerkship—Alexander
Fellows........................7950,7951... 70
Judicial Process and Ethics
(Summer Institute)...............8373.. . 79
Jurisprudence........................ 7211.. . 66
Juvenile Rights.......................7719... 76

Real Estate Reporter...............7958... 78
Real Estate Transactions ...... 7421... 71
Regulated Industries ............. 7527... 74
Science and Justice................ 7784... 77
Securities Litigation...............7058.. . 60
Securities Regulation............. 7059... 60
Securities Regulation: Securities
Act of 1933 .......................... 7055. ..60
Securities Regulation
Act of 1934 .......................... 7057. ..60
Securities Transactions,
Legal Aspects of
(Summer Institute).............. 8940... 79
Social Welfare Litigation
Seminar.......................7518-7519... 69
Soviet Legal System ...............7254.. . 67
Sports, Professional,
and the Law......................... 7783... 77
State and Local Government . .7533... 74
State and Local Taxation........ 7650... 75
Structured Finance................7033.. . 61
Substantive Due Process and
Reproductive Rights............ 7512... 74
Supreme Court: Justice Brennan's
Jurisprudence...................... 7204.. . 70

Labor Law............................... 7541.. . 73
Labor Law, Advanced............. 7542.. . 73
Land-Use Regulation............. 7463.. . 74
Law, Elements of the...............6201.. . 57
Law and Literature I ...............7241.. . 66
Law and Literature I I .............7242... 66
Law and Literature Survey__ 7240... 66
Law and Medicine..................7725... 77
Law and Politics in the United
Nations................................ 7276... 66
Law, Real Estate, and Urban
Development (Summer
Institute) ............................. 8460. .. 79
Law and Religion
in America............................ 7295... 67
Law Review................... 7939,7940.. . 78
Law and Social
Transformation....................7230.. . 67
Legal History, American........ 7221.. . 62
Legal History, English............7223.. . 63
Legal Profession..................... 7751... 77
Legal Protection for the
Individual Employee__ ____7545... 74
Legal Research, Writing, and
Appellate Advocacy__ 6792-6793... 57
Libel........................................7701... 77

Tax Clinic.............................7640.. . 75
Taxation of Transnational
Transactions........................7644... 75
Terrorism and the Law...........7271.. . 68
Torts............................. 6701-6702... 57
Trial Advocacy...................... 7363... 70
Trusts and Estates................. 7441... 71

Mass Media and the
First Amendment
(Summer Institute)............... 8533.. . 79
Mergers and Acquisitions...... 7069.. . 60
Moot Court, Advanced ..........7947.. . 78
Municipal Finance.................7523.. . 74

Unfair Competition.............. 7550... 71
War Crimes, Reparations, and
Human Rights ..................... 7274. .. 68
Will Drafting,
Selected Topics in ................ 7450... 75
Women's Annotated Legal
Bibliography................ 7929,7930... 78

Negotiation and Drafting for the
Close Corporation................. 7004... 58
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FELLOWS WALL
BB4JAMIN N. CARDOZO SCHOOL OF
YESHIVA UNIVERSITY
DEDICATED IN HONOR OF THOSE WHO BY THEIR VISION ANO GENERC
ADVANCED THE

IDEALS OF THE GREAT J U R IS T IN ENCOURA

STUDY OF LAW FOR THE PURSUIT OF J U S T IC E AMONG ALL HI
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Cardozo and Its Builders
The growth and strength of Cardozo are in large part attributable to many individuals
and foundations who have seen the distinguished place this Law School can hold in
American society, its role in training men and women for the legal profession, and its
potential as a source of ideas and scholarship on important matters of the day.

There are many who have helped to build Cardozo and continue to do so. Their generous
and invaluable support is outlined below.
Donors have also established awards and honors granted to students at commencement
(see page 16).
ALEXANDER JUDICIAL FELLOWS PROGRAM, established in 1982 under a gift from
the Bertha and Richard G. Alexander Foundation
URIEL AND CAROLINE BAUER MEMORIAL LAW REVIEW LECTURESHIP
BROOKDALE FOUNDATION
JACOB BURNS INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED LEGAL STUDIES
JACOB BURNS MOOT COURT
CARDOZO BET TZEDEK ENDOWMENT FUND
BENJAMIN N. CARDOZO STUDENT LIFE FUND
DR. LILLIAN AND DR. REBECCA CHUTICK LAW LIBRARY
• Barry Schreiber Law Library
•Louis and Ida Shlansky Family Foundation Collection of Jewish and Israeli Law
LIBRARY READING AREAS
•Joseph M. and Dorothy Drexler Reading Area
•Joe and Celia Weinstein Reading Area
LEONARD AND BEA DIENER INSTITUTE OF JEWISH LAW
FORD FOUNDATION PROGRAM IN INTERNATIONAL LAW AND HUMAN RIGHTS
JUDGE ARCHIE A. GORFINKEL MEMORIAL LECTURESHIP
SAMUEL AND RONNIE HEYMAN CENTER ON CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
E. BILLIIVRY FREE LOAN FUND
HARRY KOEPPEL MEMORIAL LECTURESHIP
HARVEY MILLER ANNUAL LECTURE
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FRANK J. SCARDILLI LECTURESHIP IN NEGOTIATION, MEDIATION, AND
CONFLICT RESOLUTION, established by Ira and Doris Kukin
ROMIE SHAPIRO PROGRAM IN INTERNATIONAL LAW AND HUMAN RIGHTS
STEPHEN B. SIEGEL PROGRAM IN REAL ESTATE LAW
SOL S. SINGER RESEARCH PROGRAM IN REAL PROPERTY LAW
HOWARD M. SQUADRON PROGRAM IN COMMUNICATIONS LAW
HERMAN J. STICH PROGRAM FOR THE AGED AND DISABLED, BET TZEDEK LEGAL
SERVICES CLINIC, ROSALIND DEUTCHMAN POSNER, EXECUTRIX

Chairs and Professorships
DR. SAMUEL BELKIN CHAIR IN LAW AND SOCIETY
JOSEPH AND SADIE DANCIGER CHAIR IN LAW
MAX FREUND CHAIR IN ADVOCACY AND LITIGATION
DR. HERMAN GEORGE AND KATE KAISER CHAIR IN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
H. BERT AND RUTH MACK CHAIR IN REAL ESTATE LAW
JUSTICE SYDNEY L. ROBINS CANADIAN VISITING PROFESSORSHIP IN
INTERNATIONAL LAW AND HUMAN RIGHTS
HERBERT AND FLORENCE TENZER CHAIR IN JEWISH LAW AND ETHICS

D edicated F acilities
FURST FACULTY LOUNGE, donated by Melvin J. and Gerald Furst
LAW SCHOOL LOBBY, reconstructed through gifts from Stanley E. Stern, then vice
chairman, YU Board of Trustees; Jacob Burns, chairman, Cardozo Board of Directors;
and other members of the Cardozo Board
FAY ROTENBERG STUDENT LOUNGE
TONKIN LECTURE HALL
SIDNEY WEISNER LECTURE HALL
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Endowed Scholarships
JACOB AND GERTRUDE ARRONSON SCHOLARSHIP FUND
URIEL AND CAROLINE BAUER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
DAVID BERG AND FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP FUND
HOWARD BORN SCHOLARSHIP FUND
JACOB BURNS MERIT SCHOLARSHIP FUND
BENJAMIN N. CARDOZO SCHOOL OF LAW BOARD SCHOLARSHIP
ANNIE CHUTICK SCHOLARSHIP FUND, established by daughters Dr. Lillian Chutick and
Dr. Rebecca Chutick
BETTY EISENSTADT SCHOLARSHIP
ROSALIND FREED SCHOLARSHIP FUND
ARTHUR E. GARMAIZE SCHOLARSHIP IN COPYRIGHT LAW
HERMAN GLICKMAN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP, established by Bruce and Barbara Berger
HORACE W. GOLDSMITH SCHOLARSHIP CHALLENGE GRANT FUND
NATHAN AND LOUISE GOLDSMITH SCHOLARSHIP
CARL C. ICAHN SCHOLARSHIP FUND FOR CHILD PROTECTION STUDIES
DAVID AND BETYAITZKOWITZ SCHOLARSHIP FUND
E. BILLIIVRY SCHOLARSHIP FUND
PAULINE PERLMUTTER JARETT SCHOLARSHIP FUND
MORDECAI D. AND DR. MONIQUE C. KATZ SCHOLARSHIP
WILLIAM KLEIN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP, established by Lester and Ruth Friedman
WILLIAM KLEIN SCHOLARSHIP FUND
SARAH KOREIN LOAN FUND
SAMUEL J. AND ETHEL LeFRAK SCHOLARSHIP FUND
SALLY NEMEROVER LIPPNER SCHOLARSHIP FUND
JESSE PERLMUTTER SCHOLARSHIP FUND
BEATRICE POTTER SCHOLARSHIP
JUDGE MILTON SAMORODIN LOAN FUND
HERBERT AND FLORENCE TENZER UNIVERSITY FELLOWSHIPS
ESTHER AND JULIUS VAN GELDER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
JUDGE J. SKELLY WRIGHT SCHOLARSHIP FUND
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Cardozo Fellows
Cardozo Fellows are a distinguished body of supporters of legal education at Benjamin N.
Cardozo School of Law. The Fellows Wall at the Brookdale Center gives recognition in perpetuity
to all members for their vision and generosity.
Sanford Abelson
Leona and Marcy Chanin
Leon H. Charney
Claire and Cliff Adelson
Abraham Chutick
Dr. Joseph and Rachel Ades
Annie Chutick
Joseph Alexander Foundation
Dr. Lillian Chutick
Barbara and Philip Altheim
Max Chutick
Florence and Joseph Appleman
Jacob and Gertrude Arronson
Dr. Rebecca Chutick
Allen A. Ash
Amy Scheuer Cohen
Dr. Maurice and Sondra Cohen
David J. and Stephanie Azrieli
Adele Bacon
Stephen and Jeanette Cohen
Gertrude and Lou Bacon
Beatrice Ernst Daffner
Marvin Bacon
Rosalind and J. Morton Davis
Sanford Bacon
Leonard Diener
August and Donald DiRenzo
Harriet and Charles Ballon
Mitzi and Melvyn Dobrin
Marian S. and Bernard H. Barnett
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Domnitch
Lore and Harry Bauer
Mala and Henry S. Dorfman
Bear, Stearns & Co., Inc.
Drexel Burnham Lambert Inc.
Joan and Shael Bellows
Dorothy and Joseph M. Drexler
Robert M. Beren
Abraham and Esther Eisenstat
David Berg
Samuel Eisenstat
Bruce and Barbara Berger
Etra and Etra
Lee and David Bergner
Louise and Fred Feldman
Louis Berkowitz
Eugene and Estelle Ferkauf
Richard and Amelia Bernstein
Hirsh Freed
Halina and Samson Bitensky
Lester and Ruth Friedman
Marjorie Diener Blenden
The Frisch Foundation
Blume and Samuel Borenstein
Alfred M. Frisch
Dr. Richard M. and Sharon Brown
Melvin J. Furst
Mr. and Mrs. George Burns
Violet and Gerald Furst
Paula and Jacob Burns
GAF Corporation
Dr. Rosalie A. Burns
Arthur E. Garmaize
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Carmel
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Arnold S. Penner
Jesse Perlmutter
Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin, Krim and Ballon
Rosalind Deutchman Posner
Sidney O. Raphael
Pearl and Harry B. Richard
Hon. Steven D. Robinson
Arthur Rogers
Sammi and George Rohr
Rita and Philip Rosen
Minnie and Charles Rosenberg
Selma and Lawrence Ruben
Aphrodite and Herbert Rubin
Hon. Milton Samorodin
Gloria and Saul Sapper
Mr. and Mrs. Albert T. Schattner
S. H. and Helen R. Scheuer Family
Schlein Foundation
Barbara S. and Jeffrey G. Schlein
Irving and Helen Schneider
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Schottenstein
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Schottenstein
Henry L. Schwartz
Irene and David Schwartz
Stephen L. Schwartz
David Seltzer
Blanche and Romie Shapiro
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Shapiro
Shea, Gould, Climenko and Casey
Sheila and Michael Sherman and Family
Sylvia and Maj. Max L. Shulman
Shira Siegel
Stephen B. Siegel
Martin Silverman
Herbert Slavin
Muriel Martin Springfield
Ghity and Max Stern
Stanley E. and Simha Stern
Frieda and Max Stollman
Phillip Stollman
Joseph and Gwendolyn Straus
Tenzer, Greenblatt, Fallon and Kaplan
Hon. Herbert and Florence Tenzer
Joseph Tonkin
Edward Traurig
Col. Max R. Traurig
John Trubin
Alan G. Weiler
Joe and Celia Weinstein
Sidney Weisner
Leon and Ruth Wildes
Siggi B. Wilzig
Ben Wunsch
Harry Zekelman
(as of 8/15/90)

Joseph G. Gaumont
Herman Glickman
Ronnie and Arthur Goldberg
Lydia and Peter Goldring
Horace W. Goldsmith
Louise and Nathan Goldsmith
Max Goldstein
Lee and Albert Goodstein
Harry Green
Paul Greenblatt
Lynne and Paul T. Greene
Celia Chutick Greenwald
Abraham S. Guterman
Pearl and William S. Hack
Theodore P. Halperin
Hausman Belding
Nancy R. Heller
Dorothy Hendeles
Doreen and David B. Hermelin
Ronnie and Samuel Heyman
E. Billi Ivry
Pauline Perlmutter Jarett
Mr. and Mrs. H. Jerome Joseph
Eva Kahn
Kate and Dr. Herman George Kaiser
Richard and Susan Katcher
Mordecai D. and Dr. Monique C. Katz
Carol and Gerald S. Kaufman
Kaye, Scholer, Fierman, Hays and Handler
Frederick A. Kleinberg
Roberta and Robert Koeppel
William W. Koeppel
Doris Kornreich
Erna and Louis Kramer
Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Kramer
Adolph and Diane Krejtman
Doris and Dr. Ira Kukin
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene M. Lang
Evelyn and H. Thomas Langbert
Elsie and Daniel A. Laven
Howard Lazar
Ethel and Samuel LeFrak
Jeffrey Scott Levy
Sally Nemerover Lippner
Earle I. Mack
Ceil and Joseph Mazer
Mr. and Mrs. Ely Meltzer
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin S. Meltzer
Andrew J. Merin and Norman B. Baker
Ursula and Hermann Merkin
Claudia and Arthur J. Mirante II
Bernard S. Neistein
Arthur Pascal
Monrad G. Paulsen
Tom Pearlman
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A b ou t T h is B u lle tin
This Bulletin was prepared on the basis of the best information available at the time of
publication. The University reserves the right to change tuition, fees, course offerings,
regulations, and admission and graduation requirements at any time without prior notice.
Supplements issued between Bulletins offer information on changes which have occurred during
those periods. Students should also consult the official Law School bulletin boards for changes.
This Bulletin supersedes all previous Bulletins.

Academic rules and regulations, in addition to those stated in this Bulletin, relating to the
School of Law and binding on students, are set forth in the Student Handbook, available
to students on request and at registration. Rules and regulations in the Student Handbook
are incorporated by reference into this Bulletin.
Yeshiva University is committed to a policy of equal opportunity and nondiscrimination in
admission and all other facets of its educational programs and activities. The Association
of American Law Schools, which together with the American Bar Association accredits Benjamin
N. Cardozo School of Law, has established as one of its standards for accreditation the following:
"A member school shall provide equality of legal education for all persons, including faculty
and employees with respect to hiring, continuation, promotion and tenure, applicants for
admission, enrolled students, and graduates, without discrimination or segregation on the
ground of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age, handicap or disability or sexual
orientation."
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W here to Secure In fo rm a tio n
The Law School
Inquiries should be directed to the offices listed below, Yeshiva University, Brookdale
Center, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10003-4391.
General inform ation
Student finances, scholarships,
fellow ships, loans
(212) 790-0200
OFFICE OF STUDENT FINANCES
A dm issions, b u lletin s, applications (212) 790-0392
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS
Records, transcripts, calendar
(212) 790-0274
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR
(212) 790-0295
Placem ent
CENTER FOR PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
OFFICE OF THE DEAN
(212) 790-0358
(212) 790-0311

The University
Unless otherwise indicated, inquiries should be directed to the officers listed below, Yeshiva
University Joel Jablonski Campus, 500 West 185th Street, New York, N.Y. 10033-3299.
General interests
THE PRESIDENT
(212) 960-5400
Admissions, bulletins, applications
Undergraduate schools:
DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS
(212) 960-5277

Student affairs
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
(212) 960-5366

Graduate schools:
Contact individual schools
Student finances, scholarships,
fellowships, loans
DIRECTOR OF STUDENT FINANCES
(212) 960-5269
Records, transcripts, calendar
REGISTRAR
(212) 960-5274
Business affairs
VICE PRESIDENT FOR
BUSINESS AFFAIRS
(212) 960-5396

Gifts
VICE PRESIDENT FOR
DEVELOPMENT
(212) 960-0863

General information
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC RELATIONS
(212) 960-5285

Bequests
GENERAL COUNSEL
Yeshiva University
Brookdale Center
55 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10003-4391
(212) 790-0280
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The following are the official designations of Cardozo School of Law's program code, title,
and degree, as registered by the New York State Education Department.
HEGIS
Code

1401

P ro g ram
N um ber

76087

P ro g ra m T itle

D egree

Law

Doctor of Law (J.D.)

Students should note that enrollment in other than a State-approved program may jeopardize
their eligibility for certain student aid awards.

Accreditation
Yeshiva University is accredited by the Commission on Higher Education of the Middle States
Association of Colleges and Schools, and the following programs by the appropriate professional
agencies: the program in medicine, by the Liaison Committee on Medical Education of the
American Medical Association and the Association of American Medical Colleges; the program
in clinical psychology, by the American Psychological Association; the program in law, by
the American Bar Association; the program in social work, by the Council on Social Work
Education; the programs in Jewish education, by the Association of Institutions of Higher
Learning for Jewish Education and the National Board of License for Hebrew Teachers.
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Human Rights Program....................... 8

Accelerated Entry Plans...........................6
Accreditation........................................94
Adjunct faculty.................................... 47
Administration.................................... 33
Admissions...........................................23
criteria.............................................. 24
deadlines...........................................25
inquiries...........................................24
procedure......................................... 25
Alexander Judicial Fellows Program...... 10
Alumni................................................ 15
Arts and Entertainment
Law Journal........................................13
Awards..................................................16

Judicial System and Procedures..............68
Libraries......................................... 12, 22
Loans...................................................27
Location .............................................. 11
Moot Court, Jacob Bums........................14
Nonclassified Courses...........................75
Perspectives......................................... 62
Placement..............................................9
Programs of study...................................5
Property................................................70
Public Law ...........................................71

Boards................................................. 32
Burns, Jacob, Institute for
Advanced Legal Studies..................... 5
Burns, Jacob, Scholars Program............... 25

Real Estate and Urban Law......................9
Regulations.........................................30,92

Cardozo Law Forum.............................. 15
Cardozo Law Review.............................. 13
Cardozo School of Law background__ 4, 18
Cardozo Studies in Law and Literature__ 5
Career development................................9
Clinical experiences................................7
Commercial and Corporate Law............. 58
Course-numbering system......................56
Courses, alphabetical index o f .............. 82
Courses, description of...........................55
Courses, numerical index o f...................80
Criminal Law and Procedure...................61

Second- and Third-Year Courses..............58
Specialization areas................................. 7
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Student activities................................. 15
Student Bar Association......................... 15
Student finances...................................27
Student journals ...................................13
Student life...........................................11
Student organizations............................ 15
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Career Development.........................10,79

Degree requirements ............................ 26
Discrepancies........................................57

Taxation.............................................. 74
Transfer students ................................. 26
Tuition............................................... 27
Tuition Assistance Program...................28

Entertainment Law................................. 8
Facilities.............................................. 11
Faculty................................................. 35
Fees .....................................................27
Financial aid......................................... 27
First-Year Courses................................. 57

Undergraduate colleges represented
by class of 1992................................. 17
Visiting students...................................26

General Miscellaneous Courses..............78

Withdrawal...........................................29
Women's Annotated Legal
Bibliography...................................... 14
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Honor Roll...........................................85
Honors..................................................16
Housing................................................ 12
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